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Abstnast

The Cana-{Þn_¡!rnryl_Bights Act was enacted by the Parlíament of
Canadain1977"rhilminationofsi9nificantpreSSureS
on the Government to bring federal anti-discrimination policy ai least up
to th e standards established by provincial initiatives; the f ederal
Government was the last of canadars j urisdictions to enact
comprehensive, consolidated anti-discrimination Iaw establishing a

central enforcement agency.

This study attempts to analyse the development of the Act, with
an emphasis on the anti-discriminatioin parts of the legislation. An
insight into general patterns of federal policy develõpment, the
legislative process and anti-discrimination policy is offered" lt is shown
that legislatorsrunderstanding of the dynamics of discrimination and its
control has been slow to develop, that regulation against discrimination
has been extraordinarily incremental in its progression toward
instituting the principle of absolute non discrimination and, also, that
TheCanadian@,inparticular,wasslowtodevelop
b
relaied provisions appended to the
legislation" The varying eff ects of parliamentarians, interest groups
and of f icials on developing law and the instrumental role ìf tire
enforcement agency is commented on. Furthermore, the curativ e
emphasis of the regulation of discrimination is criticized.
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INTRODUCTION

The Honourable Mark MacCuigan (Liberal-Windsor-Walkerville),

agreeing with a quote by a late President of the Philippines which

states, "He who has less in life should have more in law,r commented,
"The difficulty arises over the proportion of compensatory action by the
state.rr He concl uded, rr ... the state can aim at no more than equality
of opportunity.rrl This opinion is apparently widely shared in varying
by most Canadian public policy-makers; visions of equality are
not comprised of quests for equality of condition. The state, it is
held, should only go so far as to facilitate an individualrs equal start in
degrees

the race of life and allow ability to determine the rest, albeit above a
minimum standard of living.
Progresssive taxation, social services,
financial support for education and regional development funding

have

become acceptable mechanisms for achieving equal opportunity.

Similarly, anti-discrimination

legislation enacted by all Canadian

governments establishing human rights commissions is aimed at this

objective.

unlike

many of the other programmes, however,
anti-discrimination policies may ameliorate not only the ecomonic
disadvantages suffered

by citizens but also threats to human dignity.

For those who seem assured of their own ability to ensure

dignity, interventions by human rights commissions are unwelcome.
Milton Friedman states that anti-discrimination legislation r!...clearly
involves interference with the freedom of individuals to enter into

voluntary contracts with one another."2 Alfred Avins betieves that
-1-

airhousing, open occupancy, and equality cannot substitute for the
denial of the right of freedom of association. lnfringement of tlris right
rrf

makes anti-discrimination legislation in housing violative of fundamental
liberties. rr3 Dr. Morris Schumiatcher has said that rtThe greatest human

right of all is the right to be let alone, to be oners own man. lf a
stranger were to drop into our planet... and read the rules the Human
Rights Commission has published, I am sure he would believe we are

a

wanton and depraved lot to require that so many strictures be placed
by a public authority upon our behavior..."4 Nonetheless, in the

balance, egalitarian rights have been judged to be paramount to
absolute Iiberty.

The term rrdiscrimination'r has been endlessry defined by
academics, lawyers and

judges. One of the most practical definitions to

date is offered in a decision of a British Columbia Board of lnquiry
under the B. C. H uman R ights Code.5 The Board stated:
... discrimination occurs
when the following factors
exist: (l) an individual is treated more harshly than
other individuals; ( 2) this harsh treatment does not ftow
from an assessment of the individualrs merits; (3 ) rather ¡t
is based on the individualrs possession of a generar crass
characteristic; (4) this class characteristic is one w h ich is
irrelevant in relation to the employment (or provision of
service, housing etc" ) the individual is seeking. ln other
words, âñ employer discriminates when he refuses to hire a
person based on a prior assumption that a person cannot
p erf orm th e work because of his possession of a class
characteristic provided that this assurnption is not correct.
It should be evident from this conceptualization that anti-discrimination
law is not aimed at changing attitudes and beliefs but merely actions.
However, as Gordon Allport 6 asserts,
Law is intended only to control the outward expression of
intolerance. But outward action, psychology knows, has an
eventual effect upon inner habits of thought and feeling.

-2-

And for this reason we list legislative action as one of the
of reducing not only public discrimination,
but private prejudice as well.
major methods

Chapter I builds on this brief perspective of the objective of
anti-discrimination Iaw and the nature of discrimination by offering a

background to the emergence of anti-discrimination legislation. The
scope and purpose of this study is then presented.

(a) Background
The development of anti-discrimination legislation, or nhuman

rights legislationrras ¡t is generously Iabelled, is characterized by
relative recency and incrementat growth in Canada. The value that
individuals should be free from certain discriminatory actions was not
reflected in public policy until after the mid 190ots. Contrarily, federal
and provincial laws regarding immigration, employment, business and

property ownership previously prescribed discrimination, notably
against women, chinese, Japanese and Native lndians. The only
notable exception to this general observation was legislative prohibition
against slavery enacted by the legislature of Upper Canada in 17937 and

court decisions outlarving some discriminatory actions by
carriers and innkeepers.

some lirnited
common

Although The Þritish North America Act of 1867 did allude to
certain legal, political and economic rights of British common law I and
d¡d define cultural rights to saf eguard language and religion,
particularly of French Canadians, the Act excluded any reference to
egalitarian rights.

Subsequenily, discrimination was rarely declared

-3-

unlawful by the courts; as late as lg40 the supreme court of Canada
allowed a tavernkeeper to refuse service to a Black because the general
principle of freedom of commerce prevailed. The court said in Christie
v. York corporation 9that "Any merchant is free to deal as he may
choose with any individual member

of the public.rt

A perceptible change in principles of sociat conduct occurred
after world war ll. By 1950, many discriminatory laws had been
removed from the statutes.

This was not enough in itself to ensure
egalitarian rights, however. Legislation was necessary to prohibit
discrimination" Adverse treatment of individuals on the grounds of
race, colour, religion and sex, for exampte, was so common and
entrenched in Canadian society, and stereotypic attitudes so rooted in
previously unchallenged beliefs, that positive efforts were essential.
Evidence of emerging principles of non-discrimination could be

found in only a very few heterogeneous Canadian laws in the 1930ts.10
Most legislative activity was instead destined to follow events in the
United States" Prior to 1945, several Northern, Eastern and Western
American states and the U. S" f ederal government had some limited
anti-discrimination provisions in law. The general pattern was one of
illegal discrimination based on race, colour or religion in government

and government-related

employment

but absolute non-regulation in the

area of private employment.l l E.,for.ement procedures provided in the
early statutes were criminal prosecutions or provision for civ il actions.
These methods of redress were unsatisfactory and incompatible with the
dynamics

of discrimination" No cases are known to have been reported

-4-

under any of those mechanisms. l2

lnherently, those methods of
settling disputes were a deterrent to the victim of discrimination
seeking redress. The methods were costly, time consuming and an
onerous burden of proof made conviction difficult because the courts

thought ¡t was necessary to determine the motives of an alleged
discriminator, and fact-finding is often diff icult. F urth ermore, ¡t is
generally accepted that those people most likely to be discriminated
against are those who have neither the resources nor knowledge of
availabte legal remedies, conferred rights, nor confidence in the legal
system" Even if criminal prosecution or a civil suit is successful, a

victim is still without the job or admittance initially sought, and nothing
prevents the discriminator from continuing the practise.
Discrimination in the

nited States is inextricably bound to the
white majorityts negative attitude toward the Black community.
U

Although the NAACP and the National Urban League were formed early
in the century, their efforts to gain equal opportunity for Blacks were
generally ineffective" But World war ll brought great changes to
American society; by 1941 there arose a significant re-evaluation of
American attitudes and laws. The labour market demanded workers for

a result of the United Statesrindirect involvement
in the War" One observer noted, "As defense manufacturers and
defense production as

government agencies

put

unernployed whites

in their localities back to

work and sent to other areas for more, Negroes wondered when the
depression would end for them too."13 This wondering was short-lived;
Black leaders quickly realized that challenge was urgent and rallied

attention to the injustice. The support of diverse labour, professional
-5-

and religious groups and whíte liberals was solicited and obtained.
Resulting demonstrations, conferences and letters were particularly
distasteful to governments. James E. Jones 14 explains:
Then (the united States) was preparing for the war to Make
th e world saf e for Democracy, and its emproyment
practices, as well as other aspects of life in Amér¡ca,
revealed a most embarrassing contradiction.
The
governmentrs use of democratic symbols in its efforts to
unify the country and to wage psychorogicar warfare upon
the axis nations sharply illuminated the contrast between
ideals and reality.

These noticeable lrinconsistencies between American pretensions

and practices with respect to human rightsrr 15 ultimatety led to an
Executive Order initially establishing the federat Fair Employment
Practice Committee (FEPC) which was empowered to accept and settle
complaints of employment discrimination on the grounds of race, creed,

colour or national origin in defense contracts and federal government
employment. No enforcement powers were specified and the FEpC had

to rely solely on the threat of publicity by way of public hearings,
however. while the FEpc lasted only five years, it is judged to have
b een mildly successf ul in reducing discriminatory practices and in
bringing national attention to the problem in employment practices.l6 lt
was also a probable factor influencing states to consider their own
anti-discrimination law"
The State of New York had earlier taken more significant steps to
establish a permanent agency to deal with discrimination. ln March of

1945, the State enacted the New York State Law Against Discrimination.
The law placed the functions of public education, the acceptance of
complaints of discrimination, investigation, conciliation and enforcement

in an agency with the sole purpose of securing equal opportunity. The
procedures resembled those of the National Labour Relations Board,
-6-

already proven effective in dealing with labour disputes. lnstead of
placing the entire onus on an aggrieved to stand up for entitled rights,

the new law made discrimination a community responsibility. The
Commission Against Discrimination (SCAD) was composed

State

of five persons

appointed by the Governor for five year terms to formulate policies,
make appropriate recommendations to other state officials and ensure
enforcement of the law.

iscrimination on the basis of oners race,
creed, colour or national origin was prohibited by employers, labour
D

organizations or employment agencies. Sociat and fraternal ctubs,
non-prof it charitable, religious or educational associations and
establishments with less than six employees were exempt. ln its duties

of receiving, investigating and settling complaints, the

Commission could

rrhold hearings, subpoena witnesses, compel their
attendance, administer

oaths, take the testimony of any person under oath, and in connection

therewith, req uire the production for examination of any books or
papers related to any matter under investigation.rrlT After receiving a
of discrimination an investigation would determine its validity.
lf ¡t appeared that the practice was unlawful, settlement would be

complaint

pursued by conference, persuasion and conciliation" lf that failed,

a

hearing before three Commissioners could result in a cease and desist
order" As well, the respondent could be ordered to hire, reinstate,
promote or perform any affirmative action. Any Commission decision
was subject to judical review and a court order could be obtained for

an enforcement. Any person wilfully impeding the Commission or
vioiating an order would be subject to a jail sentence of up to a year
and a maximum fine of

$500"

-7-

W" S" Tarnopolsky 18 ably explains:

... it is not only bigots who discrimínate, but fine 'upright'l
members of society as well. Most people discriminate not so
much out of hatred as out of discomfort or inconvenience,

or out of fear of loss of business. The philosophy
underlying the new approach is that these people shoulo be
given an opportunity to reassess their attitudes and to
reform themselves after seeing how much more severe is the
injury to the dignity and economic well-being of others than
is their own loss of comfort or convenience. However, ¡f
persuasion and conciliation fail, then the law must be
upheld, and the law requires equality of access and of
opportunity. This is "the iron hand in the vervet glove.rl
It was at first feared that business would leave the New

York

State if the Iaw was enacted, that it was merety an attempt to tegislate

morals as the Prohibition laws had unsuccessfully attempted, that
religious and racial hatred would intensify and that riots would res ult.
Th ese f ears

all proved unfounded. The commission was the most
successful attempt thus far to battle discrimination. SCAD was a model
and precedent for future legislation; by the end of 195g, 16 states had
similar fair employment taws.19 Soon laws also prohibited discrimination

in housing, contracts, and the provision of goods and services, and on
the basis of sex and age. The trend of adopting anti-discrimination
legislation then spread into Canada.

Ïhe f irst

contempo

rary anti-discrimination statute in

Canada was

passed in Ontario in 1944 as a result of pressures from union and

religious organizations.

20

The Racial Discrimination Act2l prohibited

the public display of signs, symbols or other representations that
expressed racial or religious intolerance. Then in 1947, Saskatchewan
enacted a more comprehensive statute entitled The Saskatchewan Bill of
R ights 22 .
It prohibited
discrimination with respect to

-8-

accommodation, employment,

land sates, education and business on the
basis of race, creed, rel igion, colour, ethnic or national origin. These
statutes were enforced by penal sanctions through the police and the
courts in the absence of administrative agencies. Similar to the early
criminal statutes that prohibited discrimination in the United States, the

protection offered by these laws was negligible.23 The Acts were
noneth eless signif icant in that they were the first explicit contemporary
statements acknowledging

that discrimination was contrary to pubtic

policy.

ln subsequent legislative developments, Ontario again took the
lead as the first Canadian province to pass a Fair Employment practices
4g!2a ¡r't 1951 along with a Female Employees Fair Remuneration Act.25
Then in 1954 ontario enacted the first Fair Accommodation practices
Act26.

These laws were copied on the New york State progenitor
except that no permanent administration was charged with the sole

responsibility for enforcement. Most other provinces followed Ontariors
lead by enacting similar legislation. Tarnopolsky notes that while the
legislation was "...an improvement over the quasi-criminat approach,

they still continued to place the whole emphasis in promoting
anti-discrimination legislation on the victims. . . . The res ult was that
very few complaints were made and very little enforcement

was

achiev ed.n27

The shortcomings of the legisration were soon addressed when, in
1958, ontario passed rhe Anti-discrimination commission Act.2B rhis

created a Commission with the following functions: a) to advise the

-9-

Minister of Labour on matters relating to the administration of
anti-discrimination legislation; b) to recommend any needed
improvements; and c) to develop and conduct educational programmes to

promote awareness of the anti-discrimiation acts and to eliminate

discrimination" The name of the agency was changed in j96l to the
trontario Human Rights commissionrtin order to give ¡tr¡...a more
positive and aggressive

image than was implied

by the earlier

name."29

The Commission was then given full executive duties when, on March

12, 1962, 17 years after

New Yorkts lead, all provincial

anti-discrimination legislation was consolidated in one act - The Ontario
Human Rights code.30 Again, the other provinces followed; by 1975
ev

ery

Canadia

n prov ince had H uman R ights

Commissions administering

comprehensive, consolidated legislation, except Saskatchewan which d¡d

not consolidate its several anti-discrimination acts until

While

.l979"

it is not the purpose here to provide an inter-provincial

comparative study,

¡t can be said that all the provincial

anti-discrimination laws and administrations are generally similar

and

still resemble the New York model. The coverage of the laws include
prohibitions of discrimination in the provision of employment, rentat
dwellings, commercial accommodation, goods or services customarity
available to the public, contracts, and the display of notices, signs and

symbols. Discrimination is variably prohibited on the grounds of
trracerr, 'rcolourrr, rrnational origin'1 orrrnationalityil as wel I asttagett,
trsex'r, rrsexual orientationt¡, ttmaritialrr, rtfamilyrr or t,civil status¡¡,
rtpolitical affiliation or bel ief", trlanguagerr, ttsocial conditiontr,
of
',source

income'r, ttcriminal convictionrr and ttphysical handicap.'r Two provinces

-

10

-

prohib¡t certa¡n acts of discrimination'runless reasonable cause existsrl
which appears to prohibit discrimination on any ground.
Provincial enactments of anti-discrimination laws appear to be
constitutionally sound. Tarnopolsky 3lstates:
The prohibition of discrimination is a "matterrt concerning
primarily "property and civil rights" or ilmatters of a
merely Iocal and private naturetrorrtlocal works and
undertak ingrt - all three being rtclasses of subjectsrt listed
in section 92 of the B.N.A. Act as coming within the
exclusive legislative authority of the provinces ....
Where, how ev er,
employment, serv ice, f acility,
accommodation, or publication
is integrally bound up
with a federal work, undertaking, service or business, ¡t
will be within the jurisdiction of Parliament, because it is
then a 'rmatterrr coming within section 9'l of the B. N.A.

Act.

Furthermore, if a matter is decided by the courts to come within federal

jurisdiction by virture of therrPeace, Order and Good Covernmentrl
clause of section 91, the provinces could lose some areas of jurisdiction

to

e a uthor ity of Parliament. Federal concerns would therefore
generally include communications, the postal service, grain operations
th

and milling, uranium mining, the mil¡tary, railways, airlines, banks and

other employment and services provided by the federal government, for
example. lt has been estimated that about 11.6 percent of the

Canadian

labour force comes under federal regulation.32

(b)

Scope and Purpose

The enactment of The Canadian Human Rights Act in 1977 came

fifteen years after Canadars first comprehensive and consolidated
anti-discrimination statute and it was the last of Canadats governments

to pass this kind of legislation" Discrimination is a complex

-

11

-

problem

and legislatures have taken many years to devise workable solutions,
having relied more on experience than on logic or theory.

By 1977,

a

great deal of experimentation had been done, either in the United
States or in the provinces yet, despite federal legislation being overdue
and policy options apparent, the legislative history of The Canadian
Human Rights Act reveals much indecision and compromise on the part

of the

government.

This study examines federal anti-discrimination policy by
focussing on the development of the Act. Federal anti-discrimination

policy before the Act was passed is first enumerated. The severat
influences leading up to the drafting of the first human rights bill and
its introduction are then examined. The provisions and debate
surrounding the successful, second human rights b¡ll are also
presented, followed by a general overview of the imptementation of the
leg islation.

Several questions need to be answered: what difficulties did the
covernment have supporting the principle of equat opportunity with

legislative action; what factors are inherent in the legistative process
which hinder the passage of this kind of tegislation; to what limits wi¡
the Covernment allow equal opportunity; does the imptementation of the

Act ensure the fulfilment of Parliamentts intent; and, what patterns and
problems are emerging in the statutory control of discrimination?
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CFflAPTER,

I!

Federal Anti-Discrimination policy
Before The Canadian Human Rights Act
Federal anti-discrimination policy before the enactment of The

Canadian

H

uman Rights Act finds expression in several post-1942

statutory instruments, legislation, and departmental programmes. This
chapter examines aspects of , and the evolution of , the array of
provisions. lt will be shown that the disjointed provisions were neither
satisfactorily comprehensive nor generally capable of offering necessary
protection from discrimination.

Part ( a) discusses the relevant provisions found in the
Department of Labour. Most activity was related to employment matters

under federal jurisdiction. Anti-discrimination provisions administered
by the Public Service Cornmission and the Department of the Secretary
of State are examined in parts (b) and (c) " part (d) comments on
other anti-discrimination provisions affecting broadcasting, housing,
immigration, and unemployment insurance. A summary of the
protections of the pre-Canadian Human Rights Act era is offered part
(e)"

(a) The Department of

Labour

The earliest federal anti-discrimination initiatives were specificalty
related to equal pay in the war industries. An order-in-councit in lglg
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declared ¡t was government policy that females doing work ordinarily
performed by males should be given equal pay for equal work. Again,

in 1941 a Wartime Wages Control Order stated that no wage distinctions
were to be made on the basis of sex.l These limited provisions were
followed by an administrative directive issued on November 7, 1942, by

Mr' Elliot Little, director of the wartime National Selective Service, to
regional superintendents and managers of the D epartment of Labour,
The directive stated:

some employees continue to discriminate against certain
classes of persons on grounds of citizenship, race,
name, creed or corour. such discrimination
!utguage,
impairs the war effort. No official of the selective service
should do anything to encourage or faciliate any such
discrimination. No such officiar should make any remark or
ask any questions of any appricant or emproyer that coutd
be interpreted as condoning or suggesting disérimination in
employment,

Local and regional offices wiil withdraw from use of any
employment or selective service forms or questionaires whicñ
contain any questions or indication of a personrs race,
creed, colour, and no form with any such questions shail
be put into use without head office approval.-

lf it comes to the attention of a national selective service
officer that any employer is unreasonably refusing to
engage otherwise qualified persons referred to him by the
office principally on the gounds of these instructions, the
national selective service officer shail notify s uch
that, in view of the evidence of discrimination,'he
"rpioy.l.¡s
required to refer to the matter to head office, at ottawa,
and that the result may be directions to grant no more
permits until such time as it is satisfactorily established
that such discrimination has stopped.
No advertisement shall be approved under the provisions of
part V of the national selective service regulations if it
contains any expression such as 'tGentites pref erredr,
I'Protestants
only'r or any other expression which is
indicative of any employerts intention to d'iscriminate against
any cl ass of person.l

Ten years later th e cov ernment took a futher step as the result
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of representations

by several religious and labour organizations.3
on september 24, 1952, order in councir p.c.413g4 amended
the
existing Fair wages Policy5 to include a section stipulating that
made

all

contracts entered into on behalf of the covernment after January
1,
1953, for construction, remodeiling, repair or demorition of pubric

buildings or other works, or for the manufacture and suppry of
eq uipment, materials and supplies must contain
a caveat that the
contractor

11"

' shall not ref use to employ or otherwise discriminate
against any person in regard to employment because of that personrs
i'ace, national origion, colour or

rel

igion, nor because the person

has

r¡iade a complaint or given information with respect to an alleged
failure
to comply with (the caveat)"rl A person could cornplain of a breach to
the Minister, Deputy Minister or another appointee and an inquiry would

ihen decide the matter. The contractor was obligated to provide any
relevant information. lf d¡scrimination was found, the contract was
considered breached" The contractor could appeat any decision made

by the Department to a judge of a superior, county, or district court,
whose decision would be final. on May 29, 1973, age, sex and marital
status were added to the poricy as grounds of discrimination.6 The
Policy was supplemented in 1967 when similar provisions were placed in
the Fair Wages and Hours of Labour Regutations.T tn 1973, The
R

egulations were also extended to prohibit disqrimination because of

since the Federal government is the largest single buyer of goods
and services in Canada,9 the regulatory authority excercised by p,C.
4138 and

the subsequent regurations is significant.
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However, in the

absence of public awareness of the provisions, the enforcement of the
regulatíons relied mainly on inspections by industrial relations officers

and the posting of notices citing the anti-discrimination provisions at
the work places. Aside from a few reports of discriminatory job
advertisements and employment application forms, the effect of the
regulations has apparently been negligibls.'10 The failure is largely due

to the fact that industrial relations officers have many concerns to tend
to other than employment discrimination and are not trained to
investigate, or even detect, discriminatory practices.

Measures

to prohibit discrimination in all federat private sector

and Crown corporation employment were not form utated until January
.l3, 1953. As promised in
the Liberal Covernmentrs Speech from the

Throne of November 20, 1952, I1th. Honourable Milton Gregg
(Liberal-York-Sunbury), Minister of Labour, introduced B¡ll 100, rra bilt
to enact an act to prevent discrimination in regard to employment and
membership in trade unions by reason of race, national origin, colour
or retigiontr.l2 This was to be commonly cited as The

Canada Fair

Employment Practices Act" l3

During the subsequent debate on Bill '100, organized labour and

two Members of Parliament, lv1r. David Croll (Liberal-Spadina) and Mrs.
Ellen Fairclough (P. c. Hamilton-west) were hailed as the main
parliamentary proponents of such a measure. 14 The model for the
draf ting was mainly the o ntario Fair Employment practices Act, 15
passed two years earlier, and the New york state Law Against

Discrimination of 1945" 16 The lndustrial Relations and Disputes
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lnvestiqation Actl7 also served as a general

model

for investigating

conciliating procedure already tested in complai nts of

u

and

nfair labour

practices.

The Bill applied to all employers of five or more emptoyees rvi6in
the iegislative authority of the parriament of canada, such as the

banks, railways, airlines and broadcasting companies. Employment in
the Public Service and in most nonprofit organizations was excluded.lS

Also exempt were actions necessary for the safety and security of
Cãnada and her allies.l9
Employers, employment agencies and trade unions were prohibited
fro¡n discriminating against anyone because of a personrs race, nationat

origin, colour or religion or because a person assisted in or gave
evidence regarding a complaint of discrimination. Advertisements which
suggested a preference or limitation according to the above prohibited
grounds of discrimination were also proscritred.20
Persons claiming to be aggrieved under the AcI could complain in

writing to a designated officiat in the Department of Labour.2l The
official would impartially inquire into the matter and attempt to effect a
settlement.22 There was no expressed time limit within which a
aint would have to be made. Also lacking were powers allowing
an official to secure relevant documents or other information in the
compf

course of an investigation.

lf an official was unsuccessful at obtaining a voluntary setttement
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of a compla¡nt the Minister courd allow the rndustriar rnquiry
Commission, created by f¡S_
lnvestigation Act, to f urther inquire and allow the parties to present
evidence and make representations. lf the complaint was substantiated,
a recommended settlement was to be forwarded to the Minister.23

The

Minister could then make an order regarding the recommendation.
This

would not be subject to appeal.24 Although any prosecution
for an
offence under the Act required the written consent of the Minister,25

an aggrieved person could initiate proceedings before a court, judge or
magistrate against any person for an alleged contravention of the
Act.26

A refusal or neglect to com¡:ty with the Act or an order may have
resulted in a fine of up to one hundred dollars for an individual to five
hundred dollars for a corporation, trade union, employersr organization
or employment asency.27 There could also be an order upon summary
conviction to compensate for lost wages or reinstate an employee.2g

It should be noted that crause ro of the Biil stated: ,rrhe
Minister where he deems it expedient may undertake or cause to be
undertaken such inquires and other measures as appear to h im to
promote the purposes of the Act.* This gave the Minister the power
to

approve educational
D

and research programmes and allow

epartment-i nitiated complai nts.

During the debate on Second Reading several changes to the Bilt
were suggested. lt was urged that the establishment of a permanent

body to administer the regisration be provided for with powers to
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promote an understanding of the Act.29 Prohibited discrimination on the

additional grounds of sex,3O

"nu,31

political affiliation32 and physical

disability33 *.re proposed and, furthermore, ¡t was expressed that
application for employment forms should exclude inquires concerning
race, national origin and religio¡.34
The Bill was referred to the Standing Committee on lndustriat
Relations which considered it on April 22, and 27, 1953. Of the several

briefs and appearances that were made to the Committee, ail favoured
the legislation and several suggested expanding the scope of the Bilt.

The canadian chamber of commerce was notably wary of the Bill,
however, and stated that, although the organization was in accord with
the principle of non-discrimination, ¡t did not favour the imposition of

the principle by legislation. lt was argued that "Education and morat
persuasion would prove much more effective and would eliminate the evil

of adding to the Statutes a piece of legislation which might prove to be
unworkable and/or observed only in the breach.',35 One member of the
Committee (Mr. Pouliot - Liberal - Temescouata) was also opposed to the
Bjll, apparently until someone could convince him that discrimination
actually occurred in Canada,
Although it appeared at Second Reading that several Members

would be proposing amendments to the Bill, only five amendments were
moved in committee. Ms. Ellen Fairctough moved the only two
signif icant amendments wh ich

w

ere both adopted.

r

N

ationality"

added as a prohibited ground of discrimination and a provision

was
was

added whereby employment application forms and other written or oral
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pre-employment inq uires could not suggest that race, national origin,
colour, or rel igion were limitations, specifications or preferences for
employment.36 The content of these amendments were already embodied
in ontariots legislation. They were also the most commonly suggested

by the groups which appeared and were supported
by the Government members of the Committee.
amendments favoured

several lvlembers expressed their hope at rhird Reading that,

although Federal authority in employment matters was limited, The
canada Fair Emplovment practices Act would serve as a guide for, and

progenitor of, provincial action. Only Ontario3T and Manitoba3S had
similar legislation at the time. on May 4, r953, the House then adopted
the Bill without a recorded vote39 and, after Senate approval, the Act
came

into effect July 1,

1953"

The adm inistration of the Act was accorded to the lndustrial
Relations Branch where required duties were shared among the existing

staff. During the first Year, copies of the Act, explanatory letters and
descriptive pamphlets were sent out to employers under federal
jurisdiction and display boards were exhibited at three major tabour
conventions in .l954.40

ln September, 1954, the

Womenrs Bureau was

established, modeiled

on the United Statest federal organization, created in 1920. The stated
aims of the Bureau were'to promote a wider understanding of the
particular problems of women workers and of the employment of womenrt

andrrto advance their opportunities in
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employment and enable them to

rnake a more effective contribution to the rabour force.,,41

ïhe

Bureau

embarked upon a programme of data analysis and data
collection
concerning women in the work force, pubrishing rerevant doc
um

and served as an interchange for information between the
and concerned groups and individuals.42

D

ents,

epartment

on July 30, 1956, the covernment introduced Biil 44s, ua biil to
enact an act to promote equar pay for femare emproyees'r to be
commonty
cited as The Female Emoloyees Equal pay Act.43 S¡¡¡¡lur legislation
was

already in effect in ontario, Saskatchewan, and British columbia.44
B ill 44s closely resembled its forerunners.
B¡ll 445 provided that no employers under federal jurisdiction
could pay a femare emproyee ress than a mate emproyee if
they did a
ioÞ., duty or service that was 'r identical or substantially identical.,,45
As well, no employer could discharge or discriminate against
anyone

who assisted in any way with a complaint.46 An aggrieved
person
wishing to make a complaint, and who was not covered by a
co¡ective
agreement containing an equal pay clause and grievance settlement

provision,4T coutd write to the Minister who may instruct a Fair
wage
officer to investigate and try to effect a voluntary settlement of the
matter' 48 ¡f no settlement could be secured, the officer would
report
the facts and make a recommendation to the Minister.4g The matter
could then be referred to a Referee if the complaint appeared
to have

merit' 50 The

eree would further inquire into the complaint and, ¡f
the compliant was substantiated by the facts, make any order deemed
R ef

necessary" This could include payment of tost wages to the
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employee

for up to a six month period before the date of the complaint.5l Any
individual, who by refusal or neglect, violated any provision of the Act
could be liable upon summary conviction to a fine of up to one hundred
dollars or up to five hundred dollars if a corporation.52 A court could
also order a payment for lost wages.53An aggrieved person could also
initiate proceedings before a court, judge or magistrate for an alleged
contravention except where a matter had already been referred to
R ef eree. 54 The B ill also provided that
Minister
"The

a

may, where he

deems it expedient, undertake or cause to be undertaken such inquires
and other measures which appear to him to promote the purposes of the

A"t. rr 55 This allowed positive programmes, similar to those
under section 10 fo The Canad

possibte

On August 6, 1956, the Bill was considered by a Committee of the
Whole House. A major criticism was the smalt amount of the fine,56

even though the Equal Pay Acts of Ontario, Saskatchewan and British
Columbia allowed for only a one hundred dollar fine for both individuals
and corporations. The Minister, Mr. cregg, responded by arguing that
the main deterrent to violations of the Act would be the wsocial stigmarr

which would follow a complaint. He added that r... we are breaking
new ground and I should like to do it quietly without great threats at
the start.n57

The House and the Senate passed The Billwithout
amendment and it took effect october 1, .l956.58 The lndustrial
Relations Branch was then given the mandate to administer the
Employees Equal Pay

Act until

1966 when

it was inherited by the

Standards Branch, established in August, 1965.59
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Female

Labour

Early in 1967 the Department created the Fair Employment
Practices Branch to adminster both The Female Employees Equal pav Act

and The Canada Fair Employment practices Act.60 The responsibility
for equal pay was delegated back to the Labour (lndustrial) Relations
B

ranch a year later, howev

"r.

61

Further legislative activities were taking place by the late 1970ts.
ln 1967, the canada Fair Employment practice Act and rhe Female
Employees Equal Pay Act were consolidated, unaltered, into The Canada

Labour code62 as parts r and ¡r respectivety. The equar pay
provisions were amended as of July l, 1971 and incorporated into part
lt of the code" 63 The requirement that employees must perform
Itidentical or substantialty identicat workrrfor a complaint
to be made
was loosened to provide thattrNo employer shatl establish or maintain
I

differences in wages between mare and female emptoyees, employed in
the same industrial establishment, who are performing, under the same
or similar working conditions, the same or similar work or jobs
requiring the same or similar skill, effort and responsibility."
Furthermore, powers of investigation were set out, the fines for
offenses were increased, and actions were allowed to be initiated by
persons other than just an aggrieved.64

The amendments were an unsuccessful attempt to make equal pay

law more effective.

As of July, 1971, only nineteen equal pay
complaints had been made and none was received until 1970.
Furthermore, no complaints were settted in favour of the comlainent.

The average case had also taken 23 weeks to dispose of white the
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lengthiest time to deal with a compraint was 5r weeks,65 The fair
employment practices provisions were only slightly more effective,
however. For the first fourteen years of legislation, only about forty
complaints were received, an average of about z.s complaints per
Year' 66 After the Fair Employment Practices Branch
was established,

th e number of complaints received multiplied to over forty in one
year'67 For the first time a permanent director and staff devoted alt

their energies to the purpose of the legislation. An increasing budget
aided the cause. By 1971, the Branch had a staff of fourteen which
was involved, not only

in the receipt and settlement of complaints, but
witlr research into improving complaint handling, publishing relevant
materials, constructing an affirmative action programme, advertising,

and liaising with the commmunity and other government departments.6S
Complaints of discrimination made against the Public Service Commission
were also accepted for investigation after 1972.69 Although progress
was noticeable, former staff members have candidly specutated that
proposals for greater initiatives were quashed by Deputy Ministers
appeared unsympathetic

who

to educational and research endeavours.

It should be noted that in 1972, Bill C-206 was introduced to add
rrsextr, ttagstt, andItmaritiat statusrr as prohibited
grounds of
discrimination to Part I of The Canada Labour Code. The Bill was not
enacted because the House was disolved for the 1972 General Etection
and a similar b¡ll was never reintroduced in anticipation of a
comprehensive anti-discrimination b¡ll.

70

ln october, 7975, the Department of Labour was reorganized
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and

decentraliz ed" The Womenrs Bureau and the Fair Employment practices
Branch were combined to form the R ights in Emproyment B ranch and

five regional directors were delegated to receive and deal with
complaints of discrimination. A National Human Rights tnformation
centre was established in the same year thereby giving the public
access to a wide range of materials on womenrs and h uman rights
his arrangement continued until the passage of The
Human Rights Act"
issues "71¡

Canadian

ln conclusion, by 1977 the Department of Labour became
responsible for several anti-discrimination mechanisms regarding
employment: the Fair wages policy order, the Fair wages and Hours of
Labour Regulations, the womenrs B ureau, and the Fair Emptoyment

Practices and Equal Pay provisions of The Canada Labour Code. Ail of
the prohibitive provisions relied on different enforcement procedures
and their administration was carried on by different branches of the
D

epartment"

(b) The Public Service
The P ublic

Commission

ice Commission is generally responsibte for the
appointment of q ualif ied persons to positions in the f ederat public
service. This represents considerable authority, since the federat
Government

S

erv

is the largest single employer in

Canada.TZ

This first appearance of a poricy of non-discrimination in the
public service can be found in The civit service Act of .1961.73 Section
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33 gave the Civil Service commission the mandate not to discriminate
against any person by reason of race, national origin, colour
or ref igion
when establishing quarifications for positions in the pubric service.

ln 1967 The civil service Act was repealed by The public service
Employment Act' 74 Therein section 10 stipulated that

appointments to

or within the public service must r:e based on merit. Further,

section

12 prescribed

that the Public service commission could not discriminate
against any person by reason of sex, race, nationar origin, corour
or
religion when hiring or promoting.
Despite the anti-discrimination provisions, no person nor agency

was permanently provided for to give recourse to anyone alleging
discrimination" This oversight was corrected by an order-in-council
in
November, 197275which directed the Commission to investigate
complaints

of discrimination. Accordingly, the Commission immediately established
the Anti-Discrimination Branch with a staff of investigators, conciliators
and support staff .76 The commission further introduced, at its own
discretion, a policy of anti-discrimination on the grounds of ã9ê,
physical disability, criminat record and marital status and the Branch
was also instructed

to investigate complaints made on these additionat
grou nds"77 Any complaints of retaliation against someone
who
complained to the Branch would also be a basis for an investigat¡on.78

All complaints

made against

the commission itself, however, would be
referred for investigation to another independent and impartial body,

such as a provincial human rights commission, a university professor,
or the Fair Employment practices Branch of the Department of Labour.
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The Branch' located in ottawa, operates similarly to provincial
human rights commissions. with an aim to resolving problems,
rather

than imposing sanctions, T9 the Branch accepts all complaints for
investigation which are made against federal government emptoyment
action' lt is a policy that all complaints are kept confidential to the
parties involved. S0 Section 7 of The Public Service Emplovment
Act
allows investigators to have access to rel evant documents and other
information relative to a complaint. lf the ailegation is not
substantiated by the facts, a complaint would be dismissed. rf it is
substantiated, redress is sought for the complainant. The Branchrs

authority to enforce a settlement is timited to recommending to the
Commission that an inquiry be established. The Commission nonetheless
has negligible enforcement powers;81 it rnay withdraw a department,s
employing authority, or point out a departmentrs unwiil ingness to
cooperate in the Commissionrs annuat report to Parliament" There
always been voluntary acceptance of Branch settlements, however.g2

has

The prohibited grounds of discrimination in The Public Service
Emplovment Act were expanded in July, 1975, by The Statute Law
(

stat us of

wom

en)

Am endm

ent ActB3

wh

en 'rmaritat statusrr and

ttaqett

were added.

Positive programrnes to promote equal opportunity in government
employment have also been created. The Commissionrs Office of Native
Employment and the office of Equal opportunities for Women, created
in1971, have attempted to promote employment prospects for Natives and
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by reviewing staffing criteria and providing advice to individuals
and staff of the Public Service Commission and other departments. The
women

ice of Native Employment has conducted a Northern Career program
to provide training and career opportunities since 1g74. The office has
Off

also been the resource base for an lnterdepartmental Committee on
Native Employment set up to further Native employment opportunities.

Similarly, an lnterdepartmental Committee on Equal Opportunities for
Women has been coordinated by the Office of Equal Opportunities for
Women. 84

(c) The Department of The Secretary of State
As World War I I escalated,

of f

icials of the F ederal

Government

were becoming concerned about securing a maximum war effort from

ethnic groups and devising methods to rr... eliminate the discrimination
which was sometimes shown against non-British Canadians who were not
infrequently called rforeignerst by their fellow citizens....rr85

After interdepartmental discussions in the fatt of .tg41, twelve
Canadians were appointed to a part-time national advisory committee,
known as the Committee on Cooperation in Canadian Citizenship. lts
duty was to advise the Minister of National War Services of the problems

of ethnic groups. The committee defined its purpose as follows:
To help to create among canadians of French and British
origin a better understanding of canadians of recent
European origin, and to foster among the ratter a wider
k nowledge aqg appreciation of the best traditions of
Canadians lif e. öb

Concern for the plight of Japanese Canadians was noticeably absent,

-
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howev er"

ln

ecemeber, r 943, the committee f urther recommended that a
rrCanadian Citizenship Divison'r
be permanently established within the
N

D

ational war Serv ices

D

epartment to f urther to committee's goals. By

January, 194s, the Division was adequatery staff ed and a pubric
education programme had been developed.BT

The covernment maintained that, after the war, the probrems
encountered by ethnic groups during wartime would endure,
especiaily

in light of increased immigration.SS Accordingly, on November l,
1945,
the canadian citizenship Division was transferred to the Department of
the Secretary of State'
'r

This

complemented the Departmentrs assigned

esponsibility relating to citizenship registration. Sg After The canadian

citizenship Act90 came into force in January, 1947, the Division
(renamed the rtBrancht') received authority from section 37 which
directed that applicants for Canadian citizenship should ¡r...receive

instruction

in the responsiblities and privileges of canadian

Citizenship.,'

The canadian

citizenship

Branch (and the citizenship
Registration Branch) was transferred to the newty created Department
of citizenship and lmmigration in January, .t950. tt was a stated policy
of the st. Laurent covernment to promoterr,.. unity among all racial
groups; to awaken in every canadian, regardl ess of race or creed, a
of the worth of the individuat and the principles of
democracy'rr91 To help achieve this, the Branch liaised with provinciat
deep conviction
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department of education and national organizations to coordinate
citizenship training programmes. lt published citizenship training
manuals and data relating to ethnic groups and as well published and
distributed materials to the foreign ranguage presses.g2

Then, with the coming into force of

Act93 in october, 1g66, The Department of state Act was amended to
give the Secretary of State expticit legislative authority to deal with
citizenslr

ip

concerns.

ln 1967 the Department reconfirmed that I'The continuing role of
the (Citizenship) branch is the devetopment of intergroup and
interregional understanding throughout Canada and encouragement, at
the local level, of fuller participation by all ethnic groups in community
activities."94

The development of an awareness and observance of
egalitarian rights among Canadians and soon-to-be Canadians was an

important focus of the Branch. This was particularly evident when the
United Nations declared 1968 the lnternational Year for H uman R ights.

A committee was initially estabtished in 1966 from representatives of
several federal departments to coordinate Canadars observance. The
committee proposed that "... the citizenship Branch... would develop
and help to promote an extensive and diversified programme of public

education and encourage involvement in human rights activities. The
Branch would provide the f inancial support required for the 1g6g

canadian

conference

secretariat...

"tt95

on Human rights
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and any national

The result of the adoption of this proposal was a more active
role for
the Branch in the area of human rights from 1967 to 1g7s, especially
with regard to the distrib ution of publications on human rights
issues
and extension of grants and services to interested groups.
As wer t,
e B ranch became th e centre point of reference for the covernmentrs
domestic interest in human rights matters.
th

ln 1975 the

epartment was restructured and the human rights
functions were assumed by a 'rGroup understanding and
Human Rights
Programmetr within a rrCitizenship and Corporate Managementlr
D

section.

The Programmers announced objective is rrto promote the understanding
and practical enjoyment of generaily recognized and emerging human

rights and f undamental freedoms. " 96 Much of the resources
of the
Programme spent on fulfilling canadars obligation to prepare
reports to
the u nited Nations according to signed conventions. The programme's
activities that relate to anti-discriminatinon concerns, however,
could be
grouped into three main areas: coordination, funding, and promotion.
The Programme, because it is the focal point within the federal
government for all matters retating to human rights, provides

secretariat services to the federal tnterdepartmentat Committee on
Human Rights, estal¡lished in 1975 to ensure tiaison and
cooperation in
the area of human rights. As weil, the Group understanding and
Human Rights Programme provides secretariat services

to the Continuing

Federal-Provinciat Committee of officials Responsible for Human Rights.

Although this body provides coordination
-34-

to

m

eet canadars

responsibilities for implementing the United NationsrConvenants, it
provides a forum for a federal-provincial exchange of ideas

also

and

information relating to anti-discrimination poricies.

Financial assistance in the form of grants to voruntary human
rights and civil liberties associations af so emanates from the programme.

This is an indirect arthough valuabre method of promoting an
understanding of equality of opportunity and combatting discrimination.
The Programmers promotional activities form its most recognizable
function' Pamphlets, audio-visual aids and other educational materials

on racial discrimiation are provided for schools, libraries, organization,
departmental field staff, and the general public. The materials
are
usually United Nationst publications, departmentat documents secured by
contract arrangement, or canadian books published on the topic
of
human rights.97

The director of the programme has accurately stressed that,
although the D epartment does not administer legislation directed against
discriminatory practices, it does play a role developing public opinion to
raise awareness of the dynamics of prejudice and discrimination. This,

the director has stated, may be essential for anti-discrimination laws to
work and may even be a prerequisite to their passage.gB
(d) Other Provisions
other anti-discrimination provisions can be found
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in

b

roadcast i ng

regulations' national housing loan regulations, The lmmioration
and the Uneynployment lnsuratge Act.10O

Act99

Regulations aff ecting

the standards of co mmunications
programming were first proclaimed pursuant to The Canadian
Broadcasting Act 101 of .l936. A stipulation was i ncluded
in the
regulul¡ons102 stating that, inter alia, lrNo one shal I broadcast
...
ab usiv e comment on any race, rer igion or creed. r
This provision
remained in subsequent regulations affecting A.M. and F.M.
radio
broadcasting. Similarly, television broadcasting regulations developed

with a clause stating that'No station or network operator shall
broadcast
any abusive comment or abusive pictorial representation
on any race,

rel

igion or .¡u"6.rr103

ïhe enforcement of the provisions reried upon the threat of
revocation of a broadcasting ¡¡çs¡5s"104 A complaint could be made
to

the canadian Radio and relevision commission, or its predecessor,
regarding a breach of the regulat¡ons.l05 A public hearing would then
most likely be held

to

examine

the allegal¡e¡.106

ln November, 1960, Nationar Housing Loan Regurations,l0T made
under The National Housing Act108 of 1954, were amended to extend
anti-discrimination poricy by the means of federat spending power"
section 57 B stated: 'rlt is a condition of every loan made by approved
lender to a borrower and insured by the (centrat Mortgage and
Housing) Corporation that the borrower will not, in the sate or leasing
of any house or any unit in a multiple-famity dwelling constructed with
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the aid of that loan, discriminate against any person by reason of race,
colour, religion or origin." ln August, 197 1,rrsex't and
"marital
statusrr were u66"6.

109

Anyone alleging that a borrower has discriminated, contrary to

the regulations, courd comprain to the corporation, noting the
particulars of the ¡¡ç¡¿s.1,110 A copy of the complaint would then
be
forwarded to the accused and a rebuttal would be inv¡1"6.111 lf
a
denial is recieved, the Minister responsible for housing could appoint
a
lawyer to further examine and decide the ¡¡¿11s¡.112 tf the allegation
is
substantiated, the Corporation considers the condition of the loan
to
have been breached and wilt refuse to further insure loans to the
borrower for three years frorn the date of the breac¡.113

ln August, 1g77, a new tmmigration Actl 14 was assented to.
Although lacking enforcement, the Government included in the Act a
statement regarding a poricy of anti-discrimination, It stated in section
3:

It is hereby declared that canadian immigration policy
the rules and regulations made under ti¡s ¡ct shaltand
be
designed and administered in such a manner as to promote
the domestic and internatioinal interest of ianada
recognizing the need ...
f)

to ensure that any person who seeks admission to
canada in either a permanent or temporary basis is subject
to standards of admission that do not discriminatu on
grounds of race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion

or

sex.

The Unemplovment Insurance 4r!115 of 1940 was amended in 1952116 to
state:

It shall be the duty of the (unemproyment rnsurance)
commission

to ensure that there shall be-no discrimination
-37-

in referring any worker seeking employment, either in
favour of, or against any such wõrkei, by reason
of his
racial origin, colour, religious belief or political affiliation.
The provision was slightly altered in 1955117 when ¡t became
policy not to discriminaterrbecause of race, national origin,
colour,

religion or political aff iliation, but nothing ... shall be construed to
prohibit the national employment service from giving effect
to any
lim itation, specif ication or pref erence based upon
a bona f ide
occupational qualification.tr ln 1g7 1,rrsex.,rrmarital statusr and,,agerl
were ¿66s6' 118 lt was made the duty of the Minister to ensure
the
safeguards" consequently, disciplinary action could be taken against
any enployee of the national employment service who discriminated.
Mention shourd

atso be made of The canadian Biil of
R iqhts. 1 191¡¡r regisration is designed,
not to curb the actions of
individuals per se, but those actions of the parliament of canada as
are
embodied in legislation. As peter w. Hogg notes however, r,The
rear
th

reat to egalitarian civit liberties in

Canada comes not from tegislative

and official action, but from discrimination

by private persons _

employers, trade unions, landlords, realtors, restaurateurs and other
suppliers of goods or servic"r.rr120
Section I (b) of

l"

provides:

lt is hereby recognized and declared that in
canada there have existed and shail continue to
exist without discrimination by reason of race,

national origin, colour, religion or sex, the
following human rights and fundamentat

f

b)

reedoms, namely,

the right of the individual to eq ua lity before
the law and the protection of the law....

-
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Of the substantial number of cases of discrimination decided by
the supreme court under section r (b), only the 1970 case of Regina

" Drybones was successf ul. Eight years after Drybones, walter
Tarnopolsky lamented, rrThe overwherming, arthough obviousry not
V

totally, favourable response to the .l970 decision in Regina v. Drybones
should have emboldened the court to continue on the same olympian
plane. lnstead, Drybones seemed to have frightened the majority of
th e members of the Court into treading with excessive ç¿Lr1ie¡. rr 121
(

e)

Summary

Federal anti-discrimination

policy before the passage of The
Canadian Human Rights Act is characterized by disjointed, often vague
"and weak protection from discrimination Caps in the statutes
were very
evident; many of the standards established by provincial
anti-discrimination

legislation were not accompanied by federal
initiatives" coverage varied. Many aspects of housing, serv ices and
facilities, government employment, and signs and notices were not
protected. The equal pay provisions were found ineffective. Crounds
of discrimination emerging in other provinces and American states were
generally found wanting" The enforcement procedures in prohibitive
statutes were eith er completely lacking or so vaguely constructed that
investigation powers were limited, redress was not provided for victims,
and th e onus for proving an allegation was sometimes left to the

complainant. Enforcement was atso very discretionary; the responsible
Ministers had power to allow pursuit of the avenues of redress.

-
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The absence

of a centralized

administration

of the

anti-discrimination provisions meant that educational and community

relations programmes could not be pursued efficiently and no one could
speak with authority on all areas where discrimination strikes. The
multiplicity of protections and agencies would have also meant conf usion
to the public. By 1977, prohibitive provisions could be found in eleven
statutes and there were at least nine departmental agencies designed to
deal with anti-discrimination matters. Furthermore, onty the
Department of Labour and the Public Service Commission had agencies
named specifically to handle complaints of discrimination. Therefore, in
many matters, persons were designated to accept complaints only on
ad hoc basis.

an

ln conclusion, the procedures for combatting discrimination that
had been established and proven effective in every other Canadian
province and most American states by

1977

had not been implemented at

the federal level" While the Covernment began its anti-discrimination
programmes no later than most provincial governments, it had the least
progressive and comprehensive policy by

1g77"
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CI{APTER

III

TOWARD COMPREHENSIVE LECISLATION

The initial

step in the pubric poricy-making process is the
articulation of political demands which either subily or overily guides
a
Covernmentrs construction of policy priorities,I The articulators
of a
demand

for a Canadian

Human Rights

Act

from several quarters in
th e political system; they had an interdependent effect and no
impetus
carne

can be held solely responsible for new policy.

the sources of the politicat

This chapter examines

demands.

There were forces upon Partiament, such as the international

of the united Nations and nationat interest groups. The
role of the United Nations is diagnosed in part (a)
" Forces within
Parliament, such as political parties, the effects of constitutional
commitment

debate, and the Report and recommendations of the Royat Commission on
the Status of Women, are explored in parts (b), (c), and (d),

respectively" Part ( e) looks at major interest groups of the labour
movement, the legal profession, and the womenrs rights movement and
a
summary is provided.
(a) The lnfluence of the United

Nations

The shock of the world community from the terrifying violations
of human rights preceding and during World W ar ll was largely

responsible for the establishment of the United Nations" lt is not
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surprising that human rights'protection became a major goal of the
or gan iz ation.

Professor John P. Humphrey has varidry stated that r!... every

article (in the Charter of the United Nations) which refers to the
p urposes of th e U nited Nations also refers, in incorporation,
to human
rights''r 2 Therefore, when Canada became a signator to the United
Nations charter a commitment was made to comply with certain
international legal and moral obligations. Subsequent United Nations
studies, conferences, publications and documents as wel t as Canadars
ratification of conventions and covenants, further established the bodyrs
potential influence on Canadian values and taw. The actual effect of
the United Nations on Canadars protection of lruman rights is difficult to
measure and has merely been speculated upon

by observers. At the

very least, it has been held that United Nationsrexpressions of human
rights values have lent support to regisrators who have pressed for
legislated safeguards. 3

A more overt pressure from the United Nations may have led to
legislative action in the area of anti-discrimination. One of the earliest
calls for the creation of a federal human rights

commission emanated

from activities surrounding the celebration of the twentieth anniversary

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Member states were
asked in 1963 to devote 1968 to activities, ceremonies and observances
relating to human rights.
to take

More particularly, members were urged in

to extend human rights protection in many
areas and emphasize the urgent need to elminate discrimination. The
1965

immediate action
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needs and achievement were

to be reviewed in

.196g.4

Co-ordinated by an lnterdepartmental Committee of the federal
Government, a "National Consultation'r of voluntary groups and federal

and provincial governments met in september, 1g66. Among lB
proposals, the delegates stated:
By 1968 there should be human rights legislation and
f ull-time adminstration of that legislatioñ in all -provinces;
Before or during l96g there should be established a
National Council for Human Rights;
Before

19G8

an Ombudsman should be instituted;

A commission should put teeth in the Bilr of Rights.S
A continuing provisionat comrnittee, established to refine the
proposals, recommended in February, 1967, that there be an ttextension
of human rights legislation and enforcement methods throughout
Canada."6 This recommendation was one of thirteen that formed a basis
for discussion and national observance in
To end lnternationar

196g.

year for Human Rights, a Nationat

conference was held in ottawa on December 1 , 2, and 3, 196g. More

than 500 delegates representing hundreds of groups interested in
extending human rights protection attended. The declared purpose of
the Conference was as follows:

To assess the current Human Rights situation in canada in
light of the united Nations universal Declaration; to provide
a national forum for consideration of reports from prôvincial
committees and national organizations interested in H uman
R ights; to establish and develop a structure for a
continuing programme to promote H uman R ights in canada
after lnternational Year for Human Rights"
ln particular, delegates were to determine'rwhat still needs to be
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done?tr and "what specif ic recommendations should be made to the
government ..,?"7
To respond to the ratter question, ten topicar seminars made
several recommendations to government. The ¡rHuman Rights
Commissionrt serninar recommended that:

All jurisdictions in canada should review the adequacy of
their human rights regislation with respect to the universal
Declaration and those jurisdictions whicir have no effective
administration to deat with probrems of minority groups and
individuals should immediately take steps
establish
full-time administrations and staff to secureto
the rights of
minority
S

groups and individuals.
From the I'Labour and Economic Rightstl seminar the following

was

recommended:

Provinces and the federal government should be encouraged
to follow.the exampre of ontario by estabrishing futt-time
h uman rights commissions for eníightened enfõrcement
of

legislation and to institute

gooãrnment-sponsored

programmes designed to disseminate information on our taws
and the services available-to citizens who have reason to
complain of discrimination.9

whether the Anniversary

year had a direct effect upon the
Covernment or not is unclear but it should lee noted that when Grace
Maclnnis (NDP - Vancouver-Kingsway) introduced a private Membersr biil

to Parliament in lg6g to consolidate human rights legistation, and
f urther recommended the establishment of a human rights
commission,
she stated, "This act is designed to further, in Canada, the Declaration
of Human Rights determined by the united Nations and marked by
Human Rights Year

in l968'tt10 As wet, canadians were surety given a
greater insight into human rights and gaps in current legislation.
Furthermore, the united Nations spurred several national groups to
hold their own sessions to study human rights and recommend
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lmprovements to legislation, as noted below. ln an adversary politicat
systern these results have a significant value. cood ideas
emanating

from increased awareness of an issue can be advanced as,,sel ling
pointsil in political platforms or by interest groups.
(b)

T-bg lnfluence

of Political parties

It has been generally accepted that the influence of politicat
parties on policy-making is not as great as might be expected.
This
seems borne out in the case of anti-discrimination policy.
The topic
has seldom been raised as an election campaign issue. During the
1g7z
ceneral E lection, otto Lang (Liberal - Saskatoon-H umboldt) announced

the Liberal Partyrs committment to the establishment of ar¡Commission on
Rights and lnterests."ll
During the 1972 and .t974 ceneral Elections

the NDP proposed strengthened laws to ensure men and women equal
pay for work of a comparabte nature and non-discrimination on the
basis of sex and maritar status. The 1g7z party programme incruded

advocating an agency to administer anti-discrimination law with rr...
broad powers of investigation and enforcement,
able to guarantee

protection against, discriminatory action."l2 Unfortunately, media and
opponent attention did not allow the statements much potential for
discussion. Partisan pronouncements, especialty during elections, dwelt
more on economic issues and records

of government management. The
apparent absence of an ideologicat dimension to anti-discrimination policy
further diminishes the possibirity for significant partisan debate,
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The limited partisanship over the issue has been evident in
Parliament as well as on the election hustings. pressure on the
Government to extend legislation was evident during the passage of The
Canada Fair Emplovment practices Actand

Pay Act but were absent from the assent of the latter in
1

.1956

until

960.

The introduction of Private Memberstbills is a vehicle opposition
parties and individual Members use to bring matters to the attention of
Parliament and the public.

Due to a restrictive time limit for dealing

with Private Memberst bills and an attitude of indifference to these bills

by the covernment, the bills rarely even reach second Reading. one
study has shown that from the 5th Session of the 24th parliament to the
4th Session of the 28th Parliament, only 2B out of hundreds of private
Membersrpublic bills were enacted;21 merely readjusted electoral
boundaries of particular electoral divisions.l3

Private Members! bills have been the most visibte method of
advocating strengthened anti-discrimination law. Except for two private

ills sponsored by a progressive conservative, ail
anti-discrimination bills were introduced by Members of the CCF/NDp
(see Appendix l). Most biils proposed amending The canada Fair

Memb

ersr

b

Employment Practices Act to include'aggrr and'rsexrras prohibited

grounds of discrimination, or proposed extending the Act to bind the
Crown" On four occasions, however, Grace Maclnnis introduced bills to
enact a rrCanadian Human Rights Code.'r The first introduction was in

January, 1969, and her subsequent bills were identical.
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The Iast

appearance

of a biil of this kind was in February,

1972.

The wording of the bills was taken from two parts of The Ontario
H uman Rights Code excepting the addition that
federal works and

undertakings were to be bound, which was taken from The Canada Fair
Emplovment Practices Act, and that the Government of Canada was
also

bound' There was to be no discrimination because of a person,s race,
creed, colour, sex, nationality, ancestry or ¡rlace of origin in notices,
signs, symbols' emblems or other representations, in accornodation,
commercial units, emproyment (emproyment agencies, advertising,
and
application forms), or trade unions. penalties were prescribed to a
maximum of $ 1,000 and two yearsr imprisonment for individuals
and
10,000 for corporations, trade unions, employersr organizations, and
employment agencies" lt was an oversight on the part of
the biil,s
$

draf ters to include a prov ision stating there shalt be no prosecutions

without the written consent 'rof the Attorney cenerat, r As
enforcement was to be made an order of the supreme court,
appears to mean the Supreme Court of Ontario.
The only time Maclnnis spoke on one of the biils was in

w

elt,

which

1969.

She stated:

A human rights commission shourd be set up to administer
the act- lt shourd consist of two divisions, one to consider
complaints and studies on the basis of sex, the second
the basis of the other listed headings. However, as ¡t on
not within th-e rights of a private member to proposeis
measures involving government expgnditu.ur,'ruåh
a
proposal cannot be included in this a.i.14
Subsequent discussions in the House revolved around the

introduction and passage of the two covernment bills to enact the
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Canadian Human Rights

Act" Representatives from all parties urged the
Government to implement legislation and all took part in debate,
This
is further discussed in Chapters V and Vl.
(

c) Constitutional R eform

Pierre Trudeau (Liberal - Mount Royal) became Minister of Justice
at a time when demands for consitutional change were emanating from

Quebec" ottawa was pressed to act when the province of ontario
convened a meeting of provincial Premiers, called the
'Conf ederation of
Tomorrow conf erencerr in November, 1g67. This not onry brought
problems of federalism to public attention, but also threatened
ottawars
traditional role as the initiator of such conferences.
As a response, the federal Government invited the premiers to a
constitutional conference in February, rg6g, and rrudeau prepared
a
discussion paper entitledttA Canadian Charter of Human Rights.'15
This articulated his personat dedication to an entrenched B¡lt of Rights.

The paper proposed that egalitarian rights should be included in a Bill
of Rights. Trudeau stated that
Federal legisration and tegisration in eight provinces and
both territories prohibit discrimination in åmproyment.
seven provinces and the two territories atso prot"r¡u¡t
discrimination in pubric accommodation. The greater number
of these statutory provisions, however. are designed
to
affect only private conduct. A constitutional b¡ll of"rigtrts
would serve to limit discriminatory activities on the puit or
governments as well.l6

Accordingly, ¡t was proposed

that there should be

no

discrimination on the grounds of race, nationar origin, colour, rerigion,

and sex in

(

i) voting f or, or the holdinq
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of

, public off ice; (ii)

employment; ( ii¡) admission to prof essions where admission is controlled
by prof essional bodies acting under legislative authority; ( iv)

education; (v ) pubric accomodations, facirities and services; (vi)
contracting with public agencies; and (vii) acquiring of property and
interest in property. tt was
necessary

to

make these

recomrnended

that legislation would also be

rights effective.lT

At the time, no immediate consideration was being given to the
establishment of a f ederat h uman riglrts commission and consolidated
legislation. The limited federal jurisdiction over anti-discrimination
policy was cited as a reason by pierre Trudeau in october, 1967.
However, he stated in the House that"...
I will give f urther
consideration to the question in view of the fact that we intend to have
a conference on the bill of rights which would put the question of
discrimination above both federar and provincial jurisdiction.'1g

At the First

constitutionar

conference, and at the two
Constitutional Conferences which followed, ¡t was increasingly ev ident
that the provinces d¡d not share the federat Governmentts enthusiasm
for a constitutional B¡lr of Rights. The provinces were generaily
concerned about more pragmatic sotutions to immediate concerns.
Quebec also disputed whether human

rights was a federal rnatter and
declared that the subject should be examined only after the other
contents of a new constitution had been agreed upon.

The Consitutional Conferences served as the groundwork for a
Conference at Victoria in June 1971 when a final bargaining session for
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a new constitution was held. At victoria a proposed constitution,
known as the "Victoria charterrr, was drawn up as a package and
presented to the provinces for total acceptance or rejection. part
I
contained a provision that:

No citiz en shall by reason of race, ethnic or
origin, colour, rel igion or sex, be denied the right national
in an election of members to the House of Commonstoorvote
the
Legislative Assembly-gf a province, or be disqualified from
l9
membership therein,

This protection hardry conrpared with the suggestions of Mr.

Trudeau in 1968" The f ederar covernmentrs hopes to extend
anti-discrimination provisions was further dashed when the euebec
Covernment rejected the Victoria Charter on the grounds
appease Quebec demands

that it did not

for more provincial control of social policy.20

Discussions in the Privy Council Office and Department of Justice

in favour of furthering rights, initiated by Trudeau when he was
Justice Minister, were heightened after the failure of the consitutional
reform process. Ways were tooked for that would enable an extension

of rights as f ar as federat jurisdiction allowed. This was reinforced
when The Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of
Commons on the Constitution of Canada reported in March, 1972. After
two years of study, the committee stated its recommendation that:
The constitution shourd prohibit discrimination by reason of
sex, race'
origin, corour or religion by proclaiming
the right of_national
the individuat to equar treat-ment by'taw.
and

Discrimination- in emptoyment, or in membership in
professional, trade or other occupational associations, or in
obtaining public accomodation and services, or in owning,
renting or holding property- shoutd arso be decrared
contrary to the Bill of Rights.2l
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The committee accuratery added that
'The fuil contror of
discrimination practised by private citizens would necess

itate th e

upplem enting

of such constitutional provisions with ordinary legislation
at both Federal and Provincial level t.n22 lt is in fact questionable
whether constitutionat anti-discrimination provisions woutd
affect
discrimination practised by governments as effectivery as
ordinary
legislation' Nonetheless, the Committee ouilined ambitions in
the area
of federal human rights policy.
s

{-.1) The Report and RecommqlggIþlq of the Royar commission on the
Status of Women
Mounting lobbying pressures from notably the Nationat Action
Committee on the Status of women convinced the Government
to name

seven persons to arrRoyal commission on the Status of women'by
February, 1967. The purpose was'r... to inquire into and report

upon

the status of women in canada, and to recommend what steps might be
taken by the Federat covernment to ensure for women eq uar
opportunities with men in all aspects of canadian society. ...u23
on
september 28, 1970, the commission submitted its report to
cabinet.
lncluded were 167 recommendations for change to government statutes,

regulations, Policies and practices .

'lz2 of these recommendatio

ns

affected matters within federat jurisdiction.

Four recomrnendations were directly aimed at arnending existing
federal anti-discrimination laws.24 The report stated that The Canada
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f-q'. grpt.vr"^t pr".
Actshould apply to all

and rhe Femare Emproyees Equar pav
employees of the Government.25 Furthermore,

the latter Act and The Fair Waqes and Hours of Labour Regulations
should require that:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

the concept of skill, effort and responsiblity be used as objective
factors in determining what is equat work, with the understãnding
that pay rates thus established will be subject to such factors as
seniority provisions;
an employee who feers aggrieved as a result of an alleged
violation of the relevant legislation, or a party acting o. h..
behalf, be able to refer the grievance to ttre agency dãsignated
for that purpose by the government administering the legislalion;
the onus of investigating violations of the legislãtion be placed in
the hands..of th-e agency administering the equar pay regisration
which will be free to investigate, whLther or not complaints have

been Iaid;
to th e extent possibre, the anonymity of the complainant be

mai ntai

ned;

provision be made for authority to render a decision on whether
or not the terms of the legislation have been violated, to specify
action to be taken and to prosecute ¡f th" ord"rs are not

followed;

(f)

where someone has presented the aggrieved employeers case on
her behalf and the aggrieved employãã is unsat-isf íed with the
decision, she have the opportunity to present her case herself to
the person or persons rendering the decision who may change the

(g)

the employ-ee's employment status be in no way adversely affected
by application of the law to her case;
where the law has been violated, the employee be compensated for
any losses in pay, vacation and other fringe benefits;
unions and employee organizations, as ïelt as emptoyers and
employer organizations, be subject to this law;
penalties be sufficiently heavy to be an effective deterrent; and
the_ legislation specify that it is applicable to part-time as welt as
to futl-1¡me work.rr.26

(h)
(¡)
(j)
(k)

decision;

It was also recommended that The cu^"du Fui. Erployr..rt
P ractices Act
and Fair Wages and Hours of Labour Regulations, and
be amended to include rrsexr
rrmarital status'r as prohibited grounds

and

of discrimination.2T

Of greatest signif icance was one of the final recommendations of
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the Royal Commission. While recognizing that most of the
recommendations answered immediate

Reportrs

needs, ¡t was stressed that

,r.

o

o

the larger issues of custom and belief which have given rise to
discrimination against women...,'could not be ignored.2S Therefore, to
keep a continuing watch on the rights of women, a federal Human
Rights Commission was recommended that would:
a) be directly responsible to parliament; b) have power to
inv_estigate the administration of human rights legislation as
well as the power to enforce the law by ta/ing ch-arges and
prosecuting offenders; c) include within ttre orgJnization
for a period of seven to ten years a div ision deating
specif ically with the protection of womenrs riqhts Ieqislation
and promote widespread respect for human rig-trt5.29-

This recommendation d¡d not
commission should be similar

mak

e ¡t ctear ¡f the proposed

to that of Ontario where complaints

made

under a consolidated code are receivdd, investigated and conciliated, or
whether the commission should oversee the separate administrations of
the several existing statutes. The recommendation that a separate
agency be established to administer a revised Female Employees Equal
Pay Act and The Fair
th

W

and Hours of Labour Regulations suggests

e latter"

The second significant recommendation of the Royal

Commission

was that a Status of Women Council be established which would be
directly responsible to parliament and would:

a) advise on matters pertaining to women and report
annually to Parliament on the progress being mad-e in
improving the status of women in canada; b) undertake
research on matters relevant to the status of women and
suggest research topics that can be carried out by
governments, private business, universities and voluntary
associations; c) establish programmes to correct attitudes
and prejudice adversely affecting the status of wornen; d)
propose legislation, policies and practices to improve the
status of women; and e) systematicaily consutt wiih womenrs
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bureaux or simirar provinciar organizations and with
voluntary associations particurarry ãoncerned with
the
problems of women.JU
It has been a recurring theme of writers exproring the rore of
royal commissions that the final reports are almost always banished
to
the bowels of federal libraries because they have been
'...left to the
tender mercies of the executive with no continuing pressure group
remaining behind to urge decision and action.rr3l However,
on May 31,
1973, John Munro (Liberal

- Hamilton East), the Minister Responsible for
the Status of Women, announced the creation of the Advisory Council
on
the status of women (ACSW). The body was to perform the functions
recommended in the Report.

Thirty members were appointed from
across canada to meet periodicaily and a smail support staff
was
prov ided.

The appointment of the Acsw was unique in two ways. First, its
mere appointment deviated from the norm of political practice.
Second,

the Council was made independent in its reporting mechanism. Annuat
reports to Parliament could not be amended and refined by a Deputy
Minister nor a Minister.

consequently, the

ACSW could behave more

like a pressure group than a government department. tndeed, if the
Covernment had not adopted the recommendation favouring a permanent

body, the other recommendations may have had more timited success.
During its first

year the ACSW met five times to establish
priorities. At its f irst meeting the establishment of a f ederal h uman
rights commission was the top priority; the secoÁd was amendment to
The Canada Labour Code to ensure equat
-59-

access to

job opportunities.

These priorities were confirmed at the subsequent meetings
of the
Acsw' The councilts first Annual Report to Parliament explained
that
rrHuman rights is a crucial
issue and it was not accident that priority

has been placed on the estabrishment of a federar
human rights
commission" Equal access to emproyment opportunities is a
key issue in

the participation by women in the economic and sociar r¡f
e of th e
country.

ln

rr3 2

' 1974, the AcSW published a booklet entiiled what's
Been Done? to publicize the covernmentts efforts
in dealing with the
March

recommendations of the Royal commission Report. The
booklet stated

that legislation to establish a commission should be introduced
immediately. tt was then explained that:
.".The Human Rights commission shourd have powers to
prosecute, impose fines, issue inj unctions, order
payment of
damages, h..ear comptaints dearing with tegisrai¡on
which
prohibits discrimination, investi-gate suspected cases
of
discrimination and act as a regui-atory body. rt sr-rourd

report directly to parliament.

Provisions shourd be made in the Human Rights commission
legislation enabring crass action and supportlng aff irmative
action by government" The protection of the individual
should be assured throuqtr
* provioi"g fo. the submission of
anonymous compraints. Appear oí aecisions made oy ttre
Human Rights commission shourd exist and be créarry

defi ned.

The Human Rights commission shourd consist of an uneven
number of appointees, not necessariry tawyers, and no tess
than five_" These appointees shoutd realisitically
--' -'
the male-female popuration distribution ¡n canJ"i¡i represent
ln the ACSWts Annuat Report 1974-75, criticism was centered

on

the Governmentts inaction to establish a human rights commission.
Noting that "The federal Government remains the laggard in this
fietd,rt
and that rraction ought by now to have been taken,'r the Annua!_Åçpgr,!
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recognized that rvomen still had no legal recourse when they
are denied
access to ernployment opportunities in areas under federal jurisdiction.34

ln 1976, the ACsw reaffirmed its main commitment to the estabfishment
of a human rights commission and in the
ôLuggr¡jpgg that year the
chairman stated: 'The deray in estabrishing a federar human
rights
commission is a dismal monument to the perpetuation
of a status quo in
which women are tess equal than men.tt35 Each statement
received
widespread media attention.

(e) Other

tnf luences and Summary

Three major interest groups urged Government action
on

anti-discrimination policy.

Mosily because of their prestige and
resources, the canadian Labour congress ( cLc), the canadian
Bar
Association, and the National Action Committee on the Status
of women

(NAcsW) were likely inftuentiat when making recommendations
to
Parliament. lt is perhaps interesting to note that while visible racial
and ethnic minority groups significantly pressed for legislation in
the
united states, their rote was noticeably negligible in canada. This
may
be due in part to the unorganized activities of Native Canadians
and

the relatively low percentage of blacks in the total Canadian population.
since world war t r, retigious organizations, notabry Jewish
interests, and the Canadian tabour movement have lobbied governments

to enact anti-discrimination legislation and hold partiat credit for the
passage of early Fair Employment and Fair Accomodation practices
Acts
in Canada' As well, the Canadian Labour Congress has made

-
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several

representations to the federal Government urging improvements
to existing
anti-discrimination provisions.36 ln November, 196B, the CLC
held a National
conference on Human Rights.

Five of twenty-six recorn¡nendations of the
conference concerned the betterment of federal anti-discrimination
statutes
and programmes. From these recommendations the cLC made
a representation

to the covernment in February, r969, urging r...

the estabrishment of
permanent Human Rights Commission fully staffed
and able to engage in
comprehensive programme concerning human

a
a

rights within the federal domain.'r

It was also specifically urged that educational and research endeavours
be
conducted and that legistation be extended to cover housing accommodation.3T
The CLC eventually continued to support the establishment of a human
rights
commission in its annual formal representations to the covernment

until The

Canadian Human Rights

Act was

passed.

The Canadian Bar Association also recognized the anniversary of the
universal Declaration of Human Rights when it adopted a resolution

at its

1967

annual meeting endorsing the principle ,,n.. of the establishment of
a
canadian National commission on Human Rights whose function
will include
s uch activ ities as may assist in the struggle
to eliminate discrimination in all
its formt ' rr 3 8 Th e Association envisioned that the commission
would conduct

research and educationat programmes and perhaps wourdrrn.. take
responsiblity for law enforcement in the human rights area wherever and
whenever the Commission is constitutionally capabte of acting; that
is to sây,
to serve as a federa! human riEhts agency"rr3g The contents of the resolution
were brought to the floor of the House of Commons a month later

by Barry

Mather (NDP - Surrey-Wh¡te Rock) who urged pierre Trudeau, then
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JusticeMinister, to act.40

Another interest group that played a role leading to the development of

The Canadian Human Rights Act was t.he National Action Committee on the
Status of Women (NACSW), a national federation of womenls organizations.
The NACSIV grew out of the Committee for the Equality of Women in Canada

(1966) which had mounted a national lobby leading to the establishment of the
Royal Commission on the Status of Women" After the Commission report, the

the implementation of the Reportrs recommendations its main
objective" Since 1972, its major policy has been to press the federat
NACSW made

Covernment to promptly establish a human rights commission, although it has
never advocated a consolidation of anti-discrimination legislation.

R

epeated

representations to Cabinet Minsters have been made on the issue.41

Literature on the bureaucracy

suggests that its influence on

policy-making is significant" ln the case of the development of The Canadian
H

uman B!gh'þ_1þ!, however, the bureaucrats appear to have played a minimal

role, if one excludes the ACSW" lt is

commonly known

that administrators of

The Canada Fair Emplovment Practices Act were dissatisifed with their
governing legislation and that The Female Employees Equal Pay Act was
ineffective.42 There is no evidence of suggestions that legislation should be
consolidated, nor that a human rights commission should be established,
however. Of course there was a fairly small number of bureaucrats or
experts invo!ved in adrnin!stering ant!-d!scr!m!natlon prograrnmes and so there

were few resources available for inside lobbying. Perhaps the segregation of
anti-discrimination responsiblities also prevented bureaucrats from envisioning
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an entirely new structure; change could only be envisioned within existing
legislation and agencies.

It has been shown that most policies are formulated incrementally.43 ln
other words, I'what is most feasible is what is purely incremental, or can be
made to appear so.rt44 Civen that new policy would mean the centralization
and coordination of federal anti-discrimination provisions, many departmentat

agencies could be

ected. ln the earty l970rs these disruptions were
perceived as numerous. 'lLittle empirestrcannot destroy themselves. ¡t is
therefore suggested that change could onty be initiated I'from above.rl
aff

Cordon Fairweather has stated that the Report of the Royal Commission

on the Status of Women r'. '. provided the necessary catalyst to the formation

of a

uman R ights Commission. "45 From histories of the fate of royal
commission reports it cannot be easily assumed that the R eport , by itself ,
H

would have been a catalyst if not for the Advisory Council on the Status of
Women and National Action Committee. Although the ACSW was a vocal

intra-Parliamentary

pressure, the effect of its efforts should not be
overstated" The Council did not formulate new legislative goals within the
parliamentary system - a function normally accorded to advisory councils. lt
was not allowed to work with Ministers, the Privy Council Office or even the
bureaucracy;46 it relied on annual reporting to Parliament and press coverage

to achieve its goal" lt must be conceded that the Government knew when ¡t
arlnointecl
-¡- ¡- -

thp
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legislation. The ACSW was therefore

more of a policy output than a policy input. The Covernment had committed
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itself to the idea of

th

e establishment of a human rights agency in October,

1972, before the ACSW was formed anyway.

The failure of constitutional reform negotiations to entrench significant
protections of human rights would appear to have been the reat catalyst.

Any alteration of the political infrastructure by way of constitutional

change

would certainly not be regarded as incremental change. Extending desired
human rights protection by way of Iegislative and administrative change would

be" ln otlrer words, on the bureaucratic level, a reorganization of severat
programmes would appear dramatic while on the constitutionat tevel, a change
to legislation and the bureaucracy would appear to be a relativety piecemeat

substitution in the movement toward a constitutional

Change

B

ill of Rights.

was definitely aided by indications of widespread support.

Although there were no intense pressures on the Government, and interest

groups and the parties all expressed slightly different and sometimes vague
ideas, the general consensus by 1974 was for consolidation of legistation and a
human rights agency"
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and Ste.vart,

CFIAPTER. IV

THE CENESIS OF A BILL

The formulation and adoption of new anti-discrimination policy and

the drafting of legislation spanned almost three years. while the
gestation period for new legislation is often lengthty, in this case some
of the delay was due to the ambitious nature of the policy contemplated
at several stages. At different tirnes the legislative proposal contained
not only anti-discrimination provisions but also included an ombudsman
f

eature with prov ision for an authority to receive and deal with

complaints about both public and private organizations and

a

meclranism

for allowing individuals to inspect and correct personal information

in

government data banks" ln this developmental period, from October
1972

to July 1975, a Ceneral Election and a legislative agenda

packed

with pressing economic ¡natters further slowed the introduction of a new

b¡ll"

Parts (a), (b) and (c) examine this period" Part (d) summarizes

Bill c-72 and

comments on some

of its important aspects. part (e) then

examines the reasons for the death of the B_i!l and part (f) offers
summary

a

of the chapter.

(a) Government

Commitment

The f irst indication that the Covernment was committed to a

new

direction in anti-discrimination policy surfaced during the 1972 federa!
General Election. Justice Minister Otto Lang announced on October

that a

rrCommission

20

on Rights and I nterestsrr would be established to
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serve as

" an important further step in the Trudeau administrationrs
program of protecting more effectively those who cannot protect
themselves, âñd of fairness and equarity in fact and in law..l The
'ro.

proposed commission blended well with rrudeaurs'Just society' theme,

which had been reflected in law reform measures passed during the
previous parliamentary session.

Lang proposed that the Commission would be established by the
Department of Justice but it would have the required independence to

protect citizens from excesses of the federal government. The body
would have one chief commissioner with a staff of commissioners and
researchers. Anti-discrimination functions including equal status for
women were envisioned

for the Commission, and ¡t was intended that
the Commission would also serve an ombudsman function. ln this
capacity, the agency would deal with complaints from citizens regarding

maladrninistration of not merely governments but also businesses,
unions, and social agencies. Lang said, ,rl hope to see it with power to
protect against the power of intimidation by large bodies like
corporations and unions and to assist individuals against the inertia of
big who does not care. To the extent possible, I shoutd like
to see it protect individual rights and freedoms, including political
someone

freedoms against all governments including the provinces, so far as the
constitution may atlow.lt2 Langrs press release concluded that solutions

by the

Commission would

flow from moral persuasion and Ieadership,

although penalties would be provided where conciliation failed. He also
added that the necessary legislation woutd be ready in 1973 with the
Commission established and operating within one year.3
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ln 1980, reflecting back on those events, Mr. Lang indicated that
the announcement was necessary in order for him to gain media
attention, something that was becoming increasingly difficult for
Ministers to secure during elections. As far he could recalt, his
proposal had not gone to Cabinet for approval, but it had obtained the
consent of the Prime Minister.
The matter was internal to the
Department otherwise and had only surfaced previously in very general

terms.4 Some basic materials on human rights legislation had been
collected by the Legal Research and Planning section of the Department
going back several years.

to establish a federal ombudsman had been discussed
for about twelve years in Parliament. The matter was examined by the
Proposals

Privileges and Elections Committee of the House of Commons in '¡964 and
by the Department of Justice before 1966, but no positive action was

ever taken.5 Never before though had consideration been given to
federal ombudsman plan with the broad powers envisioned by Lang.

a

The proposal d¡d not become an issue in the election and the

matter probably went unnoticed by,1"

majority of canadians.

Nevertheless the statement signalled an interest in the concept and
obliged the Covernment to further consider the plan when the Liberals

were returned to power with a minority Covernment on October

30,

1972"

Robert stanf

ield, Leader of

th
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e p rogressive conservative party

(Halifax), endorsed Langrs proposal in part in February 1973. ln a
speech to a Montreal audience, Stanfield called for a national human
rights commissionrr.o. to deal with the whote range of individual rights
in every field - be ¡t labour, housing, the status of women or any
oth er - u nder f ederal jurisdictior',. rr 6 with this general support from
the Official Opposition it was apparent that legistative proposals might
be welcomed in the House of

Commons.

ln October, 1972, H"A. Md-earn, a retired Armed Forces official,
was contracted by the Department of Justice and soon after was
assigned to collect further information and serve as a central resource
person for the development of new anti-discrimination policy.T McLearn
worked under the close supervision of Dr. Barry L. strayer who was

previously a constitutional advisor to the Privy Councit Office and the
Director of the Constitutionat Law Section in the Department of Justice"B
strayer, as well as Lang, was personally committed to the project and
this resulted in a high priority for the study within the Departrnent"g
ln the spring of

1973 Professor Walter

Tarnopolsky, a recognized

expert in the area of human rights and a former colleague of Lang and

Strayer, was also contracted as a consuttant. ln the absence of any
experts on anti-discrimination Iaw within the federal government, his
advice was relied upon to develop the basic framework of an
anti-discrimination policy proposal for Cabinet. Much of his advice
consisted of an elaboration and refinement of the views he had
expressed earlier in an article, "The lron Hand in the Velvet Glove:
Administration and Enforcement of Human Rights Legislation in
- 71 -

/_anada. il 10

Regular meetings attended

by McLearn, strayer,

departmental officials and the Minister were held,

other

but most of the early

discussions centered on the ombudsman idea. Policy formulation on this
topic proved to be the most difficult task. There were concerns about

reconciling the authority of an

ombudsman with

that of the Member of

Parliament" other ombudsman mechanisms, such as that of sweden,
were also examined. On the other hand, the anti-discrimination aspect

of the policy proposal was more straight forward; there already existed
a pattern of administration and legislation and so the policy options
were evident.l l

Meetings were also initiated with representatives of
other departments such as Labour and Secretary of State and there
were informal consultations with provincial human rights commissions.

The introduction

of legislation was seemingly imminent when
proposed amendments to Part I of The Canada Labour Code that would
e added sex't, "aget', and ttmarital statusil as prohibited grounds of
discrimination were dropped early in 1973 pending the introduction of
h av

11

comprehensive anti-discrimination legislatio¡.

12

(b) Cabinet Approval
Contrary to Langrs election promise of new legislation in

.¡973,

cabinet did not receive a policy recommendation until october.
According to Lang, the item lay on the agenda for about six to eight
weeks before action was taken.

when cabinet approved Langrs
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proposal, ¡t was with expressed reservation about the need and
effectiveness of the ombudsman feature" l3
on December 10,

1973, on the occasion

of the 25th anniversary of
the united Nationts Declaration of Human Rights, Lang announced
Cabinetrs approval of the creation of a I'federal commission for the
protection of egalitarian rights. rr 14 Although the press release from
Langrs office stated that the proposed commission would be a combination

ombudsman/anti-discrimination tribunal, his speech to the House of
Commons referred only to an anti-discrimination agency.
Lang promised legislation for the next session of parliament.

A

b¡ll would include the proposals originally intended for part tof The
Canada Labour Code. Lang stated that:
The bill will contain provision for the principles

and

procedures under which the commission would operate and
establish the necessary powers of enforcement. ln addition

to being charged with administering the Act, the
commission would have an important iole in promoting
research and public education in relation to its purposes
and functions" lt would maintain close liaison'wiih its
equivalents in the provinces in order to foster common and
improved policies and practices and to avoid conftict in
cases of common jurisdiction. tt would also keep abreast of
developments respecting-human rights at the united Nations
and in other countries. l5

The announcement was welcomed by the representatives of the
three opposition parties.l6 On behalf of the progressive Conservative

Party, cordon Fairweather (Fundy-Royal) expressed the hope that the
commission would be given a simpler title than'rFederal Commission for
the Protect!on of Ega!!tarian R!ghtsr¡ and that the agency wouici be
directly responsible to Parliament.
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Pursuant to Langts announcement, the speech from the Throne

opening the following session of parliament on February 27, 1974,
confirmed that legislation would be introduced creating a'rFederal
Commission on Human Rights and lnterests,"lT
During the Throne
speech Debate, Lang did not expand upon lris departmentrs plans,
However, Monique Begin, then a Liberal backbench Mp (Saint fvlichel)
and the former Executive Secretary to the Royal Commission on the

Status of women, added that

"

oo

. ¡t is about time our country

established a federal human rights commission, after at least six years

of argument among departments as to who is the most discriminated
against
and through which department the commission would
report"rr Begin also argued that the commission should have jurisdiction
in the Yukon and the Northwest Territories, should be directty
responsible to Parliament, and should have a distinct division to deat
with

womenrs

rights.l8

Following the Throne speech Debate, Mrs. crace Maclnnis
unsuccessfully attempted to have the House adopt a resolution urging

the Minister Responsible for the Status of Women to immediatety
introduce the appropriate legislation. l9 Again, on April 9, 1g74, in
response to prodding from Macl nnis, Lang stated the Governmentrs

intention to introduce the legislationrrtater in the session."20
intentions were never f ulf illed, however, because on May 3 ,

1g7

Such

4, the

minority Liberal Government was defeated in the House and there
dissolution for a Ceneral Election"
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was

(c) Developing Legislation
The designing of a bill was underway before the Election was
called. lnstructions had been submitted to D epartmental draf ters b ut
the work was not complete.2l The anti-discrimination provisions of the

bill were generally drawn from the provincial human rights acts, wlrich
are modelled on The Ontario Human Riqhts Code. To a tesser extent
th e u niform Law commissionersr Model

Anti-discrimurg!þlAc!, drafted

by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,
was also consulted" This Act was suggested legislation based on more
than twenty years of experience with American human rights
commissions and embodies what is thought to be the best features of
existing laws. lt was felt that the detaited provisions of the United
statesr law did not complement canadian requirements, howev

"r.22

other than Tarnopolsky whose influence was great, advice was
solicited from Dr. Daniet H¡ll, former Director of the Ontario Human
ights Commission, who put light on the developing role of education
and research for commissions and professor Ian A. H unter, legal
advisor and author of studies on human rights legislation, whose
R

experience with Ontariots legislation lent insight"23 Despite the interest

of many groups, such as the Advisory council on the status of
their advice as not sought.24

women,

On July 8, 1974, the Liberals were re-elected to Parliament with a
majority of seats and the Throne speech of September 30 again noted
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the Government¡s intention to introduce human rights legislation.
On November 6, the Covernment of British Columbia convened

conference of provincial

H

uman

R

ights t¡4inisters.

a

The f ederal

government was not invited to take part in the discussions because
there was not a Minister yet designated to be responsible for human

rights, although five observers from various departments, most notably
Mr. Md-earn from the federal Department of Justice, attended.25
The conference

discussions centered around a need for
establishing a strong nationat coordinating body on human rights.
However, near the end of the Conference another concern had emerged,
Ron chitter, a Member of the Atberta Legislature stated:

I can see some very criticar times ahead in the human
rights field as the federal presence will now come upon us,
as therers the potentiar of duprication of services, aå therers
the potential of who will deliver the services; ,r"ill we have
a minim um standard, wiil there be federar enforcement
provincially, will there be provincial enforcement,
and I can
see that unless we come to grips^ with these probrems, that
we can end up in a real mess..".'¿6
similarly, Howard pawtey, Attorney cenerar of Manitoba, stated,
'rl trust that there will not be a duplicate enforcement procedure
developed across Canada, that the implementation of the federal taw
pertaining to human rights can be done through the provincial
agencies. ".. I do think we have many, many areas that we have to
research and to discuss with the federal peopl
The Conference
""n27
ended on that note.
shortly afterward, Lang announced that the scope of the proposed
human rights legislation was [reing broadened 'r. . . to protect persons
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against th e
1975 when

mis

use of personal information. "

He cited the spring of

a commission might be in operatio¡.28

Ïhe concern for the protection of personal information developed
from a joint Task Force Report on privacy and computers of the
Departments of Justice and Communications in 1971. ln its report to
cabinet, the Task Force foresaw increasing potential danger as

uters were used to store and retrieve personat information.
Accordingly, it was suggested that measures should be taken by the
comp

covernment to prevent any probrems. on December 7, 1972, the
Ministers of Justice and Communications announced the acceptance of the
Task Forcds suggestion and established an inter-departmental committee
11o.o to draft specific
rules and to develop mechanisms to implement and
enforce these rules. " 29 Although the committee had not made any
recommendations at the time of Langrs announcement, the cabinet
decided that statutory authority should at least be sought for the

Governor-in-council to make regulations which woutd embody th e
recommendations of the committee after ¡t reported.30 lt was atso
thought that this type of taw should be incorporated with
ombudsman-type legislation and so ¡t was added to the developing
human

rights bill"

ln

alifax in lvlarch, 1975, the Provinciat Ministers R esponsible for
Human Rights met again" This time they gathered to discuss the
H

federal human rights proposals with Lang. The Minister was unable to
attend, however, and Strayer rvas sent in his place.
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Strayer made ¡t clear that there would be no discussion on the
specifics of the human rights b¡ll until it was introduced in
Parliament' 31 H e only spoke in general terms about the principles
in
the proposed bill. Mention was made of some of the unique problems
faced when developing legislation of this kind at the federal level. The
geographical demands upon a single commission, the provisions of The

ndian Act which prescribe that lndians should be treated differently,
and applying anti-discrimination legislation to operations in the
I

immigration area were mentioned.

The proposed legislation would establish a Human Rights
Commission with responsibility to exercise anti-discrimination and

udsman powers, which would include protection of privacy of
information. Strayer said:

omb

As a result of the combination of these two f unctions . .. we
will
provide one stop shopping that the citizen, if hers
not q uite sure where his complaint ought to go, ...
can
submit the claim to the commission and thã commlssion may
have to decide which of its hats itrs wearing when it deats
with it- Also by combining these functions, we think that
we can perhaps then have regionat offices which can deal
with both kinds of complaints....32
Strayer stated that the anti-discrimination provisions would be
carried further than now existed at the federal level by covering
accommodations and services. Covernment contracts would also be

included. Enforcement would be a process of investigation, conciliation,
and possibly the establishment of a t'tribunal', when conciliation failed.
Exceptions for affirmative action programmes woutd also be altowed.

The cmbudsman feature was compareci to the provincial ofiices aiready
functioning rvith the exception of its added privacy function.
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The provincial delegates questioned the wisdom of including the
ombudsman feature under the aegis of a human rights commission

insofar as the independence and impartiality of the ombudsman may be
aff ected" 33 There was also concern about federal-provincial
cooperation, uniformity of protection, and du¡rlication of services. lt
was suggested that there could be some delegation of authority to

provincial agencies.34 As a result, it was the unanimous opinion of the
Conference delegates that, after the federal bill was introduced, there
should be a federal-provincial meeting called for a full dialogue.35
By the spring of 1975 there was pressure from within the House
of Commons and from the Advisory Council on the Status of Women for

the Covernment to introduce the long awaited bill. ln response to a
question from cordon Fairweather, Lang stated on March 6, that the
Government was not sure whether the bill should be introduced before
or after the Easter recess. Lang added, rrwe are taking advantage of

the fact that the House is so occupied with other matters to look at
some final details which we want to have in the best possible form.,'36
Fairweather supplemented his first question and asked:

Has the draft b¡ll undergone at least a dozen revisions to
meet objections ... that the Human Rights commission will
have access to a good deal more information than the
government or its servants are now ready to disclose? ts
that the holdup?37

Lang responded, rrNo ¡t is not. There have been many drafts of this
bill, of course, and further discussions within the Covernement on
many subjects

but that has not been a particularly sore poin1.rr38

The Progressive Conservatives then challenged the Government
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on

March 19 when Dan McKenzie (winnipeg south centre) stated in the
House that:

A Progressive Conservative government would establish an
independent nationar human rights commission. The
function of this comrnission would be to deal with the whole
range of individual rights in every field under the
jurisdiction of the federal government, including
the federal
public service.39
Fairweatherrs comment

that there were great internal concerns
about disclosing government-held inforrnation were substantiated by
Strayer, who in 1978, stated that, because tegislation would affect
every government department, there were many questions in cabinet.
However, the ombudsrnan section also created significant dissent in the
Social committee of cabinet even though the idea of giving the
ombudsman power to deal with complaints against private companies,
unions, and social agencies had been tentatively dropped. According to

Lang, Cabinet as a whote devoted a few hours to the proposed Billrs
content. Members had serious doubts about the rote of an ombudsman
vis-a-vis a Member of parliament and how the two could operate, A
specific division of duties was suggested. Lang has stated that the
Prime Minister gave him the choice or re-doing the ombudsman section
of else dividing the Biil in two, with the ombudsman section to be

introduced later.40

There were arso some difficurties with the
Departments of Labour and the Public Service Commission who wanted
ass urances about who would administer the legislation since both
Departments would feel the

effect of a centralized anti-discrimination

b ur ea ucracy. 4'l

On April 17, Lang advised the Standing Committee on Justice and
Legal Affairs, in response to queries from Fairweather, that the bill
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would be presented well before the end of June.42 On May 1, Ed
Broadbent, Leader of the N.D"p. (oshawa-whitby), asked Mitchell
sharp, the Acting Prime Minister (Liberal - Eglington), the reason for

the billrs delay" sharp replied that "the bill in draft form is now
before Cabinet. lt is proving to be an extremely complicated measure,
and this is the reason for the delay, not because the government is not

anxious to introduce the legislatior'r. rr43 Fairweather further pressed
the Covernment on May 22, and again on July A"44 Finally, on July 21,
1975, Lang tabled

Bill C-72, a bilt to establish a Canadian

Human Rights

Act.

The ombudsman feature was absent, having been dropped only
few weeks earlier much to Langrs regret.45

(d) Biil

a

c-72

Bill c-72 was divided into five parts.

part I enumerated

prohibited discriminatory practices and set out certain exceptions to

discrimination"

One could not discriminate on the basis of race,

national or ethnic origin, colour, rel igion, âg€, sex, marital status, or

conviction for which a pardon had been granted.46 This applied to the
provision of services, facilities or accommodations customarily available

to th e general

p

ubtic,47 the provision of commercial premises or

residential accommodation,4S und to employment.4g An employer could
also not use or circulate any application for employment form, publish
an advertisement or make any written or orat inquiry that

expressed

any limitation, specification or preference based on a prohibited ground

of discrimination.50
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Employee organizations, or trade unions were prohibited from
discriminating in their membership unless an individual had '. o .
reached the normal age of retirement for individuals working in
positions similar....rr51 Employers and trade unions could not establish

or pursue a policy or practice, or enter into an agreement that would
discriminate.52 lt was also made a discriminatory practice for an
to establish or maintain differences in wages between male and
female employees employed in the same establishment who were
employer

performing, under similar conditions, similar work requiring similar

skill, effort and responsibility.53 Th¡r section was transposed

from

The Canada Labour Code.

Part I also recognized several exceptions relating to

employment,

Any employment practices based on bona fide occupational requirements
would not constitute discrimination.54 Age limits for commencing or
retiring from

employment could be maintained

by law or regulationSS

and

compulsory retirement was allowed where an individual had reached the

normal age or retirement for employees working in similar positions.56
Also, pension contributions at a place of emptoyment could be tocked-in

at a certain

age.57

An exception for special programmes designed to prevent,

reduce

or eliminate disadvantages based on the race, nationat or ethnic origin,
colour, rel igion, â9ê, sex, or marital status of groups was provided.
The Canadian Human Rights Commission could determine the validity of

any such programme after an application was made and therefore
exclude a programme from the prolribited provisions of the law.58
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some

pension plan provisions

were allowed for after

a

determination by the Commission. Pension rights in place at the time

Part I would come into force were protected. Differential benefits
based on actuarial costs, and survivorts

benefits not based on sex or

marital status for spouses or children were exempt.59 Separate pension
funds for different groups were deemed to be non-discriminatory so
long as the persons were not grouped into funds according to age, sex,

or marital

status.60

provision

was atso made for the

Covernor-in-Council to make regulations respecting

pension insurance plans.6lThe

ex

ceptions in

tast clause of Part t allowed for

regulations to be made respecting anti-discrimination provisions and
complaint resolution in government contracts, licenses and grants.62

Part ll established and structured the Canadian Human Rights
Commission" A Chief Commissioner and Deputy Chief Commissioner were

to be full-time

members and not less than three nor more

than six other

part-time or full-time members were to be appointed by the Governor in
cou nc¡1. 63

F

ull-time members could be appointed for a term not

exceeding seven years while part-time members could

be appointed for

up to three years during good behaviour, although any

member could

be removed at any time with the consent of the Senate and House of
Commons.64 Any member could be re-appointed.65

The Bill outlined some of the duties and functions of the
Commission as
a)

developing and conducting information programmes to foster public
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understanding of the legislation and the Commission;
b)

undertaking or sponsoring research programmes related to the
duties and functions;

c)

maintaining close liaison with provincial rights l¡odies to foster
common policies and practices and

to avoid jurisdictional

conf licts

when dealing with complaints, and;
d)

including any recommendations, suggestions and requests
regarding rights that ¡t deemed appropriate in an annual
report.66

Other powers, duties and functions could be authorized by
regulation.6T

Provision was made for the remuneration of Commission members

as well.68 The Chief Commissioiner was to supervise and direct the
Commission and its staff and preside at Commission meetings.6g lf
absent, the Deputy chief commissioner was to assume the position, or

else th e Commissioner with the most seniority" 7O Staff was to be
appointed in accordance with The Public Service Employment Act and
the engagement of temporary assistance from persons was specifica¡y
allowed for- 71 Security requirements for Commissioners and staff were
prescribed and disclosure of matters injurious to international or
f ederal-prov incial relations, national defence, or likely to assist in the
pursuit of or prevention, detection, or prosecution of unlawful acts
proh ibited"

was

72

The National Capital Region was to be the site of the Commissionrs

head office and up to twelve regionat offices were altowed for.73 The
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Chief Commissioner was given the authority to cafl meetings whenever
necessary or desirable and divisions of duties and powers could be
establish

ed.74 By-laws could govern the conduct of its affairs.T5

The procedures for complaint handling were generally set out in
Part lll. Any person or group having reasonable grounds to believe

another had engaged ina discriminatory practice as outlined in part I
could file a complaint with the Commission.T6 tf a complaint was made

by

someone

other than an aggrieved, consent of the aggrieved person

may be neces sary.77 As weil, the commission could initiate a
complaint- 78 Complaints would not be accepted from persons with no
established connection with canada, or where a person in a pension

fund may be deprived of rights acquired under a plan before part ltt
came into effect.79 As well, when a complaint coutd better be pursued
by other available review procedures, a matter may not be accepted,
Furthermore, ¡f a matter was 1r. o o beyond the jurisdiction of the
commission,rror wasr!.". trivial, frivolous, vexatious or made in bad

faith...rror if the matter occurred more than one year before receipt of
a complaint, a complaint may not be dealt with.80 Written notice of any
decision to not deal with a comptaint would be sent to a complainant,Sl

Part lll allowed the Commission to designate an investigator

to

enter any premises, require the production of documents and conduct

inquires relevant to the investigation of a complaint. S2 After the
conclusion of an investigation, a report of the findings would be
considered by the Commission. The complaint could be referred to
more appropriate

a

authority, substantiated or dismissed according to the
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reasons noted in the paragraph above. The decision of the

Commission

would be conveyed in writing to the involved parties.S3

lf a complaint was not settled during an investigation or after
notice was received of the Commissionts decision, or if if was not
dismissed or referred to another body, a conciliator (who had not been

the investigator) would be appointed to attempt a settlement.S4 The
agreed terms of a settlement would be referred to the Commission where
they would be approved or rejected and the parties would then
notif ied.

be

B5

At any time after the filing of a complaint, a'Human Rights
Tribunal¡r could be appointed to inquire into a complaint.S6 The Bill
set out that Tribunal members could not be members or employees of
the Commission.ST All Tribunat member selections were to be made from
a list established by the Governor-in-Council.88 Remuneration for the
performance of duties as a member of a Tribunal was also allowed for.89
The duty of Tribunal was totr... give alf parties to whom notices

given a full and ample opportunity, in person or through
counsel, of appearing before the Tribunal, presenting evidence and
has been

making representations to ¡1.rr90 Accordingty, the Tribunal could
summon and enforce the attendance of witnesses, compet all evidence,
administer oaths, and consider evidence otherwise not admissible in

a

court of law.91 4 conciliator was deemed to not be a competlable nor
witness" While the Tribunal was to be public, members of
the public could be excluded for the whole or parts of a hearing if it
competent
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was considered to be in the public interest.

Fees

for witnesses were

also allowed for"92

At the conclusion of any inquiry a complaint would be dismissed if
it was not substantiated. where a complaint was substantiated, an
order against a respondent could be made which may include several
terms of redress incl uding compensation for waEes lost and expenses
incurred, compensation up to five thousand dollars where an act was
committed willfully or recklessly or where a victim suffered in respect
of feelings of self-respect, and payment of costs relative to a Tribunars
h earing.93 No Tribunal could order the removar of a person
from
employment or accomodation where a person had accepted the
employment or accornodation in good faith.94 The order of a Tribunat
could be enforceable as an order of the Federal court of canada.95

Finally, Part lll allowed the commission to apply to the Federat
Court of Canada for a court order to obtain a document retevant to an

investigation or a Tribunat.96 As well, any act of reprisal against a
complainant, witness or any other person associated with a proceeding
under this Part was prohibited.9T

Part lV of Bill C-72 was entitled lrProtection of personal
I nf ormation"tt F urther to Langrs earlier announcement, this part
generally allowed the Covernor-in-Council, on the recommendation of the

Ministers of Justice and communications, to make regulation ,r"o.
respecting protection of the privacy of individuals in retation to records
of any government institution ..,.rr98 This would cover such matters
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as informing a person that personal information was held in a
government data bank and was being used for a specific purpose,
informing a person as to how access to the information may be
arranged, and allowing alterations to inaccurate information. provision
was also made for regulations to exempt data banks in the interest of
national security or federal-provincial relations.

Part V established offences on summary conviction and upon
consent of the Attorney Ceneral of not more than ten thousand doltars

for an employer or

employee association and not more than one thousand

dollars in any other case. Offences could result from failure to comply
with the terms of a settlement certified after conciliation, obstructing an

investigation or a H uman Rights Tribunal, retaliating against any
.iJerson who made or assisted in the disposition
of a complaint, or
reducing wages in order to eliminate discriminatory wages between men
and women" 99 provision was arso made for annuar reporting to
Parliament and for the report to be referred to a committee of
;''arliams¡¡. 100 Lastly, the B ill stated that it would not apply to any

üperannuation or pension plan established by an act of parliamenl. 101
li =:ther would it apply to actions in the Territories that would not also
3

be the subject of a complaint had it occurred in a prov¡r.,.".102 The
Crown was to be bo.rr',6. 103 The provisions of The Indian Act were
specifically exempted. 104 Amendments were also made to The Canada
þÞggf-çgqg and The Unemployment tnsurance Act to make relevant
portions consistent with the proposed Canadian Human Rights Act.105
The

B

ill was an obvious attempt to simplify the layout and
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wording of Canadian anti-discrimination legislation although overall
simplicity was constricted by the appearance in Parts ll and ilt of more

detailed procedural prov isions than existed in the provincial statutes.
The prohibited grounds of discrimination were those already tested in

other North American jurisdictions except that of "conviction of which a
pardon has been granted.' A similar ground only existed in the
employment section of the British Columbia Human Rights Code.l06
er uniq ue prov isions were the attempt to establish the Commission's
independence by direct reporting to Parliament through the Minister of

Oth

Justice and the provision for a full-time Chief and Deputy Chief
Commissioner. The separation of the functions of investigation and
conciliation reflected walter Tarnopolskyrs conviction that
The process of investigation will almost inevitably arouse a
certain amount of hostility on the part of the Respondent
towards the investigator. tt is unlikely that he would be
as prepared to discuss possible terms of settlement with
investigator as he might be with someone etse, even though
that someone else is from the same agency. Besides, the
skills required in order to be a successful investiqator are
different from those required for effective negot¡"1f,r,107

Although there could be a setttement during an investigation, th e
legislation clearly intended to set the functions apart" Another
noteworthy provision of the Bill was the explicit saving of The lndian
Act. While ¡t is legally argued that general legislation such as human

rights law cannot override provisions of specific legislation such as The
lndian Act, the Government d¡d not want to take a chance. ln
particular, ¡t was intent on leaving section 17 (t) (b) of The lndian
Act undisturbed. That section dictates that Native women tose their
tfeeÌr-¡
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marry nonstatus females with no loss of treaty rights. Without any

doubt, however, the Privacy Part of the Bill was the most strikingly
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unusual appendage to anti-díscrimination legislation"

(e) The Death of Bill

C-72

With¡n a few days after its introduction, Bill C-72 became a target

for attack by several interests.

owing to a ten week

summer

adjournment of the House of Commons soon after its First Reading,

discussions began outside of Parliament. John Diefenbaker (pc
Prince Albert), the recognized father of The Canadian Bill of Rights,

stated that the new b¡ll deceived women. Without giving specific
examples,he said ¡t was t'so full of loopholesrr that ¡t was mere
"eyewut6. rr'108 The Toronto Globe and Mait made the novel criticism

that the

B

ill should protect companies as well as individuals.

An

editorial on July 26 stated:

There is no federal legislation that polices the use and
accuracy of information that Government has collected
concerning companies" There is nothing to prevent
discrimination against a company because of the race,
nationality, colour, religion, sex, -marital status of any of
the companyrs officials or employees.l09
On August 2, 1975, The Financial Post reported thatrtWomen activists

and other minority groups are skeptical about how much clout the
commission wilt hav""...rr110 The failure of the Bill to clearly allow for

class action complaints, whereby not only a complainant but also all
other victims of an act of discrimination could receive compensation, and

the absence of the wording "equal pay for work of equal valuerl
reqardless of sex were contentious issues" ln the article Lang
responded to the demand for class action complaints by stating, "l donrt
see a real need

for that" Why not ask all those who feel theytve been
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wronged to come forward and make their complaints to the Commission.
Therers no gap that needs to filled by class actions. r' w¡th regard to
"equal pay for work of equal value,rrLang stated that "At this stage it
would be wrong to give that difficult a question to a commission to

settle.

But ¡f the jurisprudence develops and we can find some other
words instead of t'equal value,trwe might be prepared to go further.r'
Lang further commented that, as a foilow-up to Bill c-72, he

intended to introduce two-phase ombudsman tegislation before the yearrs
end" The first phase would allow the handling of complaints about poor

service or unfair treatment by government. The second phase would
empower the ombudsman to probe grievances against private
corporations and unions. I l1

obviously Lang was stiil intent

on

establishing a federal ombudsman.

Shortly before the lvlembers returned to Ottawa from adjournment,
Trudeau re-organized the Cabinet.

O

n September 26, J ustice Minister

Lang was replaced by Ron Basford (Liberal - Vancouver-centre). The
new Minister was immediately faced

with the task of ameliorating growing

disenchantment with Bill C-72" There was expressed hope that a

Minister would feel freer to accept

recommended changes

new

to ¡6s g¡11.112

It is worth noting that a senior departmental official expressed the
belief that, while Lang was more cerebral and philosophical, Basford
liked the legislative process and dealing with Parliamentarians. He was
perceived as sensitive to concerns and quick to comprornise if ¡t meant

Itgetting legislation through" and avoiding crises.l13

-
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Back in the House of Commons, the first question regarding Bill
C-72 came from Hal Herbert (Liberal - Vaudreuil), on October .¡4, 1975.

He asked if the Government had considered including "health standards
and/or physical deformitiestras a prohibited ground of discrimination in

Bill C-72. Basford ably defended the Bill by replying:
It is desired that th e proposed commission at the outset
mainly confine its work to grounds of discrimination in
relation to which other cornmissions have acquired
experience. O nly one prov ince, Nova Scotia, f¡as by a
recent amendment to its Hum.an. Rights Act provided for the
ground of physical handicap. I t+
OnNovembet

6,

1975,

perrin

(pC

Beatty

Wellington-Grey-Dufferin-Waterloo), launched an attack on the broad
exemptions allowed for in the privacy part of the Bill and asked if the

covernment would withdraw part lV. Basford responded, "t have not
had a chance to read the bill simply because it is not coming before the
House in the immediate futr'rr..rr 115 This quashed any ideas that the
new Minister had either suddenly grasped the contents of the Bill or

that the Government was prepared to push the Bilt through parliament.
B asf ord conf irmed a week later that the covernmentrs recent
introduction of wage and price controls on October 16 took priority for
Parliamentary time and also announced that Second Reading would be
stalled pending discussion of the Bill with provinciat government

representatives at a Federal-Provincial Conference on H uman Rights to
be held December 1l and .|2" 116
Extensive discussion

at the conference

was expected.

D-^.,;^,,^t.,
--- â^
^- ^-¿-rr¡-ev¡ousiy'
on
\rctooer
¿V, "i975, iìarvey Moats, the Executive

of the Manitoba

D

irector

ights Commission, forwarded a letter to alt
Conference delegates announcing that Howard pawley, Manitobars
H

uman

R
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Attorney General, was planning to advance a proposal at the Conference

that the Provinces be designated to administer certain aspects of the
f ederal H uman Rights Act" This would include the receipt,
investigationa and conciliation of complaints, conducting educationat
programmes, and any administration of affirmative action projects. The

given rationale of the proposal was the following:

a)

to avoid confusion amongst the public relative to what is
the appropriate authority where a complaint might be
lodged;

to forestall

b)

problems arising when a complainant
simultaneously requests investigation from both Federal and
Provincial Human Rights Commissions;

c)

to avoid duplication of effort, staff, and budget resources;
to recognize the experience and expertise the provinciat
H uman Rights Commissions have built up in the pioneering
stage of human rights concerns, and to make use of that
experience in an expanded way in areas under F ederat

d)

jurisdiction;

to forestall the type of Federal/Provincial confusion, chaos,
and duplication that has arisen in such areas as consumers

e)

affa i r s;

f)

to further the principle currently under Federal/Provincial
discussion relative to the designation of the Provinces as
th e adm inistrative authority in the area _of prosection under
the Departrnents of Attorneys Ceneral. lll

ontario also had a concer n.

Roy McMurtry, the provincers

Attorney ceneral, had corresponded with Basford hoping to curtait

racist hate messages that were transmitted by telephone in Toronto by
the Western Cuard organization. Since B ell Canada is under f ederat
jurisdiction,

the ontario Human Rights Code could not stop the

messages. The problem had initially been raised in Parliament in

1969
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Criminal Coderegarding hate propaganda would deal with the matter" It

was later found that Code could not deal adequately with the issue
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mainly because the standards of proof were too stringent, making
prosecutions imposr¡5¡s. 1 18 McMurtry therefore sought to have the
topic included in the Human Rights Conference agenda to explore the
possibility of dealing with the problem under federal human rights
legislation.

The December Conf erence discussions began with Basford
welcoming suggestions on Bill C-72 but he stressed that, because the
Human Rights commission was to be an independent agency, he could

not make detailed commitments about the way the Act would be
administered; no one could tie the hands of the Commission since it had
been given power over its own admi¡¡s1¡¿1¡s¡.119 pawleyrs proposal was

therefore rejected although Basford clearly supported the principle of

federal-provincial cooperation and coordination. He defended the Billts
current provisions by pointing out two sections, one directing the
to maintain close liaison, foster common policies and avoid
conflicts with provincial agencies, and the other which allowed the
Commission

to temporarily engage persons with specialized knowledge.
These, he stated, would rr.., adequately direct and authorize the
Commission

Commission

to cooperate with provinces in receiving and investigating

complaints and in research and information programs,r¡120 perhaps he
expressed his real concern when he added that there may be

of

11.

o

a problem

n provincial commissions investigating the labour practices of

departments

of the federal government and then reporting to provincial

commissions in that area.rr

Basford concluded,

obviously, would create difficulties for the federal

't

t think that,

government.'r121

with the provinces apparently backing Manitobars proposal, Basford at
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least agreed to consider whether change in the Billrs wording was
n ecessary in order to secure more than tta pious hope'r
for cooperation
and coordination" He suggested this could be done by changing the
legislation specifically to allow the Commission the'use of staff'r of the

provincial agenciss.

1

22

ln response to Ontariots

concern about telephone hate messages,

tsasford said that, despite immense legal difficulties, he was sympathetic

with trying to do something and stated that Departmental officials were
currently working on the issue to see if something could 5" 6o¡u.123
Three other major concerns were atso raised at the Conference.
Francois Cloutier, the euebec Minister of lntergovernmnental Affairs,

disapproved of the Biltts provision allowing for regulations respecting
company compliance with non-discrimination provisions in federal
governmentrs contract, grants and licenses. This was perceived as an

encroachment on provincial powers since contractors would otherwise be

solely under provinciat jurisdiction.l24 Basford rejected this thesis on
the grounds that regulations already existed in this area pursuant to
The Fair Wages and Hours of Labour Act and The National Housing Act.
Citing the effectiveness of the contract compliance programmme in the
United States, Basford claimed that it was essentiat to retain this power
because it could prevent discrimination rather than simply provide
redress after the fact. Furthermore, Health and Welfare Minister Marc

Lalonde (Liberal - Cutremont) had just stated on October 15 that
several federal departments were

... undertaking a feasibility

study on the means to
w ith th e

encourage companies entering into contracts
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government to take positive action to improve the status of
their women ernproyees. The government is determined
companies with which ¡t does business shourd that
act
responsìbly in the provis ion of eq uar emptovment
opportunity and wages for their women employees.'125'
ceorge Mccurdy, the Director of the Nova Scotia Human Rights

that the provision for affirmative action programmes
was too weak because ¡t was merely an enabling section; additional
Cornmission pressed

strength was necessary to encourage or even order affirmative
programmes' 126 The Saskatchewan Commissionts Director, Carol

Fogel,

expressed concern that the Bill omitted prohibitions of discrimination in
notices' signs, and symbols, an area included in all provincial human

rights acts. She believed that a federal law was necessary because of
Ottawars powers over radio and television broadcasting. Sexist
advertisements and programming were offered as examples of areas

requiring regulation. Basford replied that covering notices, signs, and
symbols rr. " " was rejected in earlier drafts of the B ill f irst because ¡t
'wculd raise civil liberties problems in the area of freedom of speech
and
fredom of the press, and, also (because of the Government¡s)

understanding that such provisions have not been used by provinciat
il uman R ights Commissions. . . .u'127
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At the conclLlsion of the Conference discussions, Basford stated:
I have a number of aspects of the Bit to consider
which Ihave not considered untir this meeting was herd and
I (had) your comments. r now want to go thlough
biil
and through ail the comments that lrave been made the
and
the
representations from various groups and see what, if any,
amendments r shourd takã t_o *y coteagues tefore it
proceeds further in parliament. 128
A few days later Basford claimed that perhaps the House could
proceed with Bill c-72 in the session foilowing christmas,129
ho*u,rur
there was strong robby¡ng for changes from severar other vocar

interests' As a result, further policy reformulation and drafting chores
stalled the tabling of amendments" lt was to be almost another year
before a revised bill was presented to parliament.

The most visibre lobby and the first to speak out on eili c-lz
was the Acsw. A detaired discussion paper on aspects of an" rill
**

prepared for the Council in August 1975, only a month after the
Bill's
introduction" The paper listed some recommendations for consideration

by the whole councit.

Before the paper was examined, however, a
conference of federal and provinciat Advisory Councits convened
a,nd
delegates agreed that action had to be taken to prevent a second
Reading until a detailed review was completed. There was a clear
indication of a pending battte when a provinciat chairperson called the

Bill a

rrmockeryrr because

it appeared discriminatory.l30 The ACSW was
likely spurred to look hard at the Bill when a legal advisor stated in a
letter to the nationat chairperson on October 3 that',the Bill is weak,
uncertain, ambiguous and in fact raises the question whether the
drafters had any serious intent in preparation of the Bilt
this Bill
-97-

must be the worst ever presented to parliament" " 13l

The Council took two early steps in reviewing the B_jl!. At its
October 6 - 8 meeting, specific recommendations were drawn from the
August paper and were submitted to the Covernment on October 23"

Then on November 27 a work ing group examined the broader role

and

functions of a federal commission as to how it should affect women.

That analysis was forwarded to the Covernment on December

ln

11" 132

e f irst set of recommendations, the chief concerns were that
there was no explicit reference in the preamble to the principles of The
th

Canadian Bill of Rights, that there was no protection for Native women,

that th ere was no clear right to f ile class action complaints, that
affirmative action was not explicitly encouraged, and that appeals of
Commission rulings were not clearly permitted. lt was also argued that

the Billrs French title,trLoi canadienne des Droits de lhomme'r slrould be
neutralized to 'rLoi canadienne des Droits de la personne,rt With regard
to the equal pay section, the incorporation of the principles of

equat

remuneration for work of equal value was recommended, as was the
deletion of the words "employed in the same estal¡lishmentrrbecause ¡t

was too restrictive, The ACSW also wanted a provision empowering the
Commission to set enforceable guidelines aimed at setting clear

standards for an objective job evaluation. lt was also recommended that
"bona fide occupational requirementrr be 6s¡¡¡g¿"133

Among the council¡s general recomrnendations were the following:
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1)

that revised human rights legislation be immediately tabled;
that Tuft I of rhe canada Labour code be immediately
amended
to inclu¿
mination on the
grounds of sex, ðgê, and marital status;

2)
3)

that the location of ernployment anti-discrimination legislation
in federal Acts be reviewed in two years; and

4)

that consideration be given to including an
the Commissionrs responsibilities.

among

ombudsman role

ln its plans for .l976 the council again made the passage of
federal human rights legislation its top concern and the Covernment was
publicly urged to get the legislation moving with the Councitrs
amendmen¡s.134

The National Action committee on the Status of women was also

a

vocal opponent of aspects of Bill C-72. The first concern raised by the

that matters relating to discrimination in ernployment shoutd
be left in The Canada Labour Code. ln a brief to the Minister of
NACSW was

Finance in December 1975, it was stated:

To place employment legislation in separate statutes creates
confusion. other jurisdictions have tried this approach and
found it unsatisfactory. we question, for examplä, whether
a f urther dispersal of the enforcement mechanism can assist
women seeking equity in the labour force. ln our view,
the trend, in both-.!_egislation and enforcement, should be

towards integration. lJ5

The NACSW established a subcommittee of lawyers, trade unionists

and

NACSW board members

to deal with the Bill. At its Annual Meeting

in May 1976, the NACSW condemned the Bilt as'ra bit of legislative
hocus-pocusrt mainly because of the absence of thettequal vatue'¡
formula, because Native

women were not protected and because

the Bill

was full of too many loopholes especially with regard to pensions and
5

"rlu¡¡1s.

13

6

B

etw

een

D ecemb

er

1975 and November 1g76,
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the

NACSW

made repeated representations on these positions to Basford, other
Cabinet Ministers and officials

Concerns

of the Department of

J,rr1¡.u.137

about Bill C-72 came from representatives of the

handicapped community who pressed for the inclusion of protection for

the disabled.

138

As well, several Members of Parliament strongly urged
the rrequal valuerr approach to the equal pay section " 139 Monique
Begin, Minister of National Revenue, was the leading proponent of the

equal value wording" Her position in the Cabinet made her a respected

ally of

womenrs

groups. Aideen Nicholson (Liberal-Trinity) also actively

persuaded the Govern¡ne¡1.

140

There was ominous opposition to the provisions of Part lV of the
B

ill

f

rom Members of Parliament especially on the Progessive

Conservative benches. As a result, a reason for continued delay in

proceeding with the Bill was the Governmentrs recognition that it could

not go back to Parliament without a more developed scheme for the
protection of personal information.l4l This was addressed when, after
First Reading, the lnterdepartmental Committee on Privacy f inally
reported its recommendations to Cabinet regarding federally-stored
personal information. The report was used to develop specific

legislation for Part lV and most of the departmental and Cabinet
discussions throughout 1976 were devoted

By May
B

197 6 ,

to the privacy

it was foreseen that developing

aspect.

amendments

to the

ill would cause it to die on the Order Paper of the current session.I42

As a result, the

B

ill was held up until the following Session
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which

began October 12, 1976" Then, on November 29,

a

new

bill, B¡ll

C-25

was introduced for First Reading.

(f

)

Summarv

The genesis of the first comprehensive human rights bill, Bill

c-72, was a Iong, difficult and, eventually, frustrating exercise.
Dates promised for the billts introduction repeatedly went by" The
grandiose ideas of otto Lang who, for some reason, perceived that

anti-discrimination measures should be appended to other rights-related
legislation, confused and delayed the development of outstanding taw.

A b¡ll including only anti-discrimination provisions would have been
of a policy initiative in itself. Despite general support of the
official opposition for the principles of the pending legislation, a
enough

general election and a legislative agenda comprised of pressing economic

matters further detracted from the concerted and timely devetopment of
the B ill"
The delayed introduction perhaps heightened
parliamenterian expectations of a monumental bill"

public

and

when it appeared, ¡t

was obv ious that th e f ederal government was not prepared to foster

truly progressive anti-discrimination

policy.

a

The proposed

anti-discrimination legislation was not bad law although it was mediocre.

It could be argued that Part lV, dealing with protection of personal
information, was bad law,
Pa

rliament ¡f not for Part

how ever" The

lV

already unseaworthy vessel"

Bill may have gone through

It was too heavy an anchor for

"

A

an

resulting benefit of Bill C-T2wasthat it

- 10i -

was like a rrwhite paper,rr however Covernment policy was tested and
comment was forthcoming from M.P.rs, the provinces and interest groups

on specific provisions.
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CF¡APTER, V

BILL C-2s

This chapter follows Bill C-25 through Partiament and comments
on its passage. Part (a) examines those sections of the Bill which

differed from Bill C-72. part (b) is a survey of initial .public reaction
to the Bill and examines the debate at Second Reading in the House of
Commons- Part (c) is a synopsis of the main issues discussed and the

of the Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs to
which the Bill was referred after second Reading. parts (d) and (e)
decisions

then follow the Bill through Report Stage Third Reading and the
S

enate.

(a) B¡ll c-2s
The provisions

of B¡ll c-25 reftected a response by the
Government to pressures from those who were dissatisfied with Bill
C-72" The greatest difference between the two bills was part lV.
lnstead of the general provision for regutations found in C-72, part lV
of the new Bill set out specific legistation providing for the protection
of personal information. While there was merety one clause under part
I V in B ill C-72, B ¡ll C-2 5 contained th irteen clauses prescribing the
right of individuals to gain access to information government-held

data

banks and to correct any of the information atbeit within certain
constrictions.l Furthermore, a Privacy Commissioner was established as
a member of the Human Rights Commission to deat with the problems of
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persons who were unable to obtain access to personal information.2

Other than neutralizing the proposed actrs French title, several
noteworth y changes w ere made to th e B illts anti-discrimination

provisions.

Four major policy changes were evident in part l. First,
"physical handicap'l was added as a prohibited ground of discrimination
but only in matters related to employment. r'physical handicap'r was
defined as:

...a physical disabitity, informity, Ír€rtformation or
disfigurement that is caused by 'bodily injury' birth defect
or illness and includes epilepsy and, wittrout timiting the
generality of the foregoing, ttphysical handicap', incl-udes
any deg.ree o{ paralysis, amputation, lack of physicat
coordination, blindness or visual impediment, deafnes's, or
hearing impediment, muteness or speech impediment, and
physical reliance on a seeing eye d_og or on a wheelchair or
other remedial appliance or device.S
Second, in response to press ures largely

f

rom womenrs

organizations, it was provided that no employer could r'... establish or

maintain differences in wages between male and female employees
employed in the same establishment who are performing work of equal
value.tt4 The criteria to be used in assessing the value of work were
'r.no the skill, effort and responsibility required in the performance of
the work and the conditions under which the work is performed.n5
Third, a ctause was added making ¡t a discriminatory practice to
publish or display before the pubtic any notice, sign, symbol, emblem
or other representation which would express, imply or intend to
discriminate, or incite others to disciminate in the provision of services,
or in ernployment.6 This went at least part way to meet
from Saskatchewan voiced at the last Federal-provincial

accommodation,

the demands

conference on Human Rights. Fourth, persons were prohibited from
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commun¡cating hate messages by telephone if the subjects of the hatred
were identifiable on the basis of a prohibited ground of discrimination.T

There were other changes to the Bitl that deserve mention. The
Human Rights Commission was allowed a more active rote in giving

advice and assistance to persons wishing to adopt or carry out

affirmative action programmes. I
Commission were extended

The powers and duties of the

to include reviewing and reporting on federal

regulations, rules, orders or by-laws which may be inconsistent with
the principles of the proposed Act, endeavouring to reduce
discrimination by persuasion and pubticity, and encouraging the
development and improvement of access to services, f acitities and
accommodations for physically handicapped persons.9 ln response to

concerns from within the federal and provincial governments, two

subclauses allowed Cabinet to assign duties and functions of the
Commission to the Department of Labour and to enter into agreements
with trsimilar bodies or authorities in the provinces.', 10 As weil, a
clause was added to Part lll allowing the Commission to deat

w

ith

several complaints together if the complaints involved substantiatly the
same issues

of fact and law.11

Although Bill C-25 was similar to Bill C-72 in most respects, the
changes appeared to be aimed at countering pressure groups opposition

to parts of theBill.

Thus, by the time the Bill appeared before the

House of Commons, much of the political wrangting had expired. The
Government avoided appearing weak, however,

by refusing to give in

to

all demands. There was still room for debate over important, albeit
- tll -

less substantive, matters.

It is also evident that almost alt of the overt pressures on the
covernment to change Bill c-72 were in favour of expanding the
prohibitions of discrimination. Nowhere, except perhaps in the back
rooms, was there lobbying by groups that were soon to be regulated,
pressing for mild application of federal anti-discrimination policy.
Federally regulated employers including the banks, airlines and
railways, and department of the federat government that would

be

significantly affected, such as the Department of Nationat Defence and

the

P. were surprisingly silent. While Bell Canada later kept
close watch on the B illts progress, only the Canadian chamber of
R. C.M.

Commerce made minor suggestions

(b) lnitial

to the Government.l2

Reaction

on Bill C-25 outside of Partiament was timited and most
discussions took ptace later during the sittings of the Standing
Comment

Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs"

Newspaper reports were

generally rewrites of the Department of Justice press release and
notations from discussions at a news conference held by the Honourable
Mr. Basford, Minister of J ustice. Some contents of the Bill had been
leaked to the Press by Basford up to a month before it was introducted
so there were few surprises by the time the Biil emerged.l3 However,
during the week following the Billts introduction, Don McCillivray,
National Economics Editor of Southa¡n News Service, wrote a column

deploring the Billts endorsement of compulsory retirement wlren an '...
-
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individual has reached the normal age of retirement for employees
working positions similar to the psotion of that individual.', 14
McCillivray stated that the Bill therefore sanctified the most widespread
nd system ic type of discrimination. He added, "The essence of
prejudical discrimination is that people are classified and treated
according to some arbitrary test. we are not used to thinking of
a

forced retirement as discrimination. But think of the uproar if the

sections of the Human Rights b¡ll applying to age were about race

instead." lmplicit in McCillivrayrs denouncement was a recognition that
compulsory retirement was not yet percieved by the public

as

discrimination. The Governmentts maintenance of compulsory retirement
clearly reflected this public attitude.

During the same week of the McGillivray column, Canadian Press
released an article noting the opposition of the Nationat Council of
Women, an 83 - year - old federation of womenrs organizations, to the

absence of an initiative for affirmative action programmes in B¡ll C-25.

ln defense of the Bill, Basford was reported as saying that it would
w

rong for th e H uman R ights Commission to create

programmes because I'They are discriminatory

af

be

firmative action

by nature." The Council

also critized the Government for exempting the provisions of The lndian

Act from the Billts coverage.l5
On February ll,

1977, Mr. Basford moved in the House that the

Bill be read a Second Time and referred to the Standing

Committee on

Justice and Legal Affairs. This motion seeks approval-in-principle of the
B

ill and its ref erral to Committee for detailed study.
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Basford

accurately declared that this stage in the Bitlts progress represented
".. o the end of a period of frustration...t, l6 for himself and other
supporters of the Bill"

He argued that the Bitl should be passed

as

expeditiously as possible and, while welcoming non-partisan suggestions
from Members of Parliament and community groups, June 30 was set as
the target date for the passage of the new taw.17

ln his introductory statement, Basford pointed out the gaps in
anti-discrimination law at the federal tevet and dectared that:
I n a f ree society like ours, in a murti-cultural and open
society like ours, in a country made up of two founding
peoples but which has also been built and peopled by those
who have come from all over the world, and of all races and

colours, to build their lives and their famities, ¡t is
essential that we put into law and into practice within the
federal jurisdiction a clear commitrnent to equality of
opportunity and to protection from discrimination. The
canadian H uman R ights B ¡ll is designed to prov ide that
clear commitment and to provide, at long last, the
comprehensive body of law now lacking at the federal
levei....lB

Basford defended the limited grounds of discrimination by stating

thatrr.". we have concentrated on major issues which have atready been
the subject of human right legistation in Canada and the United States,
on which a substantial body of law has emerged and upon which the

proposed human rights commission can build.rr He atso defended the
provisions of Part lV as more effective than those found in United
Statesr privacy legistation.l9 Basford recognized that rr... the real test

of this legislation and of our

commitment

to act against discriminatory

practices is whether the commission wilt have the personnel and the
kr
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question of resources and a proposed budget, although already planned

with the Treasury Board, would be examined at the committee stage.
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It is interesting to note that Basford reserved a role for the
Department of Labour in the administration of the proposed statute. ln
a news release it was stated that:
The D

epartment of Labour wiil continue to have a rore
regarding discrimination
in employment in the
federally-regulated private sector. Laboui officers, in the
course of inspections of places of employment for various
purposes, will continue to look for equal pay problems. As
for other anti-discrimination matters, tl-re' government
intends to assign to the Department of LabTour certain
respons¡bl¡t¡es of the commission in respect of private
2I
sector employment.

...

The Progressive Conservative Justice Critic at the time of the

ills introduction was Eldon Woolliams (Catgary North). lt is evident
that Joe Clark, Leader of the Official Opposition, was concerned that
B

Wool

liams, known for hisr¡law and orderrrstance and his wariness of

regulatory authority, was ¡ll suited for the role of chief critic of the
B ¡ll.
Cordon Fairweather was more in tune with the nature of the
legislation before the House and was critic on the Status of

Women.

Consequently, Fairweather was made chief critic.22

on behalf of the progressive conservatives, Fairweather
responded that his Party wetcomed the Bill and assured Basford that
the June 30 target was reasonable, although amendments, particularly to
Part lV, would be proposed in the committee. ln f act, Fairweather

later stated that Basford had negotiated with the PC Caucus, through
Fairweather, for an allocation of time to deal with the Bill. The Caucus
consequently agreed to try to pass the Bill within Basfordrs suggested
time frame and the Caucus assigned Fairweather the responsibility of

getting the Bill through the Committee" According to Fairweather,
-
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Basford was successful in this negotiation for two reasons. First, the
idea of the B ¡ll, rro. o had jelled in the parliamentary mind,, and,
second, the PC caucus respected Basford¡s frank deating with the
official Opposition.23 Nonethtess, it was with substantial insight into

the law of the human rights and the nature of discrimination that
Fairweather pressed for a broadening of the Billrs coverage.
Similarly, Andrew Brewin (NDp - Creenwood), ptedged his partyrs
support for the Bill and assured that the NDP d¡d not want to slow the
BjLL's progress. He added that while those parts of the Bill which

proscribed discrimination had been supported by the NDp for a long
time, Part lV was labelledtta farcerrbecause of its broad rexemptions
and e><ceptions.rr24 The Social Credit party did not comment.
Twenty-one Mernbers, other than Basford, spoke on the motion for
Second Reading of Bill C-25. Of the six Liberals, ten progressive

conservatives and five New Democrats, all supported the Bill in
principle. Only one Member, Eldon Woolliams stated that, atthough
"...
in favour, of course, of human rights - ¡¡ke motherhood. he was
ap'prehensive of protecting rights by means of statute law. He
explained:

The

common law of canada.. may in some cases, with some
reason, guarantee all those freeedoms outlined in the trill
much more effectively than a statute can do. For what a
statute gives by guaranteeing freedom and equatity may
sometimes subtract from others the same amount of freedom
and equali_ty. I pause there. That is the one weakness of
this bill.25

One of the main reasons for Woottiamts apprehension appeared to be
fear that an administrative body would be enforcing the legislation.

-
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a

praised the Government for including the wording
"equal pay for work of equal vatue.',26. Many of the Members who
Seven Members

spoke favoured expanding

the prohibited grounds of discrimination,

however. Four Members wanted "political opi,.r¡o,.rrr27 included as well as
!tlanguage. rr 28 Three Members
wanted rrsexual orientationr added.29
Both Fairweather and Brewin briefly questioned why the Bi¡ allowed
compulsory retirement in employment.

The main focus of the Second Reading discussions was not the

anti-discriminatinon sections of the Bill but the provisions of part tV
relating to the protection of personal information. Criticism was
launched by half of the Members who spoke, including a Member of the
Government Caucus.30 Labelled as rr. .. what good legistation shoutd

not be,rr3l andrr...

vague, weak and rimited,',32 Members a¡eged that
the privacy Part was riddled with dangerous gaps and that too much of

the Partrs application and administration was left to discretion, perrin
Beatty stated:

B¡ll c-25 is a hybrid of two reports - the report of the
Rõtãi-Cmmission on the status of women and the 1972
report on Privacy and computers. The forced marriage
between those two reports has resutted in a piece òf
legislation which in many ways is grossly inadequate. lt is
an unhappy rnarriage between poorly maiched partners.33
He and others agreed

that the privacy Part was better matched with
f reedom of information tegistation. B eatty perhaps summed
up the
opinions of his colleagues when he stated:

The fact (Bill C-72) is not longer on the Order paper is
testimony to the governmentrs belated recognition that the
nl¡lrlin

wnr¡lr{ r.vs
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lr

Ine

government had resurrected B¡ll c-72 in different form and
brought it before the House, my-recommendation woutd have
been to vote against it. lt was so poor that ¡t woutd have
been worse than no legisration at all. The tegistation before

-
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us is flawed in many respects but it is better than nothing
in my judgement, and deserves to go to committee.34
on February 24, the House adopted the motion for second
R eading without a recorded division and ref erred B il! C-Zs to the
Standing Committee on Justice and Legat Affairs.35 lt was now evident
that the Covernmentrs inclusion of anti-discrimination provisions and
privacy provisions in one bill would help ensure the speedier passage of
privacy legislation than if Part lV had been a b¡lt unto itself. The
discussion at Second Reading, however, indicated that the Billts overa¡
progress could possibly be hampered because of the construction of
Part lV"

(c) The Standing

Committee on Justice and Leqal Affairs

The Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs has been a
permanent institution of the House of Commons since l g6g. lt is
comprised of twenty M.P.ts, reflecting the distribution of party seats in

the House. Most Members are lawyers. The general purpose of the
Committee, like the other Standing Committees of the House, is to make

the legislative process more efficient and allow the backbencher a
greater role in legislativ e developments. White the Committee has had
varying degrees of success inf luencing government poticy,36 its
independence of action from the executive and the opportunity for the
Committee to develop policy i¡'¡itiatives is nonetheless circumscribed by

the firm maintenance of party discipline" Successful amendments by

opposition Members are usua!!y defeated un!ess a bi!! !s of minor
importance, or there is substarrtial public support.3T As one observer
notes, rro. n most of the successf ul amendements originate with the
-
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government.

They are introduced because the minister or his
bureacratic advisors have had second thoughts, perhaps as the res ult
of late representations from pressure groups; because the bill was
at the time of introduction or; as often happens, because
desirable technical changes or drafting mistakes are discovered.,,38
incomplete

These generalizations were largery borne out in the case of Bill c-25.

The Committee considered the Bill during nine sittings between
March t0 and May 2s, 1977. Departmentat officiars, incruding strayer,
and Tarnopolsky attended several sittings to answer questions requiring

technical knowledge. At the initial sitting, Mike Landers (Liberal saint John-Lancaster), partiamentary Secretary to the Minister of

ustice, prov ided and commented on a statement by the Minister.
Therein the Minister discussed the concerns expressed by MemberS
J

during Second Reading and responded to representations made to him
and the department on specific clauses in the Bill. lt was his stated
intention to amend seven anti-discrimination clauses and one clause in
Part lv. Tlre amendments wourd only change a few words and not
substantially alter policy originally expressed in the Bill. The onty
signif icant change woutd be to empower the commission, not only to
give advice and assistance with regard to affirmative action
programmes' but also to propose programmes on its own initiative.3g
This was a further attempt to appease lobbying efforts by

women.

Before a clause-by-clause examination of the Biil, the Committee
listened to and questioned representatives of seven organizations over

the course of four sittings. Appearing before the Committee to present

-
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wr¡tten briefs were the Canadian Bar Association, the Canadian Labour
congress (cLc), the canadian Brotherhood of Railway , Transport and
General Workers, the Civit Liberties and H uman R ights Associations
Federation, the canadian civir Liberties Association (ccLA), the
Advisory Council on the Status of Women (ACSW) and the National
Action Committee on the Status of Women (NACSW)"
The CLC, while believing that human rights were better protected

in a constitution , ãr gued that several changes to B iil c-25 were
necessary. The Bill should ban compulsory retirement, The lndian Act
should not be exempt, and the

H

uman Rights commission should be

to prescribe affirmative action programmes. The congress
perceived Part lV as rr... the most unsatisfactory part of the whole
empowered

B¡¡l,rr and reasoned that its discretionary application must be
diminished- 40 The need for effective privacy legistation was then
highlighted by a case study of an indiv idual f rom the canadian
Brotherhood of Railway, Transport and Generat workers.4l

The Canadian Bar Association explained its rationale for
presenting a brief as follows:

Lawyers have a special responsibirity to be concerned about
the way in which legislation will operate in practice. They
have good reason for wanting taws to be clear, in order to
reduce delays and minimize cosily Iitigation.
As a
profession we have a vested interest in wañting legislation
to be effective and respected.42
The Association went far beyond asking for merely,,clear tawsr in
its presentation" however. The addition of severa! pr ohibited grcunds

of discrimination was suggested, and ¡t was recommended that the
Government should add the provision of ,rgoodsr to the services and
-
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facilities section, remove the caveat from the equal pay clause that
employees must be "emptoyed in the same establishment," and limit The
lndian Actexemption 'o o, to any provison made under or pursuant to
that Act that constitutes a pref erence or advantage to tndian peopte
and is not discriminatory in any other respect.rr F urthermore, the
Association wanted a definition of rrbona fide occupational requirement,'l
clear provision for appeal from tribunal decisions on questions of fact

and law and, as well, the ocemptions of Part IV were condemned as

too

broad.43

The ACSW had little criticism of the Bill other than thatr¡bona
f ide occupational requirement' should be defined, the provisions
of The

lndian Act should not be exempted, and that appeat procedures be

more

clearly stated.44 The NACSW, while also denouncing the exemption of
The lndian Act, w¿lnted more. Thê Committee reiterated the stand it
made in 1976 that prohibitions of discrimination in emptoyment were

better left in labour legislation because ". . . a comprehensive labour
code is more readily availabte to and more easily understood by the lay

person...rr45 and because ernptoyment discrimination needed a deterrent
approach while discrimination in other areas needed concitiatory

settlement.46

The NAcsw also wanted r,sexual orientationrr and
I'political affiliation" added as prohibited grounds
of discrimination.
w¡th regard to the equal pay clause, the committee thought that the
exceptions should be specified, that pension benefits be included in the
definition of equal pay, and that the wordsrlemployed in the same
establishment'r be deleted. As well, it was argued that the Biil should

enable tril¡unals to order the estabtishment of affirmative action
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programmes.4T

The Civil Liberties and Human Rights Association Federation
wanted a re-orientation of the taw, contending that the B ill shoutd

e enforcement rather than concitiation. Furthermore, the Bill
should go further, prohibiting more grounds of discrimination, banning
emphasiz

discrimination in the provision of credit and loans, by defining 'bona

ide occupational requirement,r¡ emphasizing aff irmative action
programmes and allowing for their prescription in government contracts.
f

Similar to the demands of the other representations, the Federation
wanted the Bill to apply to The lndian Act. As welt, part tV was

criticized for its exemptions and ¡t was suggested that the part
re-drafted and placed in a Freedom of lnformation bilt.48

be

The recommendations of the Canadian Civil Liberties Association
were not as broad. The Association concentrated on a condemnation of

the hate messages clause, reasoning that it may infringe upon freedom
of speech. The brief argued that, "The dividing line between creative
tension and destructive hate witl often be very difficult to draw. Like
the hate propaganda section of The Criminat Code this kind of

legislation creates a risk of catching within its orbit a wide variety of
utterances well beyond its intended targets."49 lf the Covernment did
not delete the clause, it was urged to make the prohibitions no wider

nor the defences narrower than those in the hate propaganda section of
the Code.
The ccLA further pressed the Government to fall in tine with the
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provinces tty, not only precluding emptoyers from using certain
pre-employment inquiries to discriminate, but also prohibiting employers
from making pre-employment inquiries retated to prohibited grounds of
discrimination" The equal pay clause shoutd expticitly include pensions
within

equal pay obligations and the wording, "in the same
establishmentrrshould be deleted it was argued. Finally, part lV was
described as rr... little more than a tegal mirageil;50 the Government
should tighten the exemptions, all information banks should be
identified and an independent court or tribunal should be ernpowered to
overrule Covernment claims to exceptions.5l
There was also some representations made to the Committee by
way of correspondence. The United Church of Canada asked that

a

prohibition of discrimination because of "physical handicap'52 be added
to all areas covered by the Bill as welt as rrmental and emotional
handicap.rr The Canadian Association of University Teachers wanted
more definitions of phrases and words in the Bill and the addition of

'rpolitical values,¡r ttfamily

rel

ationships,tt and rrsexual orientatior.,.rr53

The Law Union also pressed for the addition of r,sexual orientation,r as

well as the power for Tribunats to

order affirmative action

programmes. lt criticized the equal pay section for having too many
rrescape clausesrtand was concerned
Commission was

left entirely

w

that there could be probtems if the

ith the discretionary

pow

er to appoint

tribunals' 54 Finalty, the Canadian Association for the Mentally
Retarded strongly urged the inclusion of "mental handicapr¡as a ground
of discrimination.55

-
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Similar to the representations to the Government regarding Bill

C-72, the representations to the Standing Committee on Justice and
Legal Affairs lacked pleas for tess progressive anti-discrimination
legislation" Every group favoured extending the apptication of Bill
C-25, excepting the CCLAts condemnation of the hate messages clause,
albeit the Associationrs rationale was based on concern for principles of
traditional civi! liberty and not on non-regulation per se. tt atso
appears that all representations were by welt-established, large
organizations whose legitimacy were acknowledged on Parliament H¡ll.

Clause-by-clause consideration of Bill C-25 took place during four

sittings from May 17 to '19. ln Basfordrs presentation to the Standing
Committee, he emphasized

that he did not want to initially overburden

the Human Rights Commission adding rnore prohibited grounds of
discrimination to the Bill, especially where there were no guiding
precedents.56 Nonethetess, the addition of grounds was the most
contentious topic in the committee. Two Members, Fairweather and
Stuart Leggatt (NDP - New Westminster), pressed for the addition of
rrsexual orientation. r' This position was supported by all b ut
two
organizations that made representations to the Committee and was also
requested by the National Gay Rights coatition, âÍr umbrella
organization representing 33 homosexual groups in Canada, in a tetter
to Basford in October and in a written representation to the Committee
on May 12, 1976.57 Despite strong argument from the two

Members,

Basford attempted to reject any idea that the Government had concerns

about security ln the Public Service if gays were given equal rights.
He stuck to lris contention thatr¡sexual orientation" shoutd not be added
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because it was an untested ground.58

The Committee was further

assured that the Human Rights Commission coutd always study the issue
and recommend amendments later. The committee chairman, Mark
Maccuigan, stated later, however, that he sensed a fear on the part of
the Covernment of including protection for groups where general social

consensus had not yet developed.59 4 motion by Fairweather to add
trsexual orientationrr to section 3
was subsequently negatived, four to
two.6o

Similarly ' Leggatt argued that there should be no discrimination
because of 'rpolitical affiliation.r' This position was also supported by

the majority of those groups that appeared, however the motion was
defeated, six to one.6l Basford convinced several Committee Members
that including '¡political affiliationrr would override policy regarding the
right of public servants to participate in the political process as
expressed in The Public Service Staff Reìlations Act and could override

federal national security policy.

Although he generalty fett that
political affiliation should not bar individuals from employment so long
as they were loyal to the Canadian potiticat system, Basford implied that
more thought should be given

to the matter.62

A motion by the Opposition to extend protection for the physically
handicapped to the areas of services and accommodations was atso
defeated' four to two'63wn¡¡e severat Members and three organizations
strongly supported the extension, the Government contended that it was
impractical to have the Commission order that buildings be redesigned
and special facilities built. Basford stated that this rro . o would place
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an immense burden on the private sector. lt would be chaot¡.,1164
Basford further argued that pos¡tive action was being taken by the
Departments of Public Works, Transport, Health and Wetfare and Urban
Affairs to improve facilities for the handicapped.65 As well, mention
was made of section 22
( 1) (h) of ttre B_!l! which provided that the
Commissionrrshall encourage the devetopment and improvement, to the
extent practical and within the legistative authority of Parliament, of
arrangements for physically handicapped persons to have access to
goods' services, facilities and accommodations that are customarily
available to other persons.r,

There was noticeably no support from Committee Members for
prohibiting compulsory retirement and only the CLC pressed for this

change.66

There were suggestions that the Covernment consider
adding the prohibited grounds of 'rlanguage, r! ilc¡tizenship, r rrmental
disability,t¡ and rrsource of income,r¡ however there was little support
for these additions and no motions were subsequently made to include
th

ern "

Several organizations and Members, including Simma Holt (Liberal

Vancouver- Kingsway), expressed concern about 63(2) of the Bill
which exempted The lndian Act from the provisions of the proposed
Act, thereby allowing discrimination against lndian women. The
Government argued that, although ¡t did not endorse this
discrimination, the Nationat tndian Brotherhood had asked that no
changes be made to The lndian Act until there had been f utt
consultation with them. The Government agreed to this and held that
-
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on-go¡ng consultations would be compromised if subctause 63 (2)

removed.6T By a vote of five to three, the section

was

was

left intact,

although all Members of the Committee and the Minister appeared
troubled by the unique status of The tndian Act"68

As noted in the above chapter, The canadian Human Rights Act

may not apply to The lndian Act, regardless of subctause 63 (2),
without a clause stating that The Canadian Human Rights Act had
primacy over other legislation. lnsof ar as other acts of Partiament
would be affected by the proposed Act, Basford rejected catls for the

inclusion of a primacy clause becauserrThe tegislation as drawn
obviously supercedes any previous federal legislation in this area. lf

you add a primacy clause you can pass another act that is paramount to

¡t," Basford stated. He concluded, "Legalty and in terms of
I do not think it adds anyth¡ng."69

Parliament

The addition of thelrequal p"y for work of equal valuet concept

in Bill C-25 was a great step toward meeting the

demands

of

womenrs

organizations wanting an effective non-sexist remuneration policy in
Canada and

yet the wording of the equal pay section was stitt criticized

by the ACSW and the NACSW. Basford countered some of the criticism
by proposing an amendment to the clause that prescribed equal pay for
work of

eq

ual value in the same establishment by clarifying that

'rSeparate establishments established

or maintained by an employer sotely

or principally for the purpose of establishing or maintaining differences
in wages between male and female employees shall be
purposes of this section to be a single estabtishment.t'70
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deemed

for the

The Bill stated that rr... it is not a
discriminatory practice to pay to male and female employees different
There was still criticism,

if the difference is based on a reasonable factor that justifies the
difference.rr71 While accepting that there could be justifiable
wages

differences, the womenrs groups demanded a definition of r¡reasonable

factor.rr Since the Commission.o.rlJ define the term in guidelines at

a

later date, the Minister refused to put a definition into the legislation.
He claimed, rrlt is impossible to devise an exhaustive tist forseeing all

possible reasonable factors.

ln addition, ¡t is possible that in

attempting to develop an exhaustive list,

some

factors may be inctuded

which are not intended. "72 A similar argument was advanced by
Basford for not defining what would constitute a'rbona fide occupational
qualificationrr for employment.T3 A definition was sought by Leggatt in
particular. The Canadian chamber of commerce, the only employer

body on record to have made suggestions to the Covernment, wanted a
definition of what constituted rrequal vatue.t This concern was
expressed

in a letter to the Minister on April 30,

1977.

The ominous warnings from the Opposition at Second Reading of

a

pending attack on Part lV were noticeably absent in Committee.
Perhaps ¡t was Basford¡s careful explanation of each section of part lV
and the introduction of a number of retatively minor amendments that

subdued criticism.

As well, when the Government responded to the

request of Committee Members to provide a comparison of the provisions

of Bill C-25 and U.S. legislation, and it was evident that tlre

Canadian

law could be as effective as the u.S. privacv Act,74 Members may have

-
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backed off.
amendment

There was limited discussion of Part lV and only
was proposed but it was ruled out of order.75

one

During the clause-by-clause study of the Bill many minor changes
were made by the Government and several amendments were also sought

by the Opposition" All 33 government sponsored amendments passed.
The 7 Progressive Conservative amendments were defeated, although 3
of the 7 NDP amendments passed. Two of the tatter augmented the fine
for violating provisions of the proposed Act from a maximum of $1,000
to $5,000 for individuals and from a maximum of $10,000 to $50,000 for
employers, employer associations, or trade unions.76 The signif icance
of this amendment is questionable since there was still no minimum
penalty and there had never been a prosecution in Canada under similar
sections in provincial or federat human rights statutes. The other
amendment, although put by Leggatt, was strongly recommended by the

chairman.

The amendment removed the power of the
Covernor-in-Council to assign duties and functions to the Department of
Labour and instead allowed this onty "... on the recommendation of the
Commission.rt All Members perceived that this was crucial to the intent
of the Bill.77

The most contentiously debated Opposition amendment was a
proposal by woolliams. He maintained, âs d¡d the canadian Bar
Association, that the B¡ll d¡d not contain an adequate appeal mechanism.

Although appeats from Tribunat decisions coutd be made to the Federal
Court, Woolliams believed that the experience of appeals under Section
28 of The Federal Court Act confirmed that appeats were not attowed on
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questions of fact.

More time was consumed on this topic than on any

other. Basford rejected Woolliamsrthesis, arguing that the Federal
Court had heard appeals on questions of fact on numerous occasions.
He further emphasized that ¡f there were problems with The Federal
Court Act, several federal agencies woutd be affected and so the matter
should be deferred until a pending re-examination of The Federal Court
Act had been compteted.TS

The matter was raised again at the fotlowing Committee sitting.
ln hopes of subduing woolliams and perhaps some other Members,

Basford introduced an amendment to estabtish a review tribunal. ln
support of his compromise, Basford stated:

(The amendment) would avoid, r think, the serious criticism
Mr. woolliams has made, that one man coutd make a decision
that could have a quite considerabre impact on individuals,
and that there would be no right of appeal for that
individual except to the court of Appeal via Section 28.
think I would like to suggest a remedy to the committee:
that for purposes of The Human Rights Act, wê provide a
special appeal review ffi
of fewer than
th ree, and that if we are going to change The Federal
court Act__we do that when the whole-Aci ¡s unãer
rev¡ew;.:.-7
I

This review mechanism was unique to human rights taw and
obviously surfaced due to the singular events in Committee. Since
Woolliamsr contention largely emanated from

his distrust of adminstrative

tribunals, Basfordts proposed amendment d¡d not appease him.
responded:

.."what you are saying, Mr. Minister, is: because one nìan
a decision you can have a trial de nova with tlrree
others" well, they are all in the same club, they all have
¡ijncn -rûgeîner, îney ta¡K about this thing; i know what
goes on" rrrll really is not an appeat to some distinct
made
l.---L

3---rL^--

¡r-

-

separate body.Õu

Nonethelesss, Basfordrs amendment passed.
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He

Of the many Government amendments to the anti-discrimination
parts, in addition to those proposed earlier by Basford, only four
conceded to major interest group demands and these were the only
significant amendments. The controversial wording in the equal pay

section that persons had to be'!emptoyed in the same establishmentn to
be protected was qualified so that separate establishments maintained or

established in order to maintain or establish differences in wages were
deemed to be a single establishment. As well, pension plans were
added to the scope of the equat pay section. Finally, affirmative action
programmes could be ordered by Tribunals and the provision of
rrgoods" was added

to the services and facilities section.

The Government met demands of the Opposition and interest
groups part way within the committee forum" The changes were

generally of minor importance, however. The catls for significant
change to such items as the prohibited grounds of discrimination, went
unheeded although a more important concession was evident with regard

to affirmative action programmes. Basford initially proposed an
amendment giving the commission t... the power to propose such
programmes on its own initiative,'r but the actuat amendment merely
allowed the commission

to encourage and promote programmes by

'rgeneral recommendations concerning desirable

objectives....,r

making

Since

Tribunals were empowered to order the adoption of affirmative
programmes it appears that the Government had more faith in discretion
exercised by Tribunals than by the Commission.
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(d) Report Stage and Third

Reading

The report of the Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs
was considered by the House on May 3l and June 2, 1977.81 The tone

of the debate was set when Woottiams moved an amendment to the Biil to
specifically set out the right of appeal from a Tribunal to the Federal
court on a question of law, mixed fact and law, or fact. He reiterated
his opinion that, although section 28 of The Federat Court Act generally
allowed appeal from a Tribunat, the wording of that clause did not ailow

an appeal involving a question of fact.82 Six Progressive Conservatives
and an lndependent, Leonard Jones (Moncton), spoke in favour of the
proposed amendment.

The issue was clouded. Many Members apparently unfamiliar with
the legal argument, seemed to interpret woolliamsrargument to mean

that there was no right of judiciat appeat in the Biil at alt. Walter
Baker (PC - Grenville-carleton),
asked "what is so wrong with
acceding to what (woolliams) has asked,... the right which has been
granted historically, as it ought to have been granted - that is access
to the courts?"83 Likewise, Biil Jarvis (pc - perth - wilmot), stated:
The minister must feel that there is some basis for an
appeal, otherwise he would not have agreed in committee to
an appeal to a board of three members. lf he agrees in
princlple with an appeal, I would earnestly hopã that he
would agree, or at least consider, a judicial appeat under
which this bill in particular makes much more sense than an
appeal to three fellow board members....84
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on the actual issue, however, Marcel Lambert (pc - west
Edmonton), stated, rrwe have seen many cases where the federal court

has denied its jurisdiction because an appeal purported to be on a
matter of fact.t'85 He conctuded, ,,one should not have to wait for
some federal court which... might say, ,oh, but this is just an appeal

as to facts, and there lies no jurisdiction in this court to review it.'
Just that one potential case woutd be sufficient to justify this direct
and unambiguous amendmen¡. ..,

rr86

Andrew Brewin, on behatf of the NDp, atso seemed a tittle

of the intricacies of the argument. He hetd that 'rCertainly
there are some matters that ought to be reviewed by the courts, but
unaware

there are others which administrative tribunals are far better suited to

ceal with than are the courts themselves.,,87 Brewin based his
agrument for limiting the right of appeal on the grounds of expense and
delay. The NDP, he said, would vote against the amendment because it
would " o . o f r ustrate and delay the healthy operation of the
legislation.

rrBB

The only lively debate on the Bitt was triggered when Basford
spoke on Woolliamsrmotion. Speaking of Mssrs. wooltiams, Nowtan and

Baker, Basford chided:

They said what a terribly important biil this is and what an
important initiative by the government it was to put before
Parliament a b¡ll dealing with the human rights of
canadians. what a contrast! r am delighted that hõnorabte
members opposite have, in the course of debating this bill
anci iistening in committee, learned something about the bill,
because at second Reading, if one wants to look at the
record, this bill was pooh-poohed as being unneccessary.S9
Although th ere is no record of Mssrs. Nowlan and Baker
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expressing th¡s op¡n¡on, Mr" Woolliamsrstatements implied that The
Canadian Bill of Rights may be sufficient to protect human rights.

When Basford quoted Woolliams from the Committee proceedings,
Woolliams replied

that ".'.my

that quotes were taken out of context and he added

only criticism of the b¡tl is what they wiil do by

order- in-council

. tt90

Basford def ended th e B ill

f

rom Committee declaring that

statements to the effect that there is no right of appeal were t'utter

nonsense.ttgl Furtherfnore he reiterated that the right of appeal on
questions of fact is clearly set out in Section 28 of The Federat Court

Act"

He added, rrThere is a whole line of cases dealing with questions

of fact and how the Federal Court has exercised its jurisdiction under
the section.tr ln response woolliams rose on a point of privilege to say
"we have been good friends over the years, but tonight I am shocked
that (the Minister) would mislead or try to mislead the press and the
House as Attorney General and Minister

of Justice of the country.rr92

The House, however, voted along party lines, lll to 56 to defeat

the motion. The social Credit Party voted with the progressive
Conservatives; the NDP voted with Government.93

During the ensuing debate on Third Reading, Basford expressed

appreciation for the support given to the Bitl by Members from all

corners of the House. He highlighted the trequal value't provisions and
expressed hope that the measure would deal with the serious probtem of

low-paying

f

emale jobs ghettos. 94

-
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e defended the absence of

"physically handicap in the services section and'language', as a
prohibited ground.95 w¡ttr regard to Part tV, Basford ernphasized the
of the legislation in a partiamentary system. He expressed
his hope that a similar scheme woutd be extended to the federally
uniqueness

regulated private sector as rapidly as possible and that the provinces
would also take similar action.96

Fairweather spok e of th e need for th e administrators of the
legislation to cooperate with the provincial commissions and lamented the
Governmentrs refusal to inctuderrsexuat orientationttas a ground of

discrimination.9T He spoke enthusiastically of Canadars new challenge to
develop jurisdiction with regard to equar pay for work of equar varue

and added, "lf I interpret the Ministerrs remarks correctty, in his
anwser to the lndian people he gave them a signal to get on with the
matter of making suggestions to Partiament f or an lndian Act which
would not continue what is one of the outrages of modern society,
namely, the blatant, legislated discrimination against women who are
I

ndian.

"

9B

For the NDP, Leggatt gave credit to Fairweather for his fight to

have protection for homosexuals added to the Bill. He stated that
"Th¡s group of people is unpoputar and ¡t is not a popular move to
bring forward legislation to protect that group. Nevertheless,
sometimes there is a difference between what is right and what is
populut. rr 99 H e made notice of the absence of protection for tndian

the inclusion of ¡'political affiliation.r' When summarizing 6e
NDPrs concerns during the committee discussions, Leggatt also
women and
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expressed his reservation about the possibility of an employer hiding
behind the trbona fide occupational requirement13 exception. tn
concl

usion, Leggatt announced:

The bill goes some distance in providing protection to some
groups" I wish we could sayr,all groupsrt and I wish we
could say that the Minister had the courage to protect the
unpopular under this legislation. I must say that neither
he nor his govenment has had that courage. There are
times in this House when playing politics with a bill as
important as this one is wrong. our party wilt support it
because ¡t does go some distance in protecting
people."".But
we should have seen a tittle more
forthrightness by the Minister in the 5¡¡¡.100
The remaining speakers generally supported the Bitt as amended and,

on division, B¡ll C-Zs agreed to the motion for Third

Reading

unanimously, June 2, 1977"

(e)

Senate and Roval Assent

It is generally accepted that the Senate has increasingly played
rr. o.ã relatively insignificant role
in the legislative process.r¡ 101 lt has
been found

that the Senate amended only 3.5 percent and rejected

percent of bills from the House of

Commons between 1963

and

1"2

1974"102

It is not unusual then that B¡ll C-25 would go untouched.
First Reading of B¡ll C-25 took place on June 6,
later the debate on the motion for Second Reading

1977"

Two days

began when Carl

Coldenberg (Liberal - Quebec), also Chairman of the Senate Committee

on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, provided a general introduction and
uüÞL¡ ¡iii¡u:¡
rf ac¡rinlinn

+1r^
-J^6^-l^l
ij¡
^^I
iíìe A;ll
it¡¡¡ ânü
^f
c¡eieíìc¡ec¡ :¡¡rs cu¡-i.ent provisions"

subsequently, on June 13 and 14, a few senators criticized the qL!I.
Paul Yuzyk (Pc - Manitoba), while assuring that, "Mindful of some of
-
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its shortcomings, w€, Her Majestyrs loyal opposition in the senate,
approve B ill c-25 in principle and warmly wetcome it,' stated that
among several matters to be examined in Committee was the right of
appeal, the addition of "language,rt ttpotitical affiliation,rr rrsexual
orientation,rr and lrphysical handicap" to the grounds of discrimination,
and the exemption of ths Indian Act. 103 Eugene Forsey (Liberal -

Ontario) directed the bulk of his criticism at Part tV. He described it
asrrriddled with exclusions, exceptions and booby traps....r' He added
that, rrunless the part can be thoroughly cteaned, purged, reformed, I
think ¡t would be better dropped from the bill attog"¡¡"t.rrl04 Ceorge
Smith (PC - Nova Scotia) stated that too much power of regulation was

given to the Governor-in-Councit throughout and he wanted 'lpolitical
1:eliefrt added as a prohibited ground of discrim¡r'ru1¡o,'r.105
the Bill passed Second Reading on June 14, it was referred
to the Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs. The Committee
When

considered the Bill at sittings June 21, zg and Juty 5" Members
questioned Strayer and an official, who was knowtedgeable on part lV,
about several aspects of the proposed legislation.

Basford also

answered questions at the last sitting. Although the questions were on

significant points, no amendments were sought. The whote endeavour
was nothing more than an educational exercise for Committee Members.

The publicrs perception of the Senate as an impotent body has
perhaps become a dynamic factor threatening the potentiat for a more

informed and active Upper House. No interest groups bothered to
appear before the committee.

only Gerald Baldwin (pc - peace River),
-
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submitted a brief relating to Part IV (which subsequently raised
questions of the propriety of Members of the House of Commons
appealing to the Senate).106 Furthermore, B¡ll C-25 came to the Senate
without explanatory notes nor any indication of the amendments that
passed in the House. lt appears that this practice was quite
common.l07

On July 7 the Senate received the Committee Report and debated

the motion for Third Reading. Jacques Flynn (pC = euebec) spoke for
some Members when he expressed concern regarding ministerial
discretion, appeal, and the exemptions under Part tV but stated that he
preferred to pass the Bill, considering the Part tV as experimental.
The senate then voted unanimously in favour of the Bill.
Colin Campbell contends that Senate Members perform a function
as rrbusiness reviewersrri ,t... they manoeuvre, bargain, and use subtle

tactics to accommodate legislation to the business viewpoint,rrl0B thereby

giving

rt. .

. an undemocratice advantage to business interests. rr 109
During the development of B¡ll C-25, business interests never exerted
overt pressure on the Government yet there certainly was opportunity
for an expression of business concerns in the senate. The only
indication that Senators were sensitive to business was the raising of

a

concern, expressed in a letter to Basford from the Canadian Chamber of

commerce, that there should be a clear definition of 'equal pay.,,
Weight had never been given to the Chamber¡s position in the House of

but even the Senate did not press for the Chamberrs cause.
ln conclusion, the senate played an insignificant role in the
Commons

-
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development

of anti-discrimination policy.

The passage of Bill C-25 was complete when the
Royal Assent on

(f)

July lU,

B

ill received

1977"

Summary

Throughout Parliament,

¡¡l C-25 d¡d not encounter significant
partisan debate, although vestiges of party discipline appeared when
B

there were differences of opinion between Members. The BitIs passaage
was relatively rapid, facilitated by the absence of ideological
confrontation and an evident spirit of compromise on the part of
Basford and Fairweather, the chief actors. The absence of competing
interest groups was also a contributing factor. The parliamentary stage

of the development of The Canadian Human Rights Act was finally
complete.
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CF{APTER VI

The For¡native Years

To suggest that the policy process is comptete at the end of the
parliamentary stage is to ignore the reality of public policy. The
passage of Bill C-25 was not an end in itsetf but merely represented

policy direction while the establishment of the CHRC represented a step
toward the addition of flesh to therlskeletal. form of the taw.
There is growing recognition that the implementation phase of
policy-making is crucial to the success of legislation. lt is the real

world test. Consequently, Richard Simeonl perceives that literature on
the public policy process is often characterized by incomplete analyses.
iie states that, rrThe work on the environment has tended to ignore the
'?¡black box'r of the political process, white work
on the process has
tended to ignore the setting within which it operates.rr Simeon also
asserts that policy is comprised of toutput,rror what is done, and
rroutcome,

It or what the conseq uences are for society. 2 nOutputrr

is

policy-making while rroutcome' is bound to poticy implementation. lt is

crucial, then, to study the policy imptementation stage to determine
whether the many variables of private behaviour are abte to fulfill the
intent of policy-makers. Policy-making cannot, by itself, preclude the
f ulf illment of intent.
Richard F. Elmore3 warns that 'The notion that
policy-makers exercise - or ought to exercise - some kind of direct and
determinant control over policy implementation might be caIed the
rrnoble lie'r

of conventional public administration and policy analysis.'l

-lAs-

ln the areas of anti-discrimination legislation, the need to analyse
policy implementation is acute. lmplementing the tarv is not merely an
exercise in administration, it is also an important political exercise. As
evident throughout the development of Bills c-72 and c-25, many terms

in the legislation, such as 'equat value, r rrreasonable factor,,r and
rrbona fide occupationat requirement,r¡
were undefined, those terms
having been left to the canadian

Human Rights commission (cHRC) to

define over time. As weil, the cHRC was empowered with significant

investigative, organizationat and other decision-making authority.

For

example' the Commission had the power to decide on the internal
allocation of funding amongst the functions of the cHRC, ¡t could
devise rutes for implementing equal pay, pension and pre-emptoyment

inquiry provisions. lt coutd even determine the merits of all complaints
filed with the CHRC by accepting or rejecting cases at the intake tevel,
by conciliating or dismissing cases after investigation, and by allowing
or disallowing cases to proceed to Tribunals. william E. Conklin has
commented on the discretionary powers in a recent review of rhe
Pra.ticu of Fre.dott Canadian gssavs on Human nights and Fundamental
Freedoms by MacDonald and

Humphrey.4 He states:

There is one final question which the book forces us to
seriously to contemplate. Many of the teading practitioners
of human rights in canada have written ãsiays for this
volume. A close look at their essays finds their adherence
to the claim that there is a great deal of rdiscretionrand
rsubjectivityrin
the actuar aom¡nstration of human rights
institutions and human rights laws in canada ano in- ttre
international arena. Decision-makers, âdministrators,
advisors and lawyers are continually required to make
juclgement calls. lf these authors are correct in their
claim, then it would seem that the most reatistic foundation
for a discussion of therpractice of freedomr as well as for
the formation of public policy with respect to human rights
would be critical examination of the normative assumptlons
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held by decision-makers in canadian institutions. That is
to say, the most rearistic and practicar approach towards
human rights in canada woutd be one which is normative in
its nature"
This chapter attempts to consider the environment and the
institutionalization of the cHRc by examining the imptementation stage.

organizational arrangements of the CHRC and its policies are analysed
in parts a) and b)" part c) looks at the record of the commission
while part d) attempts to measure the agencyrs effect on the
env ironment.

(a) Organizational Arrangements
OnMay ZS, 1977, during the proceedings of the Standing
on Justice and Legat Affairs, Basford indicated he wanted the
Human Rights Commission functioning 'r.
as quickly as possibte.r'5 H"
Committee

stated he had been searching out names to fill Commission positions and

d¡d not want to proclaim the

proposed

Act until there was a

Chairman

and Commission.6

The implementation

of the new regisration had actuaily begun by

April 4, 1977, when an administrator, Lloyd Stanford, was loaned to the
Department of Justice from the Federat-Provinciat Relations office to
work under Dr- Barry Strayer, handling preliminary duties retated to
organization, budget, staffing, financial arrangernents and supplies.T

shortly after stanford's arrivar, Martha Hynna was roaned by the privy
Cnrrn¡il
vvui¡L¡¡ ôff¡¡a
v¡ ¡ ¡Le *a,-¡^^l
t(j (jeai ...:¿L
w¡in prei
-,--r:-- ¡rli¡nary poiicy-rei ateci matters. Hynna
was previously involved
Women

with the Royat Commission on the Status of
as a member of the Secretariat and had been an advisor to the
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Minister responsible for the Status of

Women.

By late May, Stanford had drafted a proposed organizational
chart, drawing on the advice of watter Tarnopolsky, D r. Daniel H ¡ll,

Strayer and officials of the Nova Scotia and Ontario Human Rights
Commissions. By early July, the proposed Commission was tentatively
structured,

p€nding the approval by the yet-to-be appointed
Commissioners. An integrat part of the structure was a Research and
Special Studies Branch and a Liaison and Community Relations Branch,
in addition to the investigation, conciliation and enforcement divisions.S
Because there was

a lack of weil-trained, experienced human rights
personnel in canada, H¡ll had suggested a training and staff
development branch but this recommendation was not adopted. g
Although H ¡ll also wanted emphasis on conciliation and enforcement
functions, the input of the others resulted in a higher priority for
research and public education. lt was also envisioned that aff irmative
action initiatives could emanate from the education branch. From all
indications, the planners had ambitious ideas about a positive role for
the new Commission.

Proposed r eq u est

s for fu ndi ng and staff

w

ere

al

so bei ng

formulated before the Bill was passed. Stanford had compiled caseload
statistics from the Ontario and euebec Human Rights Commissions,
Statistics Canada and the Department of Labour to estimate the required

resources.l0 The earty consultations ted to a betief that responsibilities
should not be delegated to Labour nor tlre provinces if at atl necessary.
Based on this decision, it was estimated tlrat 179 people woutd have to
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be hired by the end of

1979" I

I H¡l¡, in a tetter to strayer on June 25,

urged that'r...

the proposed number of staff in the first and second
years is a little "heavy'and that a smailer figure should be
considered.rl He stressed that, ,A small, muttifunctional, intensely

trained cadre should be developed that would fan out later, giving
direction and guidance to the branches and regionat offices, all of
which will undoubtedly need close supervision and guidance during the
Commissionrs formative

years.'r He further warned that

179 rtop-f tightn

people could not be found.

"The rush to commissions by idealogues,
zealots and do-gooders having all the paper quatifications was, in my
time, a major problern in terms of developing a competent, objective and
dedicated

staff,,' H¡ll added.

At a meeting on July

4, attended

by Stanford, Hynna, Strayer,

Md-earn and representatives of the Treasury Board Secretariat

and the

Public Service Commission, a Treasury Board official suggested that
Hillrs comments be heeded. Stanfordts reply was the first indication of

a developing struggle with Treasury Board Secretariat. He hetd that,
'r... Dr. H¡ll, though wise and experienced in the fietd, had adopted a
gradualist approach, probably because he was working within the
(ontario) Department of Labour. He was able to draw on the
departmentrs inf ra-str ucture. ln contrast the Federal Commission will
be independent of the executive and needs the resources concomitant

with its autonomy.'t l2 stanford was perhaps acting on advice offered
by a Nova Scotia Human Rights Officer, who had warned that sufficient
resourc.es should be requested initially because it would be difficult to

get more later on.13
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There were also discussions about the importance of recruiting
personnel from outside of the Pubtic Service, contrary to public Service
Commission policy.

tt was felt by

some

that it was necessary to

have

minority group representation and secure the most qualified personnel

available. At the July 4 meeting this approach was discouraged by a
representative of Treasury Board Secretariat because there was a tight
employment situation created

by the situation of no-growth in the public
Service. He indicated that the Human Rights Commission would have to
demonstrate that there was an absence of qualified personnel within the
Public Service first.l4 tn this regard, another difficulty was e¡nerg¡ng.

Earlier, in June, cordon Fairweather had received a telephone
call from the Prime Minister asking if he would consider accepting the

appointment as chief commissioner. Bill c-25 had not yet been
approved by the Senate. Due to the Biltts current status, Fairweather
advised Trudeau that, although he was interested he felt uncomfortable
discussing the matter and told him he would prefer to see the Bill pass
f

irst.

15

Fairweather did not hear from Trudeau on the matter again until

the first week of August, after the passage of B¡ll c-25. lt was
Fairweatherrs choice to accept the position. Consequently, in a letter
sent on August 4 to each member of the Progressive Conservative
Caucus, he stated that although the decision was a difficutt one, 'rThe
challenge of a new career and the opportunity to help moutd the

direction of human rights policy for the Public Service and Crown
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Agencies at the initial stage of the new legislation are ones I cannot

lightly turn aside.rt He also cited his desire r... to ressen the overry
long family separations and disruptions which have been relentless
during 25 years in potitics.rr Furthermore, he assured his co¡eagues
that his leaving was in no way related to the leadership of Joe clark.
Section 69 of The Canadian Human Riqhts Act ailows for the

proclamantion of the Act by section.

Accordingly, part I

was

proclaimed on August 10. The following day the Prime Minister publicly
announced Fairweatherrs appointment,

to take effect on september

1,

1977"'16 Fairweather remarked, 'rr do not know what was in the prime
Ministerrs mind when he asked me to be Chief Commissioner. I was totd

that the fact I had 10 years in the provincial legistature, two of which
were as a minister and then l5 years (in parliament) gave me some
understanding of the jurisdictional pressures.r,lT

It is doubtf ul that this was the prime Ministerrs sole
consideration" The appointment indicated that the Government d¡d not
perceive the Commission posting as a mere reward for party faithful.
Fairweatherrs installment also meant that the Commission would

begin its

duties with an air of independence from the Government and, given
Fairweatherrs concerns for human rights as expressed while he was a
critic of B ill c-25, it appeared that the Government was intent on
pursuing a high profile and an active battle against discrimination.
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So, too, Fairweatherrs battle would likely be waged having a clear
conception of the issues and intent of the Covernment in passing the
legislation.

At the time of Fairweatherrs installment, the Prime Minister
appointed Rita cadieux as Deputy Chief Commissioner, thereby
complimenting the Commission executive with competent female and
bilingual representation. Cadieux was Director of the CBCts Off ice of
Equal Opportunity. She had a history of dedication to the concerns of
womenrs

rights and was a former social worker.

lawyer who had served as a Penitentiaries

lnger Hansen,

a

in the
Ministry of the Solicitor Ceneral, was also appointed as the privacy
Commissioner to be effective October l.l8
Ombudsman since 1973

Before Fairweather assurned his position, a briefing was held with

Stanford to obtain a background on developments to date,

By this

time, maior implementation problems were evolving and the new full-time
Commissioners had to deal quickly with these issues; January I had
been proposed as the start-up date for operations. stanford, Hynna
and the other planners had already begun to develop organizational

policies for the new Commission which coutd significantly define the
direction of the agency" For example, there was the pursuit of r,open"

competitions for staffing, plans for a relatively large staff and request

for resources from the outset rather than a gradual buildup, prominent
public education and research divisions, and a general poticy ptan of
non-delegation of duties to the provinces and the Department of Labour.

while it was Fairweather and Cadieuxrs prerogative to change any
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of

these directions, they chose not to and in fact reinforced the initiatives

after their appointments became effective.
Following his appq¡ntment, Fairweather warned Basford that from
time to time he would have to create waves in the Government. Basford

replied favourably, stating that, to do the job, waves woutd have to be
created.l9 Given this support from the Minister, Fairweather also made

it clear that waves would not be needlessly created. First, he
expressed his belief that Commission decisions woutd be collegial and
that the Chief Commissioner would not simply be issuing orders for
peopte to follow.20 second, he stated he woutd not embark upon
"empire-building" but rather would co-operate and co-ordinate whenever
possible.2l

e day of their appointment , Fairweather and cadieux
haunted Basford to appoint the part-time commissioners. Although
From th

Trudeau guarded the appointments of the futl-time Commissioners,
Basford was delegated to find the others.22 upon the swearing in of
Fairweather and cadieux, Basford promised he would have the
appointments completed no later than the end of October. Repeated
urgings for action were forthcoming" By December 19 he admitted that

he was embarrassed about the delay. Consequently, Basford finally
announced his choices and issued an Order-in-Council on February g,
1978. The five individuals were Malcolm MacDonell, President of St.
Francis Xavier University in Nova Scotia, Martin Aster, a Montreal
lawyer, Walter Tarnopolsky, Ellen Schmeiser, an associate professor
law from saskatchewan, and Gloria ceorge, a Native f rom
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B

of

ritish

Columbia, known for her active concern regarding people of her race.
The choices reflected geographic, ethnic and professional concerns.
There was no apparent partisan prerequisite.

Due to the tardiness of the appointments, the January 1 start-up
date was out of the question. lt was not until Feburary 20 that the

irst Commission meeting was hetd. However, while this delay stalled
the development of anti-discrimination policies, progress in establishing
f

organizational arrangements were previously stalled by other factors.
Most of the organizational arrangements had been completed or planned
before the appointments of the part-time Commissioners. These can

now

be chronologically examined from the time of Fairweatherrs appointment.
Fairweather and Cadieux took an early and basic decision to

recruit personnel by means of open competition. Tlre struggle with the
'Public Service Commission for this spanned
almost three months.
Finally simultaneous competitions for positions were approved both

within and outside of the Public Service.

While the exercise

unfortunately caused delay in staffing, open competition was percieved

as essential to a public perception of independence and to securing the
most capable and representative staff.23 Open recruiting was rarely
allowed; it was perhaps helpful that the Official Languages Commission

had earlier won this right using similar arguments, thereby adding
weight to the position of the CHRC.
The issue of a representative staff was supported and reinforced

by Tarnopolsky in particular, who, at the first Commission meeting,
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stressed the importance of recruiting visible minorities. Furthermore,
at the May 20 commission meeting, it was formally resolved that active

recruitment of visible minorities was favoured, keeping in mind the
aspirations of the francophone community and women.24
Shortly after Fairweather and Cadieuxrs appointment, Basford

explained to them the d¡ff¡culty encountered reconciling the
responsiblities of the H uman Rights Commission and the Department of
Labour before Cabinet between 1975 and 1977.25 while the Act removed
the dispute from Cabinet by atlowing a detegation of responsibilities to

Labour, the matter was not resolved by the legislation. After the Biilrs
passage' a Labour official implied to Hynna that the Department did not
want ad hoc assignments from the CHRC which would be difficult to
-' plan for. Either a trpackâg€,t' attpiece of the action', or nothing was

:-

desired. As well, Labour d¡d not want to deal with'equal pay for
work of equal value" ¡f ¡t did not receive the rest of employment-related
duties.26

¡t was apparent that ¡f the cHRC was to deregate
responsibilities, ¡t would have to give up a significant share on a
permanent basis.

As already noted, there was a propensity by the commissionrs

planners to avoid delegation to Labour long before Bil! c-25 was
passed. The inclination was adopted early by Fairweather. During the
preliminary briefing session with Stanford it was suggested there should
be no discussion with Labour about partially delegating private sector

regulation based onl!the excuset,that ¡t was necessary to avoid
duplication- The real concern was that the Human Rights Commission

*
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should not be crippled at the outset with regard to employment which
was an important part of the mandate. lt was also perceived that
delegated functions would be difficutt

to regain.27

Treasury Board Ministers were anxious to have anti-discrimination

initiatives consotidated.2S By December it was decided that the matter
could be resolved if the Commission of f ered to give pref er ence in
staffing positions to the staff of about 12 of the Rights in Employment
Branch of Labour who met quatifications for the positions established by
the Commission" Subsequentty, a series of interviews were held in
December to consider the quatifications of Labour¡s personnel. Several
were chosen. The explanation off ered to those who were not chosen
was that the Commission had an obligation to be open, independent and

had relatively few staff years so that equivalent positions could not be
created.29 Basford subsequently expressed pleasure at the resolution

of the previous stand-off

.30

Plans were laid to organize the Commission into four branches:

Administration, Personnel and Finance, Complaints and Compliance,
Community Liaison, and Research and Special Studies. ln anticipation

of the introduction

and passage of tegislation establishing

an

Ombudsman, plans were initiated to share the premises and services of

the Administration, Personnel and Finance Branch.3l However,when it
was apparent by yearrs end that the legislation would not be introduced
before the Commission was operating, the ptans were dropped.32 Under

the Cornplaints and Compliance Branch, regional off ices were intially

planned for Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, winnipeg and Vancouver,
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although a total of 12 was envisioned for the future.33 As well, Equal
Pay specialists and Legat counsel would report to the Secretary

General, who was to be responsible for the management of all
commission staff. The privacy section was separate except that ¡t
shared th e services of the Administration, Personnel and Finance
Branch. lt is worthwhile noting here that Martha Hynna was selected
as the Secretary-Ceneral, effective November 1. A certain contuniuity
of personnel was therefore maintained during the development of the
Commission.

One

of the most pressing tasks faced by Fairweather and

Cadieux

was to request adequate resources from the Treasury Board Secretariat

based on the assertion that, to be effective, the staff should be well
paid and salaries competitive with provincial levels. Fairweather felt

further justified

with this position because he perceived that
-information Canada had failed in part due to the low classification levels
of employees.34
late October until January, 1978, a battle ensued with the
Treasury Board Secretariat. The main argument was over the
From

classification of the Directors of Complaints and Comptiance, Community
Liaison, and Research. Despite the prolonged battle and appeals to the
Minister of Justice, the Secretariat recommended to the Treasury Board
Ministers operative levels one levet below what was thought as

necessary.35 Treasury Board accepted this recommendation. On the
other hand, although the amount of money and allocation of staff years
granted was muclr less tlran desired, botl'¡ disbursements were increases
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over the Secretariatrs recommendations. Eventually the

Commission

received $E,000,000 for the fiscal year 1g7gl7g and 106 positions
represented by 84 staff-years.36

Relations with the provinces were initiaily

expected to

be

difficult in light of Manitobats earlier objection to a federal
administration.3T pairweather conf irmed his belief in rrco-operative
somewhat

federalismrr upon becoming Chief Commissioner

and stated that certain

responsibilities may be delegated to the provinces so that there would
not be r'. . . a huge apparatus trailing around, f oilow ing, second
guessing the provinces."38 Consultation with the provinces were hetd
as Fairweather and Cadieux visited all ten provincial commissions by

December 16. Fairweather commented that, "We have been ftattered by
the response we have received from the provinces who have rsaid
welcome aboardrand rwe want ideas, action and poticies: tt is pretty
good to have

that

message.rt39

Formal, permanent delegation of responsitrilities was not proceeded

with, however" Again, the

Commission was conscious

that its mandate

should not be reduced. At its May, lgB0 meeting, the commission
passed a resolution

that it would pay the cost of a provincial

salary, out-of-pocket expenses and travelling

e><penses

emptoyeers

for investigating

a complaint on the Commission's behalf. Each contract with a province
would be dealt with individually as the need arose.40 Because regional

offices were only operative in Vancouver, Toronto and Montreat
throughout 1978, provincial off icers were appointed to federal cases
from Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Prince Edward tsland, New Brunswick
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and N ewfoundland.4l Subsequently, this contract option has dwindled.
Co-operation with the provinces has more frequentty been in the form

of ref errals.

ln Halif ax and Winnipeg, this has been facilitated by

locating the federal and provincial offices in the same buildings.

So

far, the anticipated problem of duality and overtapping has not been
pronounced, however.

The federal anti-discrimination arrangements existing in the
several federal deparments were variably affected by the establishment

of the CHRC. The most affected was the Department of Labour as
noted above. The Anti-Discrimination Branch of tlre Public Service
Commission continued to exist, handling comptaints of discrimination
'from public servants. Cases lodged with the Branch would be setled

at that level or they could be transferred to the CHRC, especially if
enforcement was necessary" Under an agreement made between

the two

i-'odies in March, 1978, if a complaint was first lodged with the

but it appeared that the Public Service

Commission had

GHRC

jurisdiction, the

case would be transferred when the CHRC thought it appropriate.42

The duality of service has remained for several reasons. The
Anti-Discrimination Branch operates much like an ombudsman, dealing
with many probletns and discrimination on
The Canadian Human Rights Act"

some grounds

lt is also an

not listed in

immediate remedy to

many problems and is familiar with internal workings of the federal
government.

At the June 20, 1978 meeting of the cHRC, it was recommended
that the Group understanding and
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uman

R

ights programme of the

/
Department of the Secretary of State should continue its involvement in

the f ield of public education and information 'o . o as tong as th e
mechanisms of communication and co-ordination are established.r¡ lt was
recommended, however, that the CHRC,

while not responsible for the

final report, should prepare those aspects of the report on the
implementation

of the lnternational Convention on the

E

tim

ination of All

Forms of Racial Discrimination and the lnternational Decade that

deat

with anti-discrimination legislation and enforcement. The agreement to
th is recommendation by the Department of the Secretary of State
established the co-existence

of the two agencies. lt should be noted

though that the Commissionrs own educational programme differed from
the Group understanding and Human Rights programme in that the
latter continued to disseminate mostly United Nations material and not
CHRC brochures and

reports. The above arrangements were proceeded

with in line with Fairweatherrs belief that the ultimate control and
responsibility for anti-discrimination matters should rest with the
cH RC.44

(b) Policv

Development

The Canadian Human Rights Commission has attempted to actively

and rigorously combat the discrimination proscribed by The
Human Rights Act.

Canadian

To this end, the Act has generally been

interpreted broadly as

ev

idenced by an examination of sev eral key

Commission policies.

At the initial CHRC meeting, the Chief Commissioner, Mr.
-
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Fairweather, suggested the

Commissioners adopt a policy

of

'rRecourse,

Awareness and Advocacy.u45 Here was an emphasis, not

complaint handling (recourse),

merel

y

on

but on education, information

programmes, advice and review of federal legislation as allowed in the
Act. w¡th regard to lradvocacyrt, the cHRC hoped to 'discuss human
rights issues in the context of Canada's social problems and make
s

uggestions for th eir resolution. 1146 Accordingly, Commissioners were

encouraged

to actively seek out and accept speaking engagements. The

CHRC also agreed that the agency shoutd use its good offices, where
time permitted, to deal with problems affecting the human rights of

complainants where the issues are not within the scope of the
legislatiep.4T

The commissionrs two earliest and immediate objectives were to
establish its independence from the executive and to become widely

known to canadians.4S The quest for independence comprised of

a

desire to be independent and to appear independent, This cause was

aided by the Minister and officials of the Department of Justice

who

anxiously encouraged the CHRC to get out from under the Departmentrs

wings.49 The agency symbolicatly adopted a distinct togo, fotlowing
Elections Canadars example, which contrasted with the otherwise uniform

logos of other federal departments, agencies and offices. As well, the

from locating its offices in buildings already
occupied by the federal government. The most significant action has
Commission shyed away

been the cHRCrs open demands on the

executive, however. This

was

facilitated in part by the Commissionrs structural independence but it
has greatly strengthened its appearance of independence.
- l6'l

Recommendations have been made

to the Covernment which are

relatively radical in light of past Canadian initiatives to expand the
scope of anti-discrimination law. Foltowing the recommendation of a
rrNational conference

in canada .,. The years Ahead,rl
attended by 170 delegates from diverse interest groups, the cHRc
-

Human Rights

published a summary of wide ranging recommendations to improve human

rights and social conditions of Canadians and submitted the report to
Parliament in January, 1979. Later in the year, the Comrnission devoted
15 pages in its Annual Report to recommendations for expanding and

improving

The canadian Human Rights Act.
Among the
recommendations were calls for prohibiting discrimination on the grounds
of rrphysical handicaprr in areas other than just employment, prohibiting
compulsory retirement, and recommending that discrimination on the
ground of rrsex" be defined to includet,pregnancyr!and
rsexuat
harassment-rr !t was proposed that trsexual orientatioñ,tt "political
belief,'r "mental handicap,'¡ and rtmentat illnessr! be added as prohibited
grounds- Removal of the discriminatory status assigned to Native

lndian females by section lZ (l)(b) of The lndian Act was also urged.
These recommendations, and more, were also published in the l9g0
Annual Report.50

by Commissioners, new releases by the CHRC and media
interest have further pressed the Covernment for action in the area of
Speeches

anti-discrimination initiatives.

As well, severat representations

have

to the Government on issues such as the constitution, the
merit principle, retirement age, the handicapped and the application of
been made

-
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tax. By virtue of the powers, duties and functions given to the
cH Rc by section 22 of the Act, the commission is empowered to
income

conduct reviews of federal laws and policies and make recommendations
regarding human rights and freedoms. lt has taken that legislation

seriously and applied ¡t to the fullest extent" The GHRC is now a
federal pressure group.

The efforts to attain independence must be applauded. There

have been varying attempts by human rights cornmissions and
governments to establish an appearance of independence for the
commissions. ontariors agency, f or example, has not been very
successful in this regard. A study of discrimination against blacks in
Toronto found that "the most serious criticism leveted against the
( O ntario) Commission is its status as a government agency. il5l
As the
Ontario Commissionts Report on Human Rights stresses, rrThe Commission

has a special role to play as the guardian of the human rights of the
people

"." against the abuses from any quarter, whether in the public
or private sector. For this reason, it shoutd not be tied to any
particular department or ministry and it should be responsible for its
own administrat¡on. rr 52 Although there has not yet been a survey of
public perception, the CHRC should be satisfied that ¡t has achieved

relative independence rivalled only by such offices as Elections Canada
or the Auditor General, despite its channel to Partiament through a
Minister and not the Speaker" Nonetheless,the administrative poticies of

Treasury Board, the Public Service commission, the Department of

Supply and Services and other executive decisions cotrstrict, as has
been shown earlier, the cHRC to the realities of government" Even
-
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more important to this reatity is the total dependence for staff-years
and budget upon the executive. The Commission faced this f rustration

in the formative year" lt is interesting to note that observers of
American human rights commissions state that if commissions become
powerful, legislators react by suppressing the agencies. The Fair
Employment Practices commission (FEpc), for example, found that ,rits
most serious protrlern -- the opposition in Congress -- stemmed from the
very success of its efforts.rt53 Perhaps in this light it can be deduced
that the commissionts success at establishing its current degree of
independence has so far been the governmentts willingness to a¡ow for
¡t.

The CHRC must be perceived as the most visible and provocative
of the Canadian governmental anti-discrimination agencies. This is not

due merely to its federal, and therefore national presence, but because
'it adminsters a highly self-publicized mission and has taken the law
into

previously untouched areas of regulation. Since the Commission began
its operations, half a million copies of over 30 different bilingual
publications have been distributed.

A teaflet generally outlining the
Act and a pamphlet on how to f ile a complaint hav e atso been
distributed in Chinese, ltalian, Portugese and Ukrainian. Three public
service announcements were aired 681 times during 1980 and five audio

visual presentations are available.54 The l5 employees of the recently
created Education, lnformation and co-operation Branch are also
instrumental in advancing the principles and apptication of the Act.
The branch focuses on the preventative aspect of discrimination.
Regular speech-making activities of Commissioners are also important.

-
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The visibility

of the cHRC has been augmented by an ',open
door'! policy whereby the commission hotds its meetings in pubtic,
except when individual cases are being discussed, and distributes
summaries of major decisions made at Commission meetings. As well,
CHRC files are open to public scrutiny, again excepting individual case

files.

These are not common actions of canadian human rights

commissions.

The extension of anti-discrimination taw in Canada brought about
by the proclamation of The canadian Human Rights Act has, by itsetf,

also heightened public awareness of the Commission. For the first time
in Canada, discriminatory practices related to the application of income

tax, discretionary powers of immigration officiats,

employment practices

and services offered by the banks, railways and airlines, the traditions

of the armed forces and recorded hate messages have been brought into
question and widespread social comment has resulted.

mandate is also attracting interest.

The equal pay

Furthermore, many settlements

have been noteworthy and substantial. The tatter is due, in part, to

the very nature of

employment and services under federal jurisdiction,

where employers or services are large and national.

covernment

departments, agencies and Crow n corporations comprise the bulk of
these cases. This is reflected by Commission statistics which reveal

that about

40%

of complaints investigated in a year are dealt with

in

Ottawa.55

Two major discretionary powers given to the commission were in

-
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the areas of equal pay and pensions. More specifically, the GHRC had
authority to construct regulations for cabinet approval, def ining how
the agency would apply the policy direction of sections 11, 17 and lg of
the Act. ln both areas the Commission cautiously developed guidelines.
Affected groups were consulted and attempts were made to calculate
both respondent and complainant needs in order to clar if y policy
options.

An Eq ual Pay Task Force, headed by the Deputy chief
Cemmissioner, began work

in December,

1977

on the recommendation of

r preliminary report prepared largely by Hynna.56 The Task Force
comprised of eight representatives from private industry, uflions,
groups and government. ln its report of February 21, 1g7g,
the Task Force made several suggestions. lt reasoned that a definition
rromenrs

of therrvatuerrof work should be based on the employerrs judgment of
value. "The mandate of the commissioner, r ¡t was argued, r is to
ensure the employerrs judgments are free from proscribed bias, not to
impose its own set of judgments.t,5T The Task Force stated that a
definition of Itestablishment' must take regional economic disparities into

account since ¡t was not the Commission¡s mandate to eliminate the
intra-national differences of Canadars economy. rrR easonable factorsl

justifying wage differences shoutd be kept to a minimum and definitions
of rrskill,tt tteffort,¡r rrresponsibilitytt and rrconditionsrr were offered. For
the implementation of any recommendations, however, the Task Force
stressed that co-operation and cons ultation w ith emptoyers and
employees was essential. Accordingly, written briefs were invited and
received and meetings were held with concerned groups to get reaction
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to the Task Force report.

This lead to the finalization of the Equal
Wages Guidelines which were published in the Canada Gazette on
Septemb

er 27, 1978.58 Seven factors justifying wage differences

were

listed. These were: different performance ratings, seniority, red
circling, rehabilitation assignments, demotion pay procedures, phased-in
wage reductions

and temporary training positions" The Guidelines
interpreted the phrase 'r in the same estabtishment'r to mean "all the

buildings, works or other installations of an emptoyerrs business that

are located within the limits of a municipality, a municipat district,

a

metropolitan area, a county or the national capital region, whichever is

the largest, or such larger geographic limits that may be established by
the employer or jointly by the employer and the union.rl
After their publication, ongoing consultations with interested
parties have confirmed there are differing opinions regarding the
necessity of enumerating justifiable factors which atlow for wage
differences for jobs of equal value. Unions and womenrs organizations
perceive the listing of factors as I'an unneccessary and unreasonable
erosion of the Equat Pay Principle.rr59 A current Commission proposal

for adding two more justifiable factors to the list in the Guidetines has
incited the National Action Committee on the Status of Women to declare
that this would be arr... shift back to and acceptance of the traditional

definition of market value of labourrrwhich is onty a concession to
employers' " 60 the commission has reacted by furilrer exploring
additional definitions of words for inclusion in the Cuidelines which

could clarify the non-discriminatory intent of additions. The
maintains that the Cuidelines are a

-
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strict extension of the principles in
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the Act and that reasonable exceptions which stitl do not allow for sex
discrimination are necessary for fair and consistent application of the
legislation" The Commission stresses that every comptaint of wage
discrimination is investigated anyway so that employer defences under
the Guidelines are thoroughly tested"
The Canadian Human Rights Act lists certain ex ceptions to the

general rule that pension and insurance plans shoutd not be
discriminatory.
Provision is also made under section l8 for the
Governor-in-council to make regulations attowing for necessary
discriminatory provisions in plans. lt is commonly accepted that
differentiations resulting from actuarial factors related to âg€, sex,
marital status and physical handicap may be desriable. Section 65 of
the Act states that no complaint regarding pension and insurance plans
could be dealt with by the Commission until the expiry of two years

ter the commencement of the enforcement part of the Act. This
allowed the Commission sufficient time to construct regutations setting
af

out circumstances where the Commission would not accept comptaints.

ln September, 1978, draft Pensions and lnsurance

Regulations

were widely circulated. After consultations and comments on the draft

from underwriters of benefit plans, employers,

employee groups and

other experts, proposed regulations were forwarded to Cabinet and
approved in January, 1980.61 Wording generally followed that of simitar

regulations passed in the Province of ontario

and took into

consideration the report of ther¡Federal-Provincial Working Group
Human Rights Legislation and Ernployee

-
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Benefits"rl Consequently

some

on

some degree

of uniformity among Canadian jurisdictions was secured.

The most contentious decision made by the Commission regarded
r¡money purchaserr

pension ptans or prans where employers pay the
pensions of fixed amounts for the life of the retired enrployee. After
receiving strong arguments for and against the proposat, it was decided

that annuity payments shoutd be equalty made on retirement to both
males and fernales of the same age and salary. The effect of this policy
is that employers have to contribute more for femates because they
generally live longer than . males. lt was argued that ilr is was
apparently contrary to the letter of the equal wages section of the Act
which states, in effect, that emptoyer contributions to plans must be
the

same regardless

of sex and that the benefits may vary.62

This difficulty was recognized by the Commission and in the 1979
Annual Report it recommended that section 11(6), which defines what

constitutes equal wages, be clarified to avoid probtems with section lg.
This was reiterated in the 1980 Annuat Report.63 The Standing Joint
Committee on Regulations and other Statutory lnstruments in January,

l9Bl did not react positively to the Commissionrs initiative, however.
The Joint chairman, senator John codfrey (Liberat - ontario),
referring to the pension regutations, accused the CHRC of assuming to
know more than Parliament and stated,ttl think (the Commission) have

their bloody nerve o." to just fly in the face of what seems to be very
clear. " 64 The Commission tater made representations to the Committee
arguing that rr... section 18 qualif ies all of the previous sections.
Section 1B says that you may pass regulations with respect to pensions
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and insurance that quatify sections 5 to ll.'65
After repeated
arguements by the Commission the Committee consequentty did not
further its objections.
ln October, 1978 a regutation was recommended to Cabinet
enacted the following month which stated:

and

Where adverse differentiation in relation to any individual in
the provision of goods, services, facitities or accommodation
customarily available to the general pubtic is based onty on
a reduction or absence of rates, fares or charges with
respect to children, youths or senior citizens, such adverse
differentiation in reasonable and is not, in the opinion of
the commission, a discriminatory practice within the
meaning of section 5 of the Act.66

Although some may perceive that the regutations noted above

dilute the intent and application of the Act, the occeptions actually
constitute many of thet,common sense ctausesr of the taw. An
-

of the exceptions ctearty demonstrates general situations
¡¡¡'here absolute non-discrimination may be harmfut and where
cxamination

non-discriminatory factors may result in merety apparent discrimination
on prohibited grounds"

Ever since the introduction of the first human rights b¡ll,
individuals and groups have lobbied for more detailed legistation to

prescribe how the Commission should deal with comptaints.

For

instance, as late as the February, 1981 report of the Special Committee

on the Disabled and the Handicapped there have been demands for a
definition of trbona fide occupationat requirementrr and insistence that
set out that the onus is on the
employer to iusitfy his or lrer actions. These demands are based on
the percgltion that human rights agencies are tnore arbitrary in their
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appl¡cation of the law than in fact" From the earliest development of

anti-discrimination law, procedural techniques have evolved as the

result of legally necessary steps in the investigation and conciliation of
complaints" Furthermore, a vast body of case law is available for
everyday guidance in dealing with cases. commissions have, in
attempts to be consistent and fair, followed precedent established by
themselves, the courts and the other agencies in North America. The

discretion left to the individual agency is therefore constricted.
Apprehension about Commission discretion should be substituted by
demands

for legal guarantees of complainant appeal, a right that

is

presently wanting.

The most apparent single variable affecting Commission policy
development was the injection

of the personal philosophy of the Chief

commissioner, Gordon Fairweather.

As an elected potitician,

Fairweather felt it was a duty to practise his betief that a Member of

Parliament must represent those without a strong voice.68

His

contention that government must actively protect those who are unable

to help themselves compliments his belief in the efficacy of
anti-discrimination legislation. Fairweather has furthermore commented
that, 'rlt is easy to be progressive in terms of anti-discrimination law
because the legislation is t.ou¿¡"¡.rr69 His progressivity is measured in
part by his often-cited quote, borrowed from Kurt Vonnegut, that the
Commission must rrbe at the edget'-- the agency must take the taw

as

far as it can, he insists. This attitude, he asserts, is not fou nded in
partisan ideology.

-
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Apparently the Deputy,

Rita cadieux, and the part-time

this belief. They were chosen in the first
place largely because of their commitment to human rights objectives.
Commissioners have shared

The consolidation of their views and the direction of policy was guided

by Fairweather, however, and the tone of the Commission was set by
him before the first part-time commissioners were appointed.
Consequently, the Commission as a whole formally chose to interpret
The Canadian Human Rights Act as broadty as possible.T0 This is very

significant, given the discretionary powers bequeathed by the Act. ln
other words, where there may be a question of jurisdiction regarding a
complaint, the Commission will be inctined to deal with ¡t rather than

reject ¡t.

As well, an emphasis on pubtic education and substanttial

conciliation proposals are likely under a broad interpretation.

Also

affected are most working arrangements, from entarging the intake load
to increasing the number of test cases, and thereby expanding the
recognized scope of the law, and better defining the law.

The rrvanguard approach'r of the CHRC contrasts with what could

be labelled therrrepresentative approach,rtaken by many North
American human rights agencies. The tatter tends to betieve it must
represent the general citizenry, albeit within the confines of the
legislation" Decisions are made according to the officialst perception of

public norms and expectations or the interests of groups they
represent" Consequently, since the traditional views of the majority
are articulated, the legislation may be interpreted narrowty, ¡f not
regressively"

For example, a'trepresentativer¡ agency woutd not
advocate rights for homosex uals because that would not ref tect the
-172-

perce¡ved att¡tude of the general public whereas a 'vanguard'r agency
would do otherwise; the latter would not only represent minority and
unpopular interests but attempt to mould pubtic opinion.

(c) The lmpact of the Canadian

Human Riqhts Act

The impact of the Act is assessed below in two stages. First,

a

brief overview of the implementation of some key provisions of the
legislation offers a comment on the Actts ability to futfil the intent of
Parliament. Second, the general performance of the CHRC is evaluated
relative to recognized policy objectives thereby serving as a summary to
the chapter.
The concept of equal pay for work of equal value in section'11
was perceived as the most challenging provision

to implement. An

equal

pay specialist has been designated to act as a resource person to apply
the policy. By the end of 1gBl, about 40 equat pay complaints had
been received and six were settted"Tl Th. number of complaints
received was not expected to be as low but the Commission is satisfied
that a complaint can

af f

ect a large number of individuals.

one

complaint, for example, affected the pay rates of over 400 nurses. The

Commission has found that, while the equat pay concept has been

practically applicable, the investigations are comptex and serve to
prolong the disposition of complaints. The most significant lesson
gained from implementing section 11 has so

far been the realization that

pay scales of a few employee classifications in an establishment

cannot

be tinkered with witlrout affecting the whole group. Predictabty there
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has been some expressed apprehension from the private sector in
response to CHRC encouragement to review entire pay scales.72 Most
complaints have so far been directed at the public sector so the
significant test of the equal pay concept is stilt forthcoming.
The aim of the hate messages section of the Act was to prohibit

recorded telephone speeches transmitted in Toronto by the

Western

Guard Party. ln 1979, a Human Rights Tribunat ordered the group to

desist after finding they had contravened the legislation. The
respondents nonetheless persisted which led to a successf ul action by

the cHRC to have the western cuard convicted of contempt. The
Commission requested that the charge be dropped if the cuard would
simply cease its practice" The sentence was eventually enforced

when

the messages continued. The messages are no longer transmitted,
however, and the leader of the group is now in prison foltowing an
unsuccessf ul appeal by the Guard.73 This was the first conviction

under federal anti-discrimination law"

Difficulties with the western Guard prompted the cHRc to

to Parliament that a more effective order could be made by a
Tribunal if changes were made to the Act. The Commission stated in
recommend

1978

that the Guard continued to communicate messages only slightly

different from those on which the complaints were based, parliament
was urged to address the problem thatl¡... the Tribunal order touched
only on the subject and content of the messages entered in evidence,
and not on the use of the telephone for this purposs.'r74
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No

Tribunal

has yet ordered the imposition of a speciar

or affirmative action programme, as allowed by section 4l
The onty initiative in this area is performed under section 15

programme,

(2) (b).

which simply enables employers to institute speciat programmes. The
CHRC is also given authority to recommend programme objectives and

offer related adv ice.

Three off icers presently comprise the special
programmes unit. Criteria has been developed to determine whether
an
employerrs plan woutd constitute

a speciat programme and this has been
published and distributed in a booklet. Requests for advice are
regularly received, mostty regarding recruitment methods and
accommodating the physically handicapped. Ongoing consuttations are
also conducted with l4 federatty regulated enployers.T5

section l9 of the Act states that the government may make

regulations requiring organizations receiving a contract, grant or
license from the government to compty with provisions of the Act. The
Commission has so far submitted a proposat for regutations to the
Department of Justice for consideration. With regard to appeals to the

Federal Court on matters of fact, the Commission has had no difficulty
despite the concern of Mr. Woolliams during the passage of B¡ll C-25.76

The provision for a Review Tribunat has been resorted to once as a
result of an appeal by the CHRC.77
It should be briefly noted that the earlier demands from women's
groups for better protection against sex discrimination have been
vindicated" As of the end of 1980, atmost a third of all comptaints
accepted by the Commission are allegations of sex discrimination. nRace,
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co¡our, national or

nic origin" as a group as well as "physical
handicapped" tie as the second most common grounds of complaint,
Most complaints are directed at employment matters. On the ot¡er
eth

hand, the inclusion of a prohibition of discrimination in notices and
signs in the Act as espoused eartier by Saskatchewan has attracted only
two complaints. 78

The Act appears to be capabte of fulfilling

the intent of

satisfactorily. There have been no significant technicat flaws
in the legislation and the cHRC has wiilingly imptemented the Act.

Parliament

Much of the success of the law has yet to face the test of
institutionalization, however.

ln order to generally assess the impact of any policy ¡t is
essential to clarify the policy objectives and to then refer to
appropriate standards of measurement. The canadian Human n_ls-þÞ_4_ç.!
states its purpose in section 2 as follows:
ooo every individual should have an equal opportunity with
other individuals to make for himself or herself the liie that
he or she is able and wishes to have, consistent with his or
her duties and obligations as a member of society, without
being hindered in or prevented from doing so by
discriminartory practices based on race, national or ethnic
origin, colour, religion, âg€, sex or marital status, ot
conviction for an offence for which a pardon has been
granted or by discriminatory employment practices based on

physical handicap.

This is the long-term objective. The short-term objectives are
the pre-conditions for the long-term objective. They woutd include

pubiic awareness of the spirit and letter of the Act and of the
commission, the commissionrs appearance of and abitity to be
independent, fair application of discretionary powers, effective
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complaint handling and effective enforcement. The practical difficulty

is finding standards of measurement for the long-term objective. The

only indicator of an attainment of equal opportunity would be the
complete diminution of complaints of discrimination on prohibited
grounds. However, a decrease in complaints could also indicate the
CHRC may have lost

lts visibility, that people have tost confidence in

the agency or are unaware of their rights, or that discrimination has
become more

covert. Fluctuations in the national economy may

atso

temporarily affect the incidence of discrimination.T9 As welt, it must be
agreed that the social engineering attempted by the CHRC is a very

challenging task especially when it is attempting to alter long-standing

beliefs. lt is therefore almost useless to corretate the number of
complaints

of discrimination to any single variable. The only meaningful

exercise is to empirically examine the short-term objectives and then

attempt to predict whether the long-term objective can possibly

be

attai ned.

As already noted, Commission policy has favoured a strong
mandate

for public awareness and independence. The implementation of

these policies have been relatively successful, however public education
programmes

and research could be enhanced. The Commission also

appears to have applied its discretionary powers fairly.

The CHRC's

effectiveness in dealing with complaints is sometimes questionabte,

however. ln 1978, the Commission set an objective of seven weeks
complete an investigatlon.B0 That would be a rare instance

to

today. The

cHRc is now acceptlng almost as many cases in a year as are teft
outstanding.Sl The

Commission appears
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to have fatlen into the pattern

of what several American commissions experienced in the 1970ts where
large backlogs accumulated and cases took one year or more to
investigate, lt is recognized, both inside and outside of the cHRC,
that a problern exists. This is the combination of large and sometimes
generous complaint intakes, staff shortages, burdening paper work,
large geographic areas to cover as welt as occasionat fact-finding

difficulties and respondent intransigence, the tatter three being
the sole control of the Commission.

beyond

It is essential that complaints of discrimination are dealt with
quickly and effectively. Redress may not be secured for a victim of
discrimination if , during the investigation or conciliation, a vacancy
'becomes filled, facts are obscured or destroyed, or the complainant
ahandons the case. Even time delay in reporting discrimination to the
commission may be crucial.

one American author has found that

:ìúrus¡ng discrimination could be proven in 71 percent of cases reported

within ten days of an alleged act, but proven cases dectined to 43
percent ¡f reported af ter ten days. 82 t f investigations are tengthy,

for the Commission and the pubtic wi[
also lose faith in the agencyrs ability to fulfill its mandate, A positive
respondents may lose respect

aspect

to the

CHRCTs complaint

handling has been the fortitude to refer

almost twenty cases to be heard by Tribunat, however. This is
important because of the publicity, setttements and defined law that
ernanates from these hearings.

The enforcement

of anti-discrimination poticy by

emphasizing

individual complaint handling may not be the most effective method of
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reduc¡ng discrimination. British observer, Mark carter, states:

(lndividual complaint handling) identifies an area of
discrimination. lt opens up an area for investigation ....
This is therrripple effectt whereby one successful case
based on an indiv idual complaint can have widespread
consequences. ln this sense ¡t is a most useful weaDon
though admittedly not enough in itself to win the battle.83
The CHRC has recognized the necessity of broad corrective action

in addition to complaint handting but has limited its application, largely
due to the complaint load. Positive, preventative programmes require a
large staff.

The cHRC is nonthetess concerned about systemic
discrimination - discrimination resutting from often tong-established,
facially neutral employment standards which indirectly result in adverse

group distinctions. A recent review of the policies and procedures

of

the Canada Employment and lmmigration Commission and the personnel
poli.cies of several companies affecting the physical handicapped are
promising.S4 The need for a shift from ttRecourse[ to rtAwareness" and

remains, however. correspondingty,

-'t.r'.;i'vocacyrr

¡t seems more

.. : :.:

to reduce the lag in case handling and to secure more staff
y¿ars to attend to positive programmes than seek more prohibitions in
p" Jssing

the Act.

The latter will only accentuate the curative or

,rRecourserl

of federal anti-discrimination policy.
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CFIAPTER, V[¡

CoÍ¡ctusioq-!

(a)

Sr¡mmary and Comment

The Canadian Human Rights Act and Commission are the products

of about forty years of sociat and incrementat legislative activity
directed at ensuring equal opportunity. The devetopment of federal
anti-discrimination policy is nonetheless retativety recent and stiil in the

infant stage"

Contemporary anti-discrimination policy began

to emerge after the

of discriminatory laws in Canada by the tate l940ts. Subsequent
sporadic passages of limited penal anti-discrimination measures were
demise

by more significant measures enacted in the United
States. American blacks and their atlies had rallied sufficient support
soon overshadowed

for equal employment opportunity initiatives by the federat and New
York State governments. These new taws counteracted skepticism about
the efficacy of anti-discrimination agencies which enforced egalitarian

law and educated the public. Two developments then became evident:

t) prohibitions of discrimination spread to cover areas other than just
employment, such as housing and services and; 2') increasingly, other

iurisdictions in North America enacted comprehensive anti-discrimination
legislation providing for full-time enforcement agencies.

The earliest initiatives in Canada following this trend occurred in
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1951 in Ontario when The Fair Employment Practices Act prohibited

certain discrimination in employment. The full-time,

comprehensive

administration of anti-discrimination legislation was not effected by

ontario until 1962, however, But, by 1976, ail provinces in

canada

had enacted comprehensive, consolidated tegistation with fult-time human

rights commissions administering the legistation, except

Saskatchewan

which consolidated its several anti-discrimination statutes in 197g. The

federal government noticeably offered neither comprehensive protection
from discrimination, consolidated tegislation,
nor a centrat
anti-discrimination

agency.

weak, âd hoc and dispersed

anti-discrimination provisions existed in numerous taws and departmental

administrations. lt was perhaps this confusion and the existence of
several rrlittle empiresrr that served as a buitt-in retardant for the
wholesale reform

of federal anti-discrimination policy.

As in the provinces, pF€ssure on the federal government to
improve its attack on discrimination had mounted since the earty l960ts.

Forces such as the United Nations, Members of Partiament, especially of

the NDP, womenrs organizations, organized tabour and an internal
awareness of a need for protection of rights, resutting from the failure

of constitutional reform measures, heightened the Governmentrs
recognition that e><isting anti-discrimination policy was inadequate. The
reaction to the pressures was nonetheless

sluggish. The Honourable

Otto Lang, Minister of Justice, who personatly favoured new legislation,

first promised an initiative in october, 1g72. lt was not until July,
1975 when a bill was finally introduced.

-
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The delay was largely due to Langrs ambitious scheme

to join

anti-discrimination legislation with other rights-retated prov

is ions

regarding access to and protection of personal information
government data banks, and an ombudsman

against

gov

ernment and

ev

in

plan to handle complaints

en private sector organizations. The

anti-discrimination provisions were bogged down

in the mire of

these

untested and overly zealous appendages. There woutd have been
challege enough developing a good anti-discrimination bitt. Bill C-72,

introduced in July, 197s, was disappo¡ntingry weak in its
anti-discrimination parts and, in particular, in its prov ision for the
prþtection of personal information. An expectant Parliament and pubtic
expressed rejection

of the Bill.

With the ascent of Ron Basford to the position of Minister of
.i',!stice, a new

initiative was undertaken while Parliament deatt with

tnore pressing matters" Basford listened to the criticisms of Bill C-72,

notably those of womenrs groups and the Provinces, incorporated
suggestions into revised legislation, strengthened the Privacy

many

Part, and

frankly negotiated for the speedy passage of improved legistation with
th e opposition. B ill c-25 was introduced in November 1976 and
received Royal Assent in July, 1978.

The Bill¡s course through Parliament was marked by a cooperation

on the part of the opposltion parties" The only

Members who appeared

to truly understand the leglslation and its significance, other than the

Minister, however, were cordon Fairweather and Stuart Leggatt, the

chief critics of the

B

lll.

Their input was constructive
-
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and

well-informed. Severat minor amendments were made but the substantial
expansion of the taw urged by some Members and the interest groups
which made representations were rejected.

Although The Canadian Human Rights Act was not as progressive

as ¡t could have been, given the present state of devetopment of
Canadian anti-discrimination tegistation, ¡t d¡d represent a significant
step forward, particularly in regutating discrimination against the
physically handicapped, persons convicted of an offence for which a
pardon has been granted, instituting a policy of equal pay for work of
equal value, and prohibiting hate messages. The legislation atso
recognized the need for educationat programmes, independence from the
' Executive and, to a degree, affirmative action endeavours. However,

the Government did not agree that discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation, political belief or family status shoutd be prohibited, nor on
of physical handicap in -areas other than just enployment.
The Act also perpetuated compulsory retirement from employment and

:::-the basis

discrimination against female treaty tndians as set out in The lndian
Act.

of anti-discrimination poticy has shown that
legislation prohibiting discrimination is not enough in itself to combat
the iniustice. An eff ective agency is the necesary instrument. The
parliamentary stage, then, was onty a first step in the policy process.
The policyrs success was dependent on the imptementation stage,
characterized by the institutionalization of the Canadian Human Rights
commission. since it opened its doors, the cHRc has been buoyed by
The dev elopment
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the guidance of Gordon Fairweather, the Chief Commissioner, as wett as
a dedicated Commission and staff which has assumed a role as a
vanguard. The necessary emphasis on individual comptaint handling
has unfortunately required the bulk of the agencyrs resources while

preventative measures such as affirmative action projects,

educational

endeavours, contract compliance, and positive reviews of federally

regulated employment policies are subordinate. Given the fixed
resources of the CHRC, budgets and staff years given to preventative
programmes have resulted in a significant backlog of individual
complaints. The Commission is still in the formative years, however,

and its recognition of the value of public awareness and advocacy is a
hopeful indication that the CHRC will press for a preventative approach
with regard to federal anti-discrimination poticy while pressuring the
Covernment

to enhance the legislation in this direction and substantialty

increase allocated funding and staff years. This will be a chaltenging

t¡sk; federal anti-discrimination policy is not a great priority to the
Sovernment and few legislators appear to understand the dynamics of
its development, focus, and operation.

of federal anti-discrimination poticy, as
diagnosed chiefly through the examination of the emergence of The
Canadian Human Rights Act, indicates that Partiament has been cautious
in its application and never willing to enact provisions which, despite
the argument for their effectiveness, do not appear to have
overwhelming support in the community and in parliament. Equat
opportunity policy lacks ammunition. First, it is only curative in
nature and, second, only curative of certain discriminatory actions.
The development
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The principle of non-discrimination is not apptied absolutely.
Therefore, in two general and important ways, federal
anti-discrimination policy is inadequate. Understandabty, the total
implementation

of the principle would require a radical assautt on many

traditional, yet ill-founded beliefs of canadians. A climate of
widespread support by Canadians for the principle of equal opportunity
is a prerequisite for a more active regulatory approach by the federal
governemnt or else the public will reject initiatives as unwanted and
unnecessary interferences. An aggresive educational role

for the CHRC
is therefore immediately necessary, in concert with the prov incial
commissions.

The investigation and conciliation of the individual complaint is
expensive and time consuming method

an

of reducing a ubiquitous sociat

wrong. Unless the Government now attempts to prevent discrimination,
the hand slaps of the CHRC will have to continue forever.
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